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Preface
Safety organization of AII Division has prepared a Disaster Management Plan 2022 booklet
for planning and action to be taken at the time of Railway Disaster. This Disaster Management
Plan may be used as a ready reference which will help in rescue relief, rehabilitation & restoration
operations at the time of Railway Disaster.
This book does not supersede or alter in any way the rules contained in different Railway
Manuals and Policy circulars.
Every concerned railway employee of Ajmer division connected with the train working &
who has been supplied with this book should go through it carefully and act upon it. The contents
will be helpful in tackling the problems that arise in abnormal situations.
(Issued by Safety Department, Ajmer division for official use only)
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INTRODUCTION
Disaster management in the Railway context envisages expeditious, orderly, effective and
adequate relief measures in case of a disaster. Keeping in view of the size and complexity of the
Railway network and the antiquely peculiar nature of each Railway accident, it is very difficult to
precisely lay down the exact line of action for each and every accident. Continual efforts have been
made, to evolve a well organized and well- planned system for handling different situations on the
basis of the experiences gained over time. This booklet represents an effort to take the Ajmer
Division further in that direction.
The real capability of an organization is invariably tested by the quality of its response to a crisis.
Success of rescue operations in case of railway accidents depends upon the spontaneous reaction
of men available on the train at the time of accident, contribution made in rescue & relief work by
men and material available locally in nearby area of accident site, availability of adequate
resources with the Disaster Management team, lastly as extensive team work and coordinated
efforts .
In compliance of the recommendation of the High Level Committee, the Disaster Management
Plan has been prepared with so many valuable information’s like, telephone numbers of helping
agencies such as crane suppliers, JCB suppliers, transporters, water suppliers, tent houses, NDRF,
Medical & Security etc. Important telephone Nos. of NDMA, NDRF, Civil and police authorities
of Rajasthan and Haryana state etc. are given in this plan. I hope that this book will be very useful
in case of need.
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Prime Minister’s Ten-Point Agenda for Disaster Risk Reduction
The Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi, enunciated a Ten-Point Agenda in his inaugural
speech at the Asian Ministerial Conference on Disaster Risk Reduce on 2016, held in New Delhi
during November 2016 (AMCDRR), which has also been incorporated in the NDMP.
The ten key elements consist of the following:
1. All development sectors must imbibe the principles of disaster risk management.
2. Risk coverage must include all, starting from poor households to SMEs to multi-national
corporations to nation states.
3. Women’s leadership and greater involvement should be central to disaster risk management.
4. Invest in risk mapping globally to improve global understanding of Nature and disaster risks.
5. Leverage technology to enhance the efficiency of disaster risk management efforts.
6. Develop a network of universities to work on disaster-related issues.
7. Utilize the opportunities provided by social media and mobile technologies for disaster risk
reduction.
8. Build on local capacity and initiative to to enhance disaster risk reduction.
9. Make use of every opportunity to learn from disasters and, to achieve that, there must be
studies on the lessons after every disaster.
10. Bring about greater cohesion in international response to disasters.
Given below is a description of the Ten Point of Agenda for DRR.
First, all development sectors must imbibe the principles of disaster risk management. This
will ensure that all development projects - airports, roads, canals, hospitals, schools, bridges – are
built to appropriate standards and contribute to the resilience of communities they seek to serve.
Over the next couple of decades, most of the new infrastructure in the world will come up in Asia.
This points to the need for ensuring that all the infrastructure development conforms to the best
available standards of disaster safety. Such an approach is a smart strategy, which will pay off in
the long term. It is necessary that all the public investments must incorporate disaster risk
considerations. In India, the ‘housing for all’ programme and ‘smart cities’ initiative s represent
such opportunities. India will work with other partner countries and stakeholders to build a
coalition or mechanism for promoting disaster resilient infrastructure in the region. This will help
generate new knowledge for hazard risk assessment, disaster resilient technologies and
mechanisms for integrating risk reduction in infrastructure financing.
Second, it is necessary to work towards risk coverage for all – starting from poor households,
it must cover small and medium enterprises as well as large multi-national corporations. Currently,
in most countries of the region, penetration of insurance is limited only to a narrow section, mostly
in the middle and upper-middle income groups. It is necessary to think big and innovatively to
widen the risk insurance cover. States have an important role in not just regulating but also
encouraging coverage for those who need it the most. Some bold steps have been taken to ensure
financial inclusion and risk insurance for the poorest. The Jan Dhan Yojana has brought millions
of people into the banking system. The Suraksha Bima Yojana provides risk insurance to millions
who need it the most. The newly launched Fasal Bima Yojana (crop insurance) will provide risk
cover to millions of farmers. These are the basic building blocks of resilience at the household
level.
Third, it is necessary to encourage greater involvement and leadership of women in disaster
risk management. Women are dis proportionately affected by disasters. They also have unique
strengths and insights. India must train a large number of women volunteers to support special
needs of women affected by disasters. There is also need for women engineers, masons and
building artisans to participate in post-disaster reconstruction and promote women self-help groups
which can assist in livelihood recovery.
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Fourth, it is necessary to invest in mapping risks globally. For mapping risks related to
hazards such as earthquakes, there are widely accepted standards and parameters. Based on these,
India has mapped seismic zones, with five as highest seismic risk and two as low risk. For disaster
risk related to other hazards such as chemical hazards, forest fires, cyclones, different types of
floods, India needs to adopt globally accepted standards and categories. This will help India to
ensure that there is a shared understanding of the nature and severity of disaster risks and compare
with that in other parts of the world.
Fifth, efforts must be made to leverage technology to enhance the efficiency of our disaster
risk management efforts. An e-platform that brings together organizations and individuals and
helps them map and exchange expertise, technology and resources would go a long way in
maximizing the collective impact.
Sixth, it will be helpful to develop a network of universities to work on disaster-related
aspects since universities have socialresponsibilities too. Over the first five years of the Sendai
Framework, an effort can be made to develop a global network of universities working together on
problems of disaster risk management. As part of this network, different universities could
specialize in multi -disciplinary research on disaster issuesmost relevant to them. Universities
located in coastal areas could specialize in managing risks from coastal hazards, and the ones
located in the hill cities could focus on mountain hazards.
Seventh, utilize the opportunities provided by social media and mobile technologies. Social
media is transforming disaster response. It is helping response agencies in quickly organizing
themselves and enabling citizens to connect more easily with authorities. In disaster after disaster,
affected people are using social media to help each other. Those responsible for disaster
management must recognize the potential of social media and develop applications relevant to
various aspects of disaster risk management.
Eighth, disaster management must build on local capabilities and initiatives. The task of
disaster risk management, particularly in rapidly growing economies, is so huge that formal
institutions of the state can at best be instrumental in creating the enabling conditions. Specific
actions have to be designed and implemented locally. Over the last two decades, most communitybased efforts have been confined to disaster preparedness and contingency planning for the short
term. It is necessary to expand the scope of community-based efforts and support communities to
identify local risk reduction measures and implement them. Such efforts reduce risk and create
opportunities for local development and sustainable livelihoods. Localization of disaster risk
reduction will also ensure that good use is made of the traditional best practices and indigenous
knowledge. Response agencies need to interact with their communities and make them familiar
with the essential drill of disaster response. For example, if a local fire service visits one school in
its area every week, it would sensitize thousands of children over a period of one year.
Ninth, ensure that the opportunity to learn from a disaster is not wasted. After every disaster
there are studies and reports on lessons learnt that are rarely applied. Often the same mistakes are
repeated. It is necessary to have a vibrant and visual system of learning. The United Nations could
NATIONAL DISASTER MANAGEMENT PLAN start an international competition of
documentary films that record disaster events, their scale, and relief, rehabilitation, reconstruction
and recovery afterwards. Post -disaster recovery is an opportunity to not just ‘build back beer’ in
terms of physical infrastructure, but also in terms of improved institutionalsystems for managing
risk. For this, it is necessary to put in place systems that can quickly provide risk assessments.
India must work with partner countries and multilateral development agencies to establish a
facility for technical support to post-disaster reconstruction of houses.
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The tenth and last, it is necessary to bring about greater cohesion in international response
to disasters. In the after math of a disaster, disaster responders pour in from all over the world. This
collective strength and solidarity could be enhanced further if the activities are organized under a
common umbrella. The United Nations could think of a common logo and branding under which
all those who are helping with relief, rehabilitation and reconstruction operate.
*******
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Chapter -1
CONCEPT OF DISASTER ON RAILWAYS
1.0 Disaster defined in Railway’s context:
The concept of a Disaster was not adequately defined on Indian Railways, till 2005. Only cases of
serious rail/train accidents were considered as disaster.
The definition of DM as given by the Government of India was legislated for the first time
in the Disaster Management Act, 2005. The broad principles of disaster for any department of the
government changed to the concept of any incident which could not be handled with alone by that
department i.e. if it was beyond the coping capacity of a particular department, the incident could
be termed as a disaster. With this came the concept of the departments of Government of India as
also the State governments required to join hands to extend whatever facilities were available with
them to provide relief/rescue and mitigation on the occurrence of a disaster.
1.1 Strengths of the Railways to handle a Disaster: In handling disasters, Indian Railways is in a unique position as it has a number of strengths not
available with many other departments of Government of India. These include:

Railways own Communication Network.

Operating Control on each Division linked with each Station.

Territorial Army Units.

Uniformed force of RPF/RPSF

Civil Defence Organization

An army of Gangmen spread out all over the Indian Railways.

Scouts and Guides.
Well equipped ARTs/ARMEs at different locations with trained dedicated staff.
Railway own doctors and Hospitals /Health Units Situated at different locations through out NWR.
Each of the above can be made use of to handle adversities depending upon requirement to handle
the disaster.
Railway’s weaknesses/shortcomings to handle Disaster:
There are, however, a few weaknesses in the Railways which are very essential in handling a
specific type of Disaster as under:

Absence of Tunnel cutting equipment – in case of collapse of a rail Tunnel, expertise and
related equipment on this aspect is totally lacking.

Non-availability of trained divers for extrication of passengers and/or casualties (dead
bodies and drowning/drowned passengers) from a train fallen down on the river/lake etc. Help of
sports persons can be taken for this; the time of their mobilization is a factor to be kept in view.
Non-availability of cranes operated from a ship/barge for lifting of the coaches/bogies from a
water body.
Definition of a Disaster on Railways:
“Railway Disaster is a serious train accident or an untoward event of grave nature, either on the
railway premises or arising out of railway activity in that area, due to natural or man-made causes,
that may lead to loss of many lives and/or grievous injuries to a large number of people, and/or
severe disruption of traffic, necessitating large scale help from other Government/Non-government
and Private Organizations.”
1.2 Authority to declare a Disaster on NW Railways:
Board has nominated GMs, AGMs or CSOs (when GM/AGM are not available) for declaring an
untoward incident as Railway Disaster.
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Chapter -2
DISASTER MANAGEMENT ACT
2.0 The Disaster Management Act, 2005
2.1 Salient Features
It is the central legislation on Disaster Management around which all the Disaster Management
related activities revolve since its enactment. It legislates a holistic approach to Disaster
Management from mere responding to disasters to greater attention to prevention and mitigation,
capacity building and preparedness.
Disaster has been defined in this Act as under:
“Disaster means a catastrophe, mishap, calamity or grave occurrence in any area, arising from
natural or man- made causes, or by accident or negligence which results in substantial loss of
life or human suffering or damage to, and destruction of, property, or damage to, or
degradation of, environment, and is of such a nature or magnitude as to be beyond the coping
capacity of the community of the affected area”
Disaster Management has been explained in this Act as under:
“Disaster Management means a continuous and integrated process of planning, organising,
coordinating and implementing measures which are necessary or expedient for• Prevention of danger or threat of any disaster;
• Mitigation or reduction of risk of any disaster or its severity or consequences;
• Capacity-building;
• Preparedness to deal with any disaster;
• Prompt response to any threatening disaster situation or disaster;
• Assessing the severity or magnitude of effects of any disaster;
• Evacuation, rescue and relief;
• Rehabilitation and reconstruction”
2.2 Important Provisions in the DM Act:
Section 35
The Central Government shall take all such measures as it deems necessary or expedient for the
purpose of disaster management and it shall include :(a) Coordination of actions of the Ministries or Departments of the Government of India, State
Governments, National Authority, State Authorities, governmental and non-governmental
organizations in relation to disaster management;
(b) Ensure the integration of measures for prevention of disasters and mitigation by Ministries or
Departments of the Government of India into their development plans and projects;
(c) Ensure appropriate allocation of funds for prevention of disaster, mitigation, capacity- building
and preparedness by the Ministries or Departments of the Government of India;
(d) Ensure that the Ministries or Departments of the government of India take necessary measures
for preparedness to promptly and effectively respond to any threatening disaster situation or
disaster;
(e) Cooperation and assistance to the State Governments, as requested by them;
(f) Deployment of naval, military and air forces, other armed forces of the Union or any other
civilian personnel as may be required for the purposes of this Act.
Section 36
It shall be the responsibility of every Ministry or Department of the Government of India to(a) Take measures necessary for prevention of disasters, mitigation, preparedness and capacitybuilding in accordance with the guidelines laid down by the National Authority;
(b) Integrate into its development plans and projects, the measures for prevention or mitigation of
disasters in accordance with the guidelines laid down by the National Authority;
11
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(c) Respond effectively and promptly to any threatening disaster situation or disaster in accordance
with the guidelines of the National Authority or the directions of the National Executive
Committee in this behalf;
(d) Review the enactments administered by it, its polices, rules and regulations, with a view to
incorporate therein the provisions necessary for prevention of disasters, mitigation or
preparedness;
(e) Allocate funds for measures for prevention of disaster, mitigation, capacity-building and
preparedness;
(f) Provide assistance to the National Authority and State Government for
(i) Drawing up mitigation, preparedness and response plans, capacity building, data collection and
identification and training of personnel in relation to disaster management.
(ii) Carrying out rescue and relief operation in the affected area;
(iii) Assessing the damage from any disaster;
(iv) Carrying out rehabilitation and reconstruction;
(g) Make available its resources to the National Executive Committee or a State Executive
Committee for the purposes of responding promptly and effectively to any threatening disaster
situation or disaster, including measures for(i) Providing emergency communication in a vulnerable or affected area;
(ii) Transporting personnel and relief goods to and from the affected area;
(iii) Providing evacuation, rescue, temporary shelter or other immediate relief;
(iv) Setting up temporary bridges, jetties and landing places;
(v) Providing, drinking water, essential provisions, healthcare, and services in an affected area;
(vi) Take such other actions as it may consider necessary for disaster management.
Section 37
(1) Every Ministry or Department of the Government of India shall(a) Prepare a disaster management plan specifying the following particulars, namely;
(i) The measures to be taken by it for prevention and mitigation of disasters in accordance
with the National Plan;
(ii) The specifications regarding integration of mitigation measures in its development plans in
accordance with the guidelines of the National Authority and the National Executive Committee;
(iii) Its roles and responsibilities in relation to preparedness and capacity-building to deal with any
threatening disaster situation or disaster;
(iv) Its roles and responsibilities in regard to promptly and effectively responding to any
threatening disaster situation or disaster;
(v) The present status of its preparedness to perform the roles and responsibilities specified in subclauses (iii) and (iv);
(vi) The measures required to be taken in order to enable it to perform its responsibilities specified
in sub-clauses (iii) & (iv)
(a)
Review and update annually the plan referred to in clause (a);
(b) Forward a copy of the plan referred to in clause (a) or clause (b), as the case may be, to the
Central Government which Government shall forward a copy thereof to the National Authority for
its approval.
(2) Every Ministry or Department of the Government of India shall(a) Make, while preparing disaster management plan under clause (a) of sub section (1),
provisions for financing the activities specified therein;
(b) Furnish a status report regarding the implementation of the plan referred to in clause (a) of subsection (1) to the National Authority, as and when required by it.
The following provisions are available in this Act.
1. Formation of NDMA with Prime Minister as Chairperson and nine (09) other members and an
ExecutiveCommittee with Secretaries to Govt. of India as member.
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2. NDMA shall have powers to lay down policies, guidelines, planning and co-ordination and
evaluation & monitoring for Disaster Management. There shall be a National Plan drawn up for
disaster management inthe whole country.
3. Similar state DMAs with Chief Minister as Chairperson and eight (08) other members shall be
formed having power to lay down policies, guide lines and planning & monitoring at state level.
There shall be a state executive committee which Chief Secretary as Chairperson and four other
secretaries. A state DM plan shall be made.
4. At District level, a District DM Authority with Collector/DC/DM as Chairperson and SP,
DMO and other two Dist. Level Officers as member shall be formed with similar function and a
District Disaster Management Plan shall be drawn.
5. Central Govt will take measures for co-ordination among various DMA, with various
ministries, and Naval, Military and Air Forces for capacity building, preparedness and effective
response. Assistance to State Govt. shall be provided. Every ministry shall take measures as per
guidelines laid down in national plan and prepare their own Disaster Management Plan.
6. Similar action will be taken by the State Govt. and local Authorities at State and District levels
respectively.
7. A National Institute of Disaster Management shall be formed for planning, training and
research in the area of Disaster Management.
8. A National Disaster Response Force will be constituted for specialist response to Disaster.
9. The act provides punishment for obstruction, failure of officer in duty, for contravention of any
order of requisition, false warning, discrimination, etc., by imprisonment or fine or both.Railway
Board Vide letter no- 2003/Safety/DM/6/3 dtd. 09.11.09, informed that, “Ministry of Railway can
request NDMA for assistance of NDRF when situation so warrants.”
In case of Railway Disaster Zonal Railways on request from Divisions or suo-motto may approach
Railway Board, who will request NDMA to direct NDRF Battalions for necessary help.
Railway Board Vide letter no- 2003/Safety(DM)/6/3 dtd. 27.07.10, informed that, “ Zonal Railway
is directed to advise divisional officers to conduct and take part in the mock drills in co-ordination
with the representative of NDMA as also NDRF battalions located nearest to the divisional
offices”.
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Chapter -3
NATIONAL DISASTER RESPONSE FORCE, NDMA & OTHER GOVERNMENT DEPT.
3.1 Location, Constitution and Functions
These have been formed under the Disaster Management Act at 8 selected locations in the country
for dealing with relief and rescue operations related to all types of disasters. 10 battalions, 2 each
from CRPF, CISF, ITBP and BSF have been placed in different parts of the country. DG, Civil
Defense under MHA is additionally looking after the work of NDRF at the Centre. Out of these 8
battalions, 4 (1 each from 4 Para-Military forces) to deal with Nuclear, Biological and Chemical
(NBC) Disasters and balance 4 will deal with Non-NBC Disasters. Each Battalion has 6
Companies comprising of 3 teams, each team comprises of 45 men out of which 24 are for Search
& Rescue and balance 21 for support functions. Short-listed & trained staffs are on deputation in
NDRF.
As per the Disaster Management Act, various ministries and departments under Government of
India should join hands for mutual assistance in case of a disaster. Assistance from local
government and non-government agencies is invariably required by the railway administration for
prompt relief and rescue operation in case of disasters affecting railways and, therefore, assistance
of NDRF could be of great help to the railways.
3.2 Coordination with NDRF
Ajmer division is in touch with NDRF battalion located at Nareli Ajmer to have the first hand
knowledge of the resources available with them and also to familiarize them with railway related
disaster situations and expose them to the issues relevant to the rescue and relief of passengers
during railway accident. It has also been advised to associate NDRF in full-scale exercise that is
held once every year. There are no charges for availing the services of NDRF except the rail
transportation which railways may provide at their cost for attending to rail disasters. Railways
may also have to provide rail transportation logistics for transporting NDRF in case of non-railway
exigencies.
For requisitioning NDRF in times of a Disaster, the Zonal Railways / Division have to approach
Railway Board who will request NDMA to direct the NDRF battalions to proceed at the site.
Details and telephone numbers are available in chapter No. 27.
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Chapter-4
DISASTER MANAGEMENT TRAINNING ON AJMER DIVISION
4.1 Officers and staff of Ajmer division are being given training in Disaster Management at
RSC-BRC, IRITM- Lucknow, ZRTI-UDZ as per the Rly. Boards letter No.E (MPP)2009/3/1 dated
20.01.2009. Division will arrange Disaster Management training of ART/ARME staff, Railway
staff on Board Passenger Carrying Trains, Coach Attendant, Catering Staff, AC mechanics, Coach
Cleaners etc. at training centers available on Divisions. Till now any training on the subject of
Disaster Management implied subjects connected with Train Accidents only. There is no training
given for natural calamities or for terrorism related items and Biological, Nuclear Disasters etc.
Hence the subjects of Disaster Management are more vast and varied. It is essential to train our
staff to meet challenges for any type of disaster. Even training is to be combined for all the “On
Board Train Staff” so that they can meet the challenges together. This will include training of even
Non Railway employeegiving their service on trains.
S.No. Categories of Officials
New Training methodology and schedule
1
Top Level Management (GMs, PHODs, 3-day Disaster Management Modules are to be
DRMs and other SAG Officers)
delivered at IRITM/LKO @ :
Once every five years for SAG Officers and
above.
2
Middle Level Management (SG & JAG During
AMP and MDP programmes at
officers)
RSC/BRC IRITM, LKO.
Frequency of Training:Once every five years.
3
Lower Level Management (SS & JS
IRITM/LKO
officers including serving Group B Frequency of Training: Once every five years.
officers).
4
Probationers and Group B officers RSC/Vadodara.
attending induction courses
5
Supervisors of all frontline departments One-week course at ZRTI Udaipur. .
(Mechanical, Electrical, Engg., S&T, Frequency of Training: Once every five years.
Traffic Comml. & Optg.)
6
Railway Staff on board passenger
Such staff will be trained in appropriate
carrying train (TS, Dy.TS, TTEs & multidisciplinary groups at such locations in the
catering
staff
of
Commercial divisions where there is concentration of such
Department, Coach attendants and AC staff. This training will given in selected
Mechanics from Electrical Departments, training cemters for Artisan and Group D staff
some of the selected coach cleaners of of divisions like C&W traing center ,PWI,
Mechanical Departments, some of the training center , Electrical (AC), , training
RPF escorting staff and catering staff of center on divisions.
contractor wherever out-sourced).
Frequency of Training:
Once every three years.
7
Nominated ARMV and ART staff of Such staff are to be trained at STC/Bangalore,
Mechanical and Medical departments
Frequency of Training: Once every three years.
8.

Disaster management team of RPF staff
& other RPF personnel associated with
relief rescue operations.
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ZRTI Udaipur is providing training in Disaster Management to all the Accident Related Staff like
Guards, Drivers, SMs, TIs, PWIs, SSEs(C&W), Commercial and Electrical staff etc.

Recommendation No.

Para

ZRTI/ UDZ is also conducting counsel on DM for IRCTC staff , who are performing duties on
Trains.
The action plan for training the on-board staff in NWR as approved by GM/NWR is as
below:Initial Recommendation
Revised
Action Plan to
Action
Recommendation
implement
to be
as per Rly.
revised
taken
Bd’sletter No.
recommendatio by
2009/Safety(DM)
n
/6/12/committee
dated 09.02.2012
1
2
3
4
5
6
should Staff will be All
(a)
13
Crack Team of Rail Railways
Rescue Experts - The form professionally deputed from PHOD
Committee
trained
various
/CHOD
recommends that each zone crack Team which departments
&
should
have
a can be located at 3 for training in DRM’s
professionally
locations
viz., Safety Parks as for
trained Crack Team of Bangaluru (SWR), soon as these nomina
Rail
Rescue Experts Kharagpur (SER) Safety Parks tion of
(Mechanical
and Lucknow (NR) start
staff
and Medical officials) and to
start
with. functioning.
centralized hospitals based Provision of Safety
-PCSO
at headquarters who can be Parks
at
these
will
rushed to any site of locations
has
coordin
accident by Air/land route already
been
ate with
at short notice. This group communicated to
training
will
continuously
be these
Zonal
centre.
exposed to the latest railways.
rescue,
extrication Railways
should
techniques and medical plan
to
give
relief. This group will Training to 50-70
support the accident rescue Trainers per zone
and relief arrangements and for crack teams
made by Divisions at the and these trainers
site of accident.
can then provide
training in their.
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1
(f)

1

2
-

2

3
Moving closer to the
Ideal of Golden One
Hour Rule.

4
The
following
action should be
taken for moving
closer to the ideal
of Golden One
Hour Rule:
(i) The on-board
staff should be
provided intensive
training
and
suitable equipment
for providing relief
&rescue during the
Golden Hour. The
Railway
staff
should be given
full training to
work as Medical
First Responders
and
contractors'
staff should be
given
general
training in
Rescue.

3

4
17

5
The
following
action should be
taken for moving
closer to the
ideal of Golden
One Hour Rule:
(i) For On Board
Rly Staff: 1stLoco
Pilot,
Assistant Loco
Pilot
Guard,
other
staff.
Commercial,
Electrical
and
Mechanical
department..
Course module
and its training
as First Medical
Responder
is
proposed
and
prepared
by
CMD
in
consultation with
PHOD/CHOD of
concerned
department.
( a). For this
purpose training
syllabus
for
Medical
First
Responder
(MFR) adopted
by NDRF is
given in report.
It needs to be
modified to suit
railway needs.
(b).Training will
be given to No.
of
trainers
decided
by
concerned
PHOD/CHOD
who in turn
train)
5
their on board

6

-PCOM
-PCCM
-PCEE
-DRM’s
-PCMD
will
coordinat
e

-PCMD
will
coordinat
e

Concerne
d
PHOD/
CHOD
-DRM’s
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staff at ZRTI or
other training
centre.
(ii) 2nd- For
Contractor
staff-like Pantry
Cars staff, On
Board Cleaning
Staff.
CCM/CME or
concern HOD
will
ensure
Training&
certification
from
Contractors.
CMD
will
finalize
the
module of First
Aid
Training
and certifying
agency
for
Contractor
staff.

(ii) A chain of
command should
be specified for
smooth
operations
at
accident site, till
the ARMV / ART
reaches.
eg.
Guard,
Train
superintendent
Loco Pilot and so
on, so that even if
a key official is
injured, the next
in
line
can
assume
the
command of the
team.
1

2

3

4
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Similar
Training will be
ensured
by
PCE/CAO(c)
for
the
contractor staff
working
on
work sites.
Priority*
of
command
at
accident site, till
the
ARMV/ART or
senior railway
official reaches
is proposed to
be as under1st-.Station
Superintendent/
Station Master
(if the accident
occurs in station
limit).
5
Ist-Train

-PCMD
will
finalize
training
module
and
certifying
agency.
-PCEE
-PCCM
-PCME
-DRM’s

-PCE
-CAO(c)

-DRM’s
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(iii) The officer
reaching the site
in ART should
submit a formal
report of the
activities
undertaken by onboard staff and
the erring staff
should be given
exemplary
punishment.

(g)

-

To be identified
by the Health dte.

Issue of providing the
rescuing equipments to
these
on board staff
trained to act as MFR.
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Superintendent
of the train (if
accident
occurred
at
mid-section)
II. Senior most
Train
Conductor
or
TTE
III. Guard of
the
Train
IV. Loco-Pilot
of the train.
V.Assistant
Loco- Pilot.
Instruction*
will be issued
that Sr. most
official reaching
at
site
by
ART/ARMV
will submit a
report regarding
specific
activities taken
up by on board
staff.
Rescue
equipments to
be
identified
and procured by
mechanical
department and
medical
equipments to
be
identified
and
to
be
procured
by
medical
department.
Proposal to be
co-ordinated by
CMD

-DRM’s
*NotePCOM
may
include
necessary
instructio
ns
for
item (ii)
and (iii)
in
Accident
Manual
-CME for
rescue
equipmen
t.
CMD for
medical
equipmen
t
-DRM’s
-CMD
will co
ordinate
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Chapter -5
TYPES OF DISASTERS
Disaster in the Railway context was traditionally a serious train accident, caused by
human/equipment failure, which may affect normal movement of train services with loss of human
life or property or both. This is now extended to include natural and other man made disasters.
Different types of disasters are described below:
(a)

Natural Disaster

Earthquakes, Floods, Cyclones,
Land Slides, T-sunami etc.
(b) Train Accident related Disaster
1. Collisions (Mass casualties),
2. Train marooned (flash floods),
3. Derailments at a bridge over a river and coaches falling down;
4. Train washed away in cyclone,
5. Drailment of a train carrying explosives or highly inflammable material,
6. Tunnel collapse on a train,
7. Fire or explosion in trains
(c)
Man made Disasters
1.
Acts of Terrorism and Sabotage, (loss of life and damage to property.)
2. Setting fire to a Train, Railway installations etc.,
3. Bomb blast at Railway Station/Train,
4. Chemical (Terrorism) Disaster,
5. Biological and Nuclear Disaster,
6. Tampering with Railway fittings to cause a serious accident,
Man Made disasters
Acts of terrorism and Sabotage
Setting fire to a train, Railway installation etc.
Bomb blast at Railway station/Trains
Chemical Disaster
Biological Disaster and Nuclear Disaster
Tempering with Railway fittings to cause serious accidents
Terrorism /Security related crises etc.
On getting first information of man made Act – DRM/ADRM of division will immediately inform
zonal HQ , district disaster management committee (collector) Police officers, medical deptt of
state. They will further inform NWR/ HQ/ Rly Bd. If assistant of NDRF is required for relief &
rescue . Railways are not to be treated as medical first responder (MFR). NDRF along with
personnels of state govt & district administration will be MFR
1. ACTS OF TERRORISM AND SABOTAGE
(i) Tampering of Railway fittings causing accidents & placing of foreign particles on track to
cause disruption to traffic.
(ii)
A staunch vigil should be kept by introduction of special patrolling over the area as and
when warranted.
(iii) Some persons to be trained specially and to be drafted for duty over the area if required.
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2. FIRE IN TRAINS
(i) Carrying Stoves, Sigris, Gas Cylinders, Kerosene Oil, Petrol etc. in passenger
Compartments;
(ii) Lighting fire/using fire near paper, wood, , petrol or other inflammable articles.
(iii) Lighted match sticks, cigarette ends carelessly thrown;
(iv) Electrical short Circuiting;
(v) Using naked light during shunting of inflammable loads, sealing of inflammable wagons;
(vi) Use of naked fire of smoking near wagons containing LPG; other inflammable liquids and
explosive goods
2.1. FIRE PREVENTIONS.
(a) Required numbers of Fire Extinguishers must be provided in Brake Vans, RMS Vans,
Dining cars, AC coaches, Inspection Carriages, Stations and other nominated places.
(b) Proper marshalling order of the wagon containing explosives, inflammable and dangerous
goods should be strictly followed.
(c)
Proper care& precautions should be taken while handling these items, such as diving
loading, unloading & storing.
(d) Proper training on “fire fighting” shall be imparted to all front line staff.
2.2.
THE FOLLOWING THINGS TO BE AVOIDED.
(i)
Smoking or lighting a flame where it is prohibited.
(ii) Throwing of oil soaked jute/ cloth carelessly;
(iii) Throwing of burning match –stick, bidi/cigarettes carelessly;
(e)
Over loading of a van so as to interfere with electrical connections.
Allowing running of hot axle wagon;
Keeping explosive materials along with combustible materials;
Carrying of Gas Stoves, Kerosene Oil, Gas Cylinders, Kerosene Jars. Petrol or other inflammable
articles in passenger carrying trains.
2.3. FIRE ALARM
A proper fire alarm is the quickest means to warn staff about the outbreak of fire. As soon as
a fire is noticed any of the following fire alarm as provided shall be used immediately;(i)
Electric Siren : Should be sounded continuously for 5 minutes.
(ii) Shed Hooter : Should be sounded continuously for 5 minutes.
(iii) Hand Bell : Should be sounded continuously for 5 minutes.
(iv) Engine Whistle : Should be sounded continuously for 5 minutes.
(v) Electric Fire Bell: Button should be pressed to ‘on’ to ring the fire alarm bell continuously
for 3 minutes.
2.4. ACTION TO BE TAKEN DURING FIRE ACCIDENTS(i)
In the event of a vehicle on a train caught fire, on run.
(a)
The train shall be stopped, immediately.
(b) Efforts shall be made to save the lives.
(c)
Information should be given to the nearest SM/control quickly.
(d)
The burning vehicle shall be isolated, a distance of not less than 45 meters being left
between it and the other vehicles of the train.
(e)
The train shall be protected in accordance with GR. 6.03, if not protected by fixed signals.
(f)
Every efforts shall be made to extinguish the fire and to save the wagon labels, seals and the
contents of the vehicle.
(g)
Earth or sand, if available shall also be used to extinguish fire.
(h) If the fire is suspected to be due to electrical short circuit, the electric couplers at the both
end shall be disconnected & fuse from the battery from boxes shall be removed.
by Petrol or any other inflammable liquids or gasses or acids
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(ii)
IMPORTANT
(a)
Loco Pilot, Guard passing through or entering a station if notice fire, need not stop out of
course Stopping Trains may be controlled at a suitable place so that fire can not spread to vehicle/
wagon atstation /plate form.
(b) If the Loco Pilot and guard of a running train notice fire on another passing train on adjacent
line the Loco Pilot shall switch on flasher light, whistle continuously and both shall exhibit red
hand signal to attract the attention of the loco Pilot and the guard of the affected train. If they fail
to do this, they shall stop the train at the next station and report the matter in writing to the SM.
(i)
When the fire is of serious nature nearby Fire Brigade may be called without delay.
(ii) The occurrence of a fire shall be informed to the nearest station by most expeditious means
and the Station Master on receipt of such information shall take such actions as may be required as
per rules.
(iii) General instructions for the treatment of burns and Scalds.
(a)
Avoid handing the affected area more than it is necessary. See that your hands are clean.
(b) Do not apply lotions of any kind, on the affected area.
(c)
Do not remove burnt to clothing & do not break blisters.
(d) Cover the area (including burnt clothing) with prepared dry sterile dressing if possible,
otherwise clean lint, rashly laundered linen or some similar material may be used.
(e)
Bandage firmly except when blisters are present or suspected, in which case bandage
lightly.
(f)
Immobilize the affected area by suitable means.
(g) Treat for shock.
(h) In serious case, remove, the patient to hospital as quickly as possible. The injured may
probably require an anesthetic, so ordinarily nothing should be given orally. If medical aid is
delayed for at least four hours , give drinks of water to which salt has been added in the proportion
of half a teaspoon to two tumblers, with the addition of approximately half a teaspoon of
bicarbonate of soda (if available).
(i) In a minor case, give large quantitles of warm fluids, preferably weak tea sweet ended with
sugar,
2.5 POINTS TO REMEMBER
(i)
Be speedy but do not get nervous;
(ii) Locate the fire extinguishing substances viz; water bucket with water/ sand, Fire
extinguishers etc;
(iii) Raise alarm;
(iv) Inform all concerned to assist in extinguishing the fire;
(v) Segregate/ remove all valuable properties;
(vi) Keep Fire Extinguisher/ water buckets in readiness and use those as per requirement to
extinguish fire;
(vii) Arrange to isolate the source of fire if possible.
2.6 FIRE CAUSED BY PETROL OR OTHER INFLAMMABLE LIQUIDS, ACIDS OR
GASES:
(i) Segregate the affected wagon, coach or area involved.
(ii) On opening a wagon do not enter it immediately. You would thus, avoid fumes, which may
be dangerous.
(iii) Use foam type fire extinguishers and sand and not water or soda acid type fire extinguishers.
(iv) Do not bring naked lights near the site of fire.
(v) Warn the people living in the surrounding areas within one Km. radius.
(vi) Stay away from ends of tanks, as tanks normally burst from the ends.
(vii) Cool tanks that are exposed to flames with water from the sides only after the fire is put out.
(viii) Withdraw immediately in case of rising sound from venting safety device or any
discoloration of tank due to fire.
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(ix) Inform the nearest Fire stations intimating that the fire has been caused by Petrol or any
other inflammable liquids, acids or gases.
2.7
IN CASE OF FIRE DUE TO EXPLOSIVE INFLAMMABLES/DANGEROUS
GOODS:
(i)
Extinguish by closing the valve or isolating LPG feed to fire by other suitable controls.
(ii) Following steps may be taken if no undue risk is involved:
(a)
Move unheated cylinders to a safe place after ensuring closing of valves.
(b) Cool the hot cylinders by spraying water from a safe position. The person directing the
spray should take up a position where he would be protected from possible explosion.
(iii) If cylinder containing inflammable/toxic gas develops leak during transportation, remove it
to an isolated open place away from any source of ignition and advise the filler or consigner as
required.
(iv) Inform the Chief Controller of Explosives by fax/telephone.
(v) Inform officer in charge of nearest police station.
(vi) Inform departmental officer concerned.
(vii) Pending the visit of the Chief Controller of Explosives/his representative, the wreckage and
debris shall be left undisturbed except to save lives.
(viii) After getting information from the Chief Controller of Explosives that he does not wish any
further investigation, the restoration work may be commenced.
2.8
FIRE FIGHTING:
(i)
Dry chemical powder type fire extinguisher (DCP)
These types are suitable for tacking petroleum, gas, electrical fire and controlling fires of textile
fibers, sodium based chemical powder is used on a fire which under go chemical reaction.
(ii) How to use:
(a)
Carry to the place of fire and keep it up right.
(b) Remove the safety clip.
(c)
Strike the knob located in the cap.
(d) Sealing disk of the cartridge gets broken and allows carbon dioxide gas to escape to the
main shell and powder is pushed out.
(e)
Direct the steam of the powder at the base of the flame.
(f)
For effective result stand at about 1.5 to 2.5 m. near the seat of the fire.
Move forward with moving the nozzle rapidly from side to side in sweeping motion.
(g) When using on outdoor fires operate from the up wind side for effective spray.
(iii) Building Evacuation.:When the building fire alarm sounds:
(i)
immediately evacuate using building emergency plan procedures.
(ii) Walk to nearest exit/stairwell (Close doors behind you)
(iii) Do not use elevators.
(iv) Proceed to the designated gathering area outside the building.
(v) Do not re -enter building until cleared by authorized personnel.
(vi) Assist with evacuation of individuals with special needs.
3.
BOMB THREAT/BLAST AT RAILWAY STATION/TRAINS
Person receiving call regarding bomb threat should:
(i)
Attempt to gain as much information as possible from the caller like type of device, time set,
location, reason/purpose of the act, dialect mannerism and identity of the caller.
(ii) Inform and alert the disaster management team (Bomb detection squad).
(iii) Alert police, fire brigade and explosive department.
(iv) Pass on the information to all departments concerned.
(v) Take imitative for evacuation of all persons from premises.
(vi) Person noticing a bomb like object, should bring it to the notice of the nearest available
officer.
(vii) Inform GRP, RPF, and Bomb detection squad.
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(viii) Ensure all persons are away from the spot and avoid unnecessary crowding near the area.
(ix) Inform control to take further steps for regulating train services.
(x) Wait for clearance from the Police department to restore normal working.
(xi) Utilize “Caller ID” facility if provided to trace the caller.
4.
CHEMICAL DISASTERS
National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) has issued guidelines on the management of
chemical
disasters. These guidelines are directed more towards their prevention and mitigation of their
effects, if these happen than on rescue and relief operations afterwards.
Indian Railways have also been transporting chemicals and hazardous materials e.g. petroleum
products (petrol, Naphtha, HSD, etc.), Caustic soda, LPG, Chemical manures, Acids etc. These
goods are carried either in Wagons or SLRs or in the Parcel Vans.
Indian Railway’s Rules for carrying dangerous (hazardous goods) by rail have been legislated
in the Railway Red Tariff Rule 2000 as per which dangerous goods have been classified into
following 8 classes:
1.
Explosives
2.
Gases, Compressed, liquefied or dissolved under pressure
3.
Petroleum & other inflammable liquids
4.
Inflammable solids
5.
Oxidising substance
6.
Poisonous (Toxic Substances)
7.
Radio-active substances
8.
Acids & other Corrosives.
NW Railway is having contact with all Oil Companies and all other agencies at defferent locations.
In case of any leakage or other problem on line, companies are requested, who in turn immediately
attend these faults. Due to this no untoward incidence take place.
Staff of ARTs of Divisions have been trained from Nagpur and Delhi fire training school to meet
any disaster caused by carrying of these hazardous materials.
5. Nuclear Disaster (Radiation Emergency):
(a) Personal injury involving radioactive material contamination:
(i)
Render first aid immediately for serious injuries by trained.
(ii) Call bomb squad, fire station.
(iii) A possible without causing harm to the victim, monitor the injured, remove contaminated
clothing and gross personal contamination.
(b)
Radioactive contamination of personnel:
(i)
Remove and bag all contaminated clothing.
(ii) Call fire station, bomb squad, and police.
(iii) Skin contamination should be cleaned using mild soap and tepid water. Use portable survey
meter to monitor for remaining contamination. If not free of contamination, re-wash and re-survey.
(c)
What to do upon receipt of suspicious letter/ package:
(i)
Handle with care.
(ii) Don’t shake or bump
(iii) Isolate and look for indicators.
(iv) Don’t open, smell or taste.
(v) Treat it as suspect.
(vi) Call Police/Fire service/Bomb squad.
(d) If parcel is Open and / or Threat is identified:
(a)
For a bomb.
(i)
Evacuate immediately.
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(ii)
(b)
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(e)
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Call police/fire service/Bomb squad.
For Radiological:
Limit exposure – don’t handle.
Evacuate area.
Shield yourself from the object.
Call police/ fire service/bomb squad.
Suspicious substance in Railway Premises:
Clear and isolate the contaminated area. Do not touch or disturb anything.
Call police/ fire service/ bomb squad.
Wash your hands with soap and water:
Identify individuals who may have been exposed to the material
Do not leave premises until disposed by authorities.

6. BIOLOGICAL DISASTERS
Biological disasters might be caused by epidemics, accidental release of virulent
microorganism(s) or Bioterrorism (BT) with the use of biological agents such as anthrax,
smallpox, etc. In recent times travelling has become easier. More and more people are travelling
all over the world which exposes the whole world to epidemics. As our society is in a state of flux,
novel pathogens emerge to pose challenges not only at the point of primary contact but in far
removed locations. The Marburg virus illustrates this. The increased interaction between humans
and animals has increased the possibilities of zoonotic diseases emerging in epidemic form.
Mitigation :-The essential protection against natural and artificial outbreaks of disease (bioterrorism) will include the development of mechanisms for prompt detection of incipient
outbreaks, isolation of the infected persons and the people they have been in contact.
Nodal Ministry and support of other Ministries:The response to these challenges will be coordinated by the nodal ministry-Ministry of Health and
Family Welfare (MOH&FW) with inputs from the Ministry of Agriculture for agents affecting
animals and crops. The support and input of other ministries like Ministry of Home Affairs,
Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Railways and Ministry of Labour and Employment, who have
their own medical care infrastructure with capability of casualty evacuation and treatment, have an
important role to play.
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Chapter-6
Standard Operating procedure (SOP) on Railways:
(i) Natural Disasters:The Civil Engineering Department at the field level and on the Divisions gets information through
advance warning sent by the respective Government Departments on the possibility of Floods,
Cyclones, Earthquakes and Landslides etc. Depending on the gravity of the disaster/crisis/calamity
expected the information would be passed on to the Divisional officers through the Emergency
Control which will act as the ICS. Where train operations have to be suspended or regulated the
operating departments would be suitably advised. After making the train regulation plan the
divisional control would advise the commercial and security departments for management of the
welfare of passengers. Alerts to the passengers would be issued through the PR Department of the
Railway in the Print and Electronic Media.
The DRMs on the divisions shall ensure coordination amongst the departments for ensuring
running of train services (including relief special trains) as also relief arrangements for the
passengers and for the Welfare of Railways own staff. Assistance of other Divisions and from the
Zonal Railways would be taken through the Headquarter of the Zonal Railways (i.e. by involving
the General Manager). Coordination with the IOC of MHA and NDMA/NDRF would be through
the Emergency Control of each zonal Headquarter.
(ii) Man-made Disasters:Different forms of terrorism fall under the ambit of these disasters. A major role has to played by
the Security Department of the Railways who will coordinate with the State Governments and
when required the Para-military and other forces. The Security Control of the division will act as
the ICS. The Headquarter Security Control will coordinate with the IOC of MHA.
A similar system would be followed as above in organizing regulation of train services by the
operating department at the divisional, zonal level and also in the Railway Board.
(iii) Handling CBRN Disaster
Training of a skeleton number of Medical Doctors in all Divisional Railways Hospitals is to
be planned for handling and to provide medical relief for all CBRN(Chemical, Biological,
Radiological, Nuclear) disaster and mitigation of BN(Biological, Warfare), BT(Bio-Terrorism).
(iv) Chemical Disaster:Railways expertise in dealing with mis-happenings likes spillage, catching fire etc of
inflammables, Acids & other corrosives are very limited. It is therefore imperative that the
respective divisions will develop and nurture co-ordination with those agencies and organizations
on their system that have expertise in dealing will the hazardous materials being handled and
transported.
Standard operating Procedure for Calling Help in case of Disaster/Serious Accident
DRM will inform civil authorities & Police Deptt of concerned district to rush to help. He will ask
for the
medical team also from state Govt. DRM will demaned for NDRF battalion through HQ and Rly
Board,
if required for relief & Rescue operation as they are Medical First Responder (MFR)
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Informing Non – Railway Officials for necessary help
i. CHC shall inform District Magistrate, Supdt. Police and CDMOs of the district within which
the accident
site falls regarding the accident.
ii. DRM/ADRM shall inform the following regarding the accident:

IG/GRP.

ADG/GRP.

District Commissioner/District Magistrate.

Home Secretary of the state.
iii.In case POL rake is involved, then IOC/BPC/HPCL officials should also be informed.
iv. In case Mail bags of RMS are involved, then Postal officials should also be informed.
v.
Telephone numbers of all DMs, SPs, CDMOs and District Commissioners are
available in Zonal/Divisional DM Plans.
vi.
Telephone numbers of IOC, BPC and HPCL officials are also available in the Zonal/
Divisional DM Plans.
vii. Telephone numbers of ADG/GRP, IG/GRP, and Home Secretary etc. of Rajasthan, Haryana,
Punjab and Gujrat.
vii. Secretstary Rajasthan Disaster Management and Relief Department
Coordination with NDRF
Zonal Railways should get in touch with NDRF offices at the nearby locations to have the first
hand knowledge of the resources available with them and also to familiarize them with railway
related disaster situations and expose them to the issues relevant to the rescue and relief of
passengers during railway accident. It has also been advised to associate NDRF in full scale
exercise that is held once every year. There are no charges for availing the services of NDRF
except the rail transportation which railways may provide at their cost for attending to rail
disasters. Railways may also have to provide rail transportation logistics for transporting NDRF
even in case of non-railway exigencies.
The Railway Board has empowered DRMs/CSOs to directly requisition the relevant NDRF
battalion for relief and rescue operations depending on the gravity of situation so that their
services could be made available expeditiously without any loss of time.
During the meeting between NDMA/NDRF and Railway Board officials held on 19 th February,
2013, it was decided that HQr NDRF will draw an annual calendar for zone/division-wise meeting
between NDRF Bn Comdts and Railway Safety officials for better coordination and management
during disasters/major train accidents and each NDRF battalion should carry out at least one or two
mock exercises/coordination meeting with each zonal Railway each year. The said calendar has
been received from NDRF and the same has already been circulated to Zonal Railways.
During meeting held on 26th July, 2010 between NDMA/NDRF and Railway Authorities, it was
decided that the Railways would be associated in all future mock exercises being conducted by the
NDMA and for which a copy of annual calendar of mock exercises will be provided by the NDMA
and CSOs will coordinate Zonal Railways’ participation in such mock exercises. Similarly,
Railways will carry out mock exercises on train accidents in presence of NDRF Battalion
Commandants.
NWR is in touch with NDRF battalion located at Gandhinagar (Gujarat) to have the first hand
knowledge of the resources available with them and also to familiarize them with railway related
disaster situations and expose them to the issues relevant to the rescue and relief of passengers
during railway accident. It has also been advised to associate NDRF in full-scale exercise that is
held once every year. There are no charges for availing the services of NDRF except the rail
transportation which railways may provide at their cost for attending to rail disasters.Railways may
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also have to provide rail transportation logistics for transporting NDRF in case of non-railway
exigencies.
For requisitioning NDRF in times of a Disaster, the Zonal Railways / Division have to approach
NDRF/HQ or Nearwst NDRF battalion to proceed at the site.
1.
NDRF 6th battalion is located at a distance of 39 kms. From Ahemdabad and 5 kms. From
Gandhinagar on chiloda road, Gujrat.
2.
Presently sharing accommodation with Group center, CRPF, Gandhinagar.
3.
Its area of responsibility includes of Rajasthan, Gujrat and MP.
4.
Administrative control lies with range DIGP, CRPF at Gandhinagar.
5.
They have authorized strength of 1149 for NDRF. There are 18 specialist response team in
the unit, each consisting of 47 numbers. Each response team will have a dog squad.
6.
Commandant /NDRF informed that Railways should call the battalion on their control
phone No. 079-23201551
7.
Battalion has sufficient Transport facility. Special trains can be run, if no other faster means
are available.
8.
Mock drills should be conducted to assess the capabilities.
9.
In NWR jurisdiction there is NDRF Troops with trained staff.
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Chapter -7
FORMAT FOR SEEKING NDRF HELP IN CASE OF DISASTER
The Commandant,
NDRF, 6 Battalion, Chilora Road
Gandhi Nagar
Gujart-382042
Sub: Request for deputing NDRF personnel for relief and rescue operations
Dear Sir,
There has been serious accident on North Western Railway over ----------division on ---------station in --------------------section at------------hrs. on --------From the information received till now
it appears that the accident is of a serious nature and could lead to large number of casualties.
Although Railways are making all efforts to take up relief and rescue operations, it is felt that the
participation of the NDRF personnel could be of great help in speeding up the process and
reducing casualties. In view of this you are requested to immediately depute adequate number of
men from your battalion with necessary relief equipments to the accident site at the earliest.
The movement of your battalion indicating the time and route of travel from place to the accident
site may be intimated to the undersigned by E-mail/FAX so as to ensure adequate coordination.
You are also requested to indicate the contact No. of the senior most personnel who will be
traveling with the NDRF Group. Detailed information about accident is furnished herewith in
separate enclosures in Annexure-1.
Encls-As above
Divl. Rly. Manager/Pr. Chief Safety Officer
E-mail ID-------------FAX No.---------------Copy to:
1.
Adviser (Safety), Railway Board [Fax No. 011-23386215] for kind information and
necessary action please.
2.
NDMA HQ [Fax No. 011-2670170] NDMA Bhawan A-1, Safdarjung Enclave, New Delhi
3.
NDRF HQ [Fax No.011-26105912] National Disaster response Force (NDRF), Sector-1,
R.K. Puram, New Delhi.
4.
DRMs- Ajmer, Bikaner, Jaipur & Jodhpur for information and necessary action please.
Annexure-1
Accident Information
1. Travel Co-ordinate ------------------------------2. Name of the District-------------------- (where accident occurred)
3. Distant from Ahmedaba/ Gandhinagar ------------------4. Name and Contact No. of Nodal Officer of railways whom to be approached for coordination-- --------------------------------------------------------------------------5. Timing of placing special train at Ahmedabad for swift movement ----- -----------will be
followed as per advice of 6 NDRF/Ahmedabad
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Chapter -8
NDMA guidelines
National Plan:There shall be drawn a plan for Disaster Management for the whole of the country to be called the
National Plan;
The National Plan shall be prepared by the National Executive Committee having regard to the
National Policy and in consultation with the State Governments and expert bodies in the field of
Disaster Management to be approved by the National Authority;
The National Plan shallinclude
Measures to be taken for the prevention of disasters, or the mitigation of their effects;

Measures to be taken for the integration of mitigation measures in the development plans;

Measures to be taken for preparedness and capacity building to effectively respond to any
threatening disaster situations or disaster;

Role and responsibilities of different Ministries or Departments of the Government of India
in respect of measures specified in clauses (a), (b) and (c).
The National Plan shall be reviewed and updated annually.Appropriate provisions shall be made
by the Central Government for financing the measures to be carried out under the National Plan;
Copies of the National Plan referred to above shall be made available to the Ministries or
Departments of the Government of India and such Ministries or Departments (including Railways)
shall draw up their own plans in accordance with the National Plan.
Guidelines for minimum standards of relief:
The National Authority shall recommend guidelines for the minimum standards of relief to be
provided to persons affected by disaster, which shall includea)
The minimum requirements to the provided in the relief camps in addition to shelter, food,
drinking water, medical cover and sanitation;
b)
The special provisions to be made for widows and orphans;
c)
Ex gratia assistance on account of loss of life as also assistance on account of damage to
houses and for restoration of means of livelihood;
d)
Such other relief as may be necessary;
Relief in loan repayment, etc.
The National Authority may, in cases of disasters of severe magnitude recommend relief in
repayment of loans or for grant of fresh loans to the persons affected by disaster on such
concessional terms as may be appropriate;
6.Role of the Nodal and other Central Ministries and Departments etc :For various types of disasters, the nodal Ministry concerned will chart out detailed Response Plans
which will be integrated into the National Response Plan. The NEC may coordinate response in
the event of any threatening disaster situation or disaster.

Role of Central Ministries and Departments
As disaster management is a multi-disciplinary process, the National Policy on Disaster
Management lays down that all Central Ministries and Departments will have a key role in the
field of disaster management. The nodal Ministries and Departments of Government of India (i.e.
the Ministries of Agriculture, Atomic Energy, Civil Aviation, Earth Sciences, Environment and
Forests, Home Affairs, Health, Mines, Railways, Space, Water Resources etc.) will continue to
address specific disasters as assigned to them.
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Institutional Arrangements of Central Government

Armed Forces:
Conceptually, the Armed Forces are called upon to assist the civil administration only when the
situation is beyond their coping capability. In practice, however, the armed forces form an
important part of the Government’s response capacity and are immediate responders in all serious
disaster situations. On account of their vast potential to meet any adverse challenge, speed of
operational response and the resources and capabilities at their disposal, the armed forces have
historically played a major role in emergency support functions. These include communication,
search and rescue operations, health and medical facilities, and transportation, especially in the
immediate aftermath of a disaster. The air and heli-lift and movement of assistance to neighboring
countries primarily fall within the expertise and domain of the armed forces. The armed forces
will participate in imparting training to trainers and DM managers, especially in CBRN aspects,
heli-insertion, high altitude rescue, waterman ship and training of paramedics. At the national
level, the Chief of the Integrated Defense Staff and the Chairman Chiefs of Staff Committee has
already been included in the NEC. Similarly, at the State and District levels, the local
representatives of the armed forces may be included in their executive committees to ensure closer
coordination and cohesion.

Central Para Military Forces :
The Central Paramilitary forces, which are also the armed forces of the Union, play a key role at
the time of immediate response to disasters. Besides contributing to the NDRF, they will develop
adequate disaster management capability within their own forces and respond to disasters which
may occur in the areas where they are posted. The local representatives of the CPMFs may be coopted/invited in the executive committee at the State level.

State Police Forces and Fire Services :
The State Police forces and the Fire Services are crucial immediate responders to disasters. The
police force will be trained and the Fire Services upgraded to acquire multi-hazard rescue
capability.

Civil Defense and Home Guards :
The mandate of the Civil Defense and the Home Guards will be redefined to assign a effective role
in the field of disaster management. They will be deployed for community preparedness and
public awareness. A culture of voluntary reporting to duty stations in the event of any disasters
will be promoted.

State Disaster Response Force (SDRF) :
States will be encouraged to create response capabilities from within their existing resources. To
start with, each state may aim at equipping and training one battalion equivalent force. They will
also include women members for looking after the needs of women and children. NDRF
battalions and their training institutions will assist the States/UTs in this effort. The States/UTs
will also be encouraged to include DM training in their respective Police Training Colleges and
basic and in-service courses, for gazetted and non-gazetted officers.
7 Guidelines issued by NDMA and Action thereon
Till 2013, NDMA have issued guidelines on the Management of Earthquakes, Cyclones, Floods,
Medical Preparedness and Mass Casualty Management, Chemical Disasters, Biological Disasters,
Nuclear Disasters, Chemical (Terrorism) Disaster, Landslides and Snow Avalanches and
Preparation of State Disaster Management Plans, Incidence Response System, strengthening of
Safety and securing for transportation of POL Tankers, Management of Tsunamis, Role of NGOs
in DM, Management of Drought etc. These guidelines are available on the NDMA website at
http://ndma.gov.in. These Guidelines are statutory and mandate all the stake-holders including
Railways to take necessary measures for prevention and mitigation of all types of disasters
possible on their system and also to have mechanism in place for rescue, relief and restoration, if
these happen.
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8 Guidelines on Chemical Disasters issued by NDMA are very relevant for the Railways, as we
transport a number of hazardous chemicals by rail. These guidelines add to safeguards listed in the
Red Tariff on handling, storage and transportation of hazardous material. These guidelines are
directed more towards their prevention and mitigation of their effects, if these happen, than on
rescue and relief operations afterwards.
9 Guidelines on Chemical (Terrorism) Disaster call for the railways to strengthen mechanism
against chemical terrorism related disasters. Medical and RPF personnel would be required to be
given specialized training to handle such a disaster.
10 Guidelines on Nuclear and Biological Disasters call for the railways to take stipulated
precautions in the transportation of Radio-active substances and Chemical (Biological) items.
11 Guidelines on Preparation of State Disaster Management Plans concern the zonal Railways
to the extent that co-ordination mechanism between the State Governments and the Railways
should be institutionalised for disaster response. The Relief Commissioners in the States may be
coordinated for assistance required from the State Governments, district officials as also to involve
NGOs. Mutual sharing of each others strengths and facilities has to be institutionalized as a
system.
12 Guidelines on Management of Earthquakes, Cyclones, and Floods broadly necessitate
zonal Railways to survey their existing infrastructure with respect to earthquake, floods and
cyclone preparedness based on the vulnerability maps and to take necessary action for making the
infrastructure resistant to such disasters. All new construction should henceforth necessarily be
disaster resistant.
13 Guidelines on Medical Preparedness and Mass Casualty Management envisage train based
casualty transport and evacuation system with following highlights:
1.In MCM (Mass Casualty Management), wherever required Railways needs to provide
transportation facility for Mass Casualty Evacuation (MCE). Where required, ARMVs or special
trains may be run to facilitate relief from the nearest coaching terminal to the disaster site.
2. The railway disaster plan will provide support to the community and local administration during
mass casualty emergencies. Assistance through Railways’ infrastructure of Hospitals etc has to be
provided as and when it is asked for.
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Chapter -9
Crowd Control and Management
For effectiveness in this, RPF, GRP and District Police have to act in a synchronized
manner in consultation with magisterial authorities. Chapter 10 (Maintenance of Public Order and
Tranquility) of the Criminal Procedure Code (Cr.P.C.) Part-A deals with ‘Unlawful Assemblies’.
Legal procedures are outlined in Sections 129 to 132 of the Cr.P.C. for dealing with Unlawful
Assemblies. These provisions empower Members and Officers of Armed Forces (RPF is an
Armed Force of the Union) to deal with Unlawful
Assemblies.
One of the intelligent video analytics to be incorporated in the Integrated Security System is
related to signal for crowd density within station premises when it exceeds the prescribed limit.
This will enable RPF personnel and railway authorities to get timely information when heavy
crowd builds up within station premises and plan follow-up action. Pictures stored on CCTV
system will be of immense help in identifying miscreants and in ensuring effective legal action.
It is, however, essential that the District Magistrate (Dy Commissioner) or the Civil Police
(Senior Superintendent of Police) provides advance information to the Railways (DRM) of the
dates of expected rush; and also the volumes of rush ( including some rough assessment of
direction wise destination ) with a break up of time periods of 1-2 hours slots of the amount of
rush in each such slots.
Crowd control and Management of rush at Railway Stations during festivals:
We should prescribe preventive protocols, when laid down footfalls defined separately for
important stations become extraordinarily high, as during Melas or other exceptional situations. It
may not be out of place to ban all commercial vending and parcel handling on such occasions,
supplement exists if possible, and bring more area under illumination.
It is important to press upon the State Governments to give an approximate indication of the
number of persons likely to reach Railway stations in the days when rush is expected. Even more
important is the number of such persons reaching each Railway station within a one to two hour
time slots. Unless this information is given, it would not be possible for Railways to plan special
trains. The OD flows of the Passenger is very important to plan destination wise running of
special trains. It may be kept in mind that often the Inward and outward passenger traffic is not
equal; there are wide variations. Further the inward rush comes in a staggered and spaced
interval; the outward rush goes back at one go. It would be essential for the Zonal Railway or
Division to impress upon the State Government ( or the District Magistrate) in writing of their
peak capacity to clear rush, as also they can do so only direction wise. The District
Administration has to regulate and control the entry of more than this number beyond which ( in 12 hourly slots ) the Railway would be unable to evacuate.
Specific defined areas of jurisdiction for crowd control and duties assigned to GRP/RPF and
the city Police needs to be placed on record much before the expected days of rush. Close
coordination has to be maintained between the 3 wings of Police/Protection Force RPF and Civil
Police, GRP and RPF) and areas of responsibilities well defined.
The car and other vehicle parking facility at a station where a terrorist strike is expected may
be discontinued; sale of Platform Tickets can also be banned for short period of time. RPF and
GRP personnel deployed on each platform will monitor crowds and rush build up in the
circulating areas, booking windows, station platforms and mainly on the FoBs. Special teams of
commercial staff will liase with the RPF/GRP and relay 2/4 hourly position to a centralized
location viz. commercial control who will advise the need for running of special trains to specified
destination to the operating departments control room.
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Crowd Management
i.
The first problem at an accident site is that of surging crowds. Carrying out
any
kind of rescue and relief operation becomes next to impossible due to crowd. Railway men who
try to undertake any kind of rescue and
relief work become victims of mob fury.
ii.
Cordon off the site and prevent unauthorized entry of outsiders.
iii.
Segregate the area of accident by putting up temporary barriers using nylon
ropes or
any other make-shift device available at the scene so that outsiders do not disturb the site or
hamper rescue operations.
iv.
These barriers should be at quite some distance away from the track, so that UCC, CAC and
LCCs are inside the cordoned off area.
v.
Provide barricade and ask for additional force to control crowd during VIP visit.
Disaster Management Team of RPFThere should have a Disaster Management Team of RPF on each Division of IR composing about
15 men in different ranks . This team shall be specially trained in providing necessary support for
disaster management over the division/ Neighboring division/ RPF should play an active role in
managing law and order at site.
(a)
First aid training to be mandatory for all railway personnel, especially for on board train
staff, gang men and station staff who are usually the first responders at site. NWR will explore the
feasibility of entering into an MOU with reputed training institutes like St. John ambulance/ Red
Cross or any other agency for providing periodic training on disaster management (First aid and
other medical relief) for the front line staff over their zones/ divisions. The frequency and contents
of first aid training module as well as category of staff being covered should be reviewed.
As and when the frontline services etc. get privatized it must be ensured that the private operator
must provide a certificate that his onboard staff are trained in first aid and are conversant with
other medical resuscitation techniques. Further, it should be the duty of such private staff to play
an active role in rescue and relief operations.
(b) Training in Crisis Communication- During the last decade, electronic and IT revolution
has brought about a significant improvement in the media coverage. Therefore, the subjects of
media management and crisis communication have assumed vital importance for all service
organizations including IR. PHODs/DRMs/ADRMs and concerned branch officers
(Sr.DCM/Sr.DME/Sr.SR.DSO and Medical officers) should be trained on these topics by
organizing special courses either at zonal railways or at RSC. Further short workshops be arranged
specially for GMs/PHODs at Railway Board or Zonal Railways’ level. Assistance of Institute of
Mass Communication or specialized agencies be taken, if required.
(c)
Basic Training in search and Rescue Operations.
Group ‘A’ Railway officers (Mechanical, Safety and Medical) should be nominated to undergo
“Basic training in search and rescue”, as per the instructions, to be issued by Board. Further,
lessons on Railway Disaster Management will also form the part of rotational training programme
and refresher and promotional courses at RSC, ZTC & STCs.
Categorization of Alerts:
According to severity of disaster concerned ministry will issue an alert. A Standard Operating
Procedure has been prepared for alerts of events of different types and identifies the situations
when alerts are to be sent by the IOC.
Specific hazards have different categories of alerts. Accordingly, a uniform system has been
devised by categorizing each type of alert in stages-Yellow, Orange and Red.
2.11 Action Plan for Communication of Alert Messages:
Whenever a crisis is about to be faced, Government of India has laid down system for warning its
respective department through an ‘Alert’. It should be understood that mere issue of an ‘Alert’
(Yellow or Orange) is not an indication of the occurrence of a Disaster. This only signifies the
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existence of a crisis for which provisions of the Crisis Management Plan would come into
operation.
The Action plan for Alert Messages lays down as under:
(i)
All concerned Ministries/Departments/Organizations/Agencies will report events to IOC,
MHA.
(ii) While generating and transmitting alerts to IOC, MHA, the concerned agency, will indicate
the category of the event as well as its corresponding stage (Red/Orange/Yellow).
(iii) For Railways categorization of Alerts is under.
Category
Minor
Medium
Major

Description
50 or more casualties (inclusive of death and injuries)
51-99 deaths.
100 or more deaths, or where additional assistance is sought
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Yellow
Orange
Red
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Chapter -10
MANAGEMENT OF ACCIDENT RELATED DISASTER
Disaster Management Committee Headed by DRM will be in regular touch with District Disaster
Management Committee and other Government Departments who are having resources to meet the
challenges developed due to the disasters. DRM will also have the full knowledge and resources
available with State Government Departments, NGOs and Private Party etc. Coordination between
the concerned organizations can be done by visiting one organization by the others. Even
combined Mock Drills can be done by the participation of concerned Department at one place.
On getting information of Accident related disaster, DRM will immediately inform HQ Emergecy
Control, District Disaster Management Committee(Collector& SP) and also HQ /Rly Board if
assistance of NDRF is required.
ACCIDENT RELIEF TRAIN/ VANS(A) Accident relief medical equipment,(a)
The Medial Officer in charge is responsible for ensuring that the prescribed contents of the
accident relief medical equipment (Scale-I and II) are maintained in the chests and are in good
condition, Whenever required the medicines, surgical appliances and other articles must be
replaced.
(b)
Where Scale II equipment is stored in the Station building, the Station Manager. Station
Masters will be responsible for the safe custody of the boxes. In addition, the medical officer in
charge and the Station Manager/ Station Master will inspect this equipment once in a month..
(c)
Medical Officer in charge of the division will inspect the Scale-I and Scale-II equipment
quarterly and ensure that all the prescribed contents are maintained in good condition.
(B) Accident Relief Train items should be in good condition. The person in charge of the
Break down is responsible to keep the engine and accident relief crane (if provide) in readiness.
The CYM/YM/SMR/SM as the case may be will be responsible to arrange any extra vehicle or
brake van for relief work in case of necessity.
Preparedness of Engineering department.
The yard stick for Engineering Materials to be kept in Accident Relief trains.
1.0 Track Material:
1.1 Track materials sufficient to lay 500m of track should be kept loaded on to the BFRs. These
BFRs should be kept stabled at a suitable central place in the division so that the same can be
moved anywhere in the division in the shortest possible time.
2.0 Labour:
2.1 Details in respect of P.Way labour, their addresses and how to contact them- The details to
be kept with AEN/SSE (P.Way) & SE (P.Way).
2.2 The details in respect of temporary labour- availability and how to get them- The details to
be kept with AEN/SSE (P.Way) & SE (P. Way).
2.3 The details in respect of contractors labour working in the division with the numbers at each
side- The details to be available with each Sr. DEN/DEN/AEN for the whole division.
3.0 Mobility:
3.1 The Divisions have been authorized to hire trucks on regular basis for use of SSE (P.Way)
& SSE (Bridges.) The contract agreement for hiring such trucks should have a provision for hiring
additional number of trucks at short notice in the event of an emergency.
3.2 Each SSE (P.Way) should have a plan for movement of labours and materials to the site of
restoration with various alternatives like movement of the same by rail/road. For this, a complete
road map should be prepared showing connections to the track through level xing or canal roads or
the nearest points to track where the truck can reach.
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4.0 Equipment and Miscellaneous.
4.1 The details in respect of heavy earth moving machinery available in the nearby areas, their
contact persons, the telephone numbers etc. must be kept with AEN/DEN/Sr.DEN.
4.2 Areas such as ghat sections may need use of explosives in the restoration process. The
divisions having such areas will also keep the details in respect of availability of explosives in the
nearby areas, the contact address and telephone numbers etc. readily available. Use of explosives
also needs availability of duly authorized persons approved by the Govt authorities and therefore,
the contact details of such authorized persons should also be kept handy.
4.3 The details of availability of tents in the nearby areas, the contact numbers etc. Should be
kept handy. This is in addition to the availability of the tents in the relief train as per prescribed
scale.
4.4 Suitable arrangements need to be made for supply of drinking water for the labour working
at site. Therefore, the addresses and contact numbers of the agencies who could supply drinking
water may be kept handy with AEN/SSE/ (Works) of the sub- division.
4.5 Needless to mention, that the small track machines like rail cutting, drilling welding
equipments etc. are already forming part of the equipments of each relief train. In case, the same is
not kept in the relief train, these equipments. Small track machines must be procured and kept in
the relief train in adequate numbers.
4.6 All SSE (P.Way) have an arrangement of portable Generators for lighting so that the
dependence of Electrical Department even for small magnitude emergencies, can be avoided.
(5) Disaster Management Team of RPF- There should have a Disaster Management Team of
RPF on each Division of IR composing about 15 men in different ranks . This team shall be
specially trained in providing necessary support for disaster management over the division/
Neighboring division/ RPF should play an active role in managing law and order at site.
(a)
First aid training to be mandatory for all railway personnel, especially for on board train
staff, gang men and station staff who are usually the first responders at site. NWR will explore the
feasibility of entering into an MOU with reputed training institutes like St. John ambulance/ Red
Cross or any other agency for providing periodic training on disaster management (First aid and
other medical relief) for the front line staff over their zones/ divisions. The frequency and contents
of first aid training module as well as category of staff being covered should be reviewed.As and
when the frontline services etc. get privatized it must be ensured that the private operator
must
provide a certificate that his onboard staff are trained in first aid and are conversant with other
medical resuscitation techniques. Further, it should be the duty of such private staff to play an
active role in rescue and relief operations.
(b) Training in crisis communication- During the last decade, electronic and IT revolution has
brought about a significant improvement in the media coverage. Therefore, the subjects of media
management and crisis communication have assumed vital importance for all service organizations
including
IR.
PHODs/DRMs/ADRMs
and
concerned
branch
officers
(Sr.DCM/Sr.DME/Sr.SR.DSO and Medical officers) should be trained on these topics by
organizing special courses either at zonal railways or at RSC. Further short workshops be arranged
specially for GMs/PHODs at Railway Board or Zonal Railways’ level. Assistance of Institute of
Mass Communication or specialized agencies be taken, if required.
(c)
Basic Training in search and Rescue Operations. -Group ‘A’ Railway officers
(Mechanical, Safety and Medical) should be nominated to under go “Basic training in search and
rescue”, as per the instructions, to be issued by Board. Further, lessons on Railway Disaster
Management will also form the part of rotational training programme and refresher and
promotional courses at RSC, ZTC & STCs.
(7) Ensuring full Complements of Brake van equipments.
(a)
At the originating and interchanging points of all passenger carrying trains, it must be
ensured that, these trains run with full equipments of brake van. .
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(b) The first Aid box and stretchers should also be examined for this purpose by the concerned
Medical Offices
(c) The Guards /Astt. Guards of the passengers carrying trains while taking over the charge of
these equipments should also ensure that they are in good working condition.
ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN DURING SERIOUS ACCIDENTS
DRM will inform civil authorities & Police Deptt of concerned district to rush to help. He
will ask for
the medical team also from state Govt. DRM will demaned for NDRF
battalion through HQ
and Rly Board, if required for relief & Rescue operation as they are Medical First Responder
(NFR)
ACTIONS AT THE SITE
1.
Golden Hour :
If a critical trauma patient is not given definite medical care within one hour from the time of
accident, chances of his ultimate recovery reduces drastically, even with the best of Medical
attention thereafter. This one hour period is generally known as The Golden Hour. During this
Golden Hour period every effort should be made to :
(i)
Render definite medical care to the extent possible preferably by qualified medical
practitioners.
(ii)

Stop bleeding and restore Blood Pressure.

(iii)

Persons under shock should be relieved of shock immediately.

(iv)

Transport casualties to the nearest hospital so as to reach within this Golden Hour period.

For being effective, any Disaster Management system should aim at recovering as many critical
patients as possible and rushing them to hospital within this period.
2. Disaster Syndrome:
A victim’s initial response following a Disaster is in three stages, viz. Shock stage, Suggestible
stage and Recovery stage. These initial responses are called Disaster Syndrome.
(i)
Shock stage: In which victims are stunned, dazed and apathetic.
(ii) Suggestible stage: In which victims tend to be passive but open to suggestions and willing to
take directions from rescue workers and others.
(iii) Recoverystage: In which individuals may be tense and apprehensive and may show
generalized anxiety.
3.
Different phases of Disaster Response:
Disaster Response in case of a railway accident constitutes of
3 phases. These 3 phases are
determined both by the time factor, as also by the extent of specialized assistance available. Firstly,
it begins with the spontaneous reaction of men available on the train at the time of the accident.
Thereafter the second phase continues with contributions made in rescue and relief work by men
and material available locally in nearby areas of the accident site. The third and longest phase
consists of meticulously planned action by trained DM teams who arrive at the accident site to
carry out rescue and relief operations.
The first phase which is of shortest duration last for about half an hour. It is an amateurish, poorly
equipped effort; but is nevertheless the most important phase. In most cases, this is the only help
available for a major part of the ‘Golden Hour’.
The second phase which is of 2-3 hrs. duration is comparatively less amateurish and much better
equipped. Their contribution is vital since the ‘Golden Hour’ period comes to an end during the
working of this group. How many critically injured passengers can finally be saved depends solely
on the efficiency of this group.
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The last and final phase of Disaster Response by railway’s DM team continues for a few days. It
comes to an end not only with the restoration of traffic but with the departure of most relatives and
next of kin from the accident site and disposal of all bodies. Few of the grievously injured who
continue to be hospitalized for comparatively longer spells are then the sole responsibility of
railway’s medical department. With the above scenario in mind, it is necessary to take firm and
quick decisions to save lives and property. To achieve these objectives Railways have a welldefined action plan that is successfully executed by the coordinated efforts of different disciplines,
all of whom function as a team. The three groups which are active during the above mentioned 3
phases of Disaster Response may be classified as follows:
(i)

Instant Action Team (IAT)

(ii)

First Responders (FR)

(iii)

Disaster Management Team (DMT)

4.
(a)

First Aid in Emergency :
Order of priority for dealing with and helping injured passengers should be as follows:

- Unconscious,
- bleeding excessively,
- having breathing problems,
- Grievously injured,
- in a state of shock,
- having fractures,
- Simple injured.
(b) For assessing and handling injuries, acronym DR ABC is to be followed.
(i)

D – DANGER:

Look for danger. Make sure that no further danger exists either for the patient or for the
First Aid.
(ii)

R – RESPONSE:
Check for consciousness. Call by his/her name, slap, pinch and shake gently. If there is
no response, then it means that the patient is unconscious.
(iii)

A – AIR WAY:
Clear the airway (Trachea). If patient is unconscious, then the airway may be narrowed
or blocked making breathing impossible. This occurs due to several reasons. Mass food particles or
foreign body in the air passage; or the tongue may have sagged back and blocked the air passage.
To open the airway lift the chin forward with the fingers of one hand while pressing the
forehead backwards with the other hand, now the tongue comes forward and the airway is cleared.
To clear the other objects in the mouth press the Jaw, open the mouth put your fingers or a clean
cloth in the mouth and clear the things. Now the air passage is clear.
(iv)

B – BREATHING:
Check for Breathing. Keep the back of your fingers near the nose of the patient. You can
feel the warm air (or) keep your ear near the nose and look for the movement of chest, listen to the
sound from the throat and feel the warm air from the nose.
(v)

C – CIRCULATION:
Check the pulse. Normally we check the pulse at the wrist; however, sometimes it is not
felt because of severe bleeding. So, it is better to check the pulse at neck. (Carotid Pulse).
After checking DR ABC, there may be two possibilities.
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(i)
If patient is breathing, has circulation but is unconsciousness, immediately turn
to Recovery position and transport to hospital.

him

(ii) If the patient has failure of breathing and circulation, then immediately start CPR (CARDIO
PULMONARY RESUSCITATION) the important life saving technique in First Aid.
To revive the lungs you have to give artificial respiration by mouth to mouth (Kiss of
Life) method. Lift the chin forward and press the jaw open the mouth with one hand and close the
nose with other hand keep your mouth on the casualty’s mouth and blow.

To revive the heart you have to give external chest compression. The casualty should be made to
lie down on a hard surface. Keep heel of the palm on the chest (Pit of stomach) of the casualty and
keep the other palm over that hand and compress.

Mouth to mouth ventilation and external chest compression should be given in the ratio of 2:15.
This should be continued up to the revival of life or till reaching the hospital. Once life starts,
immediately turn the casualty into recovery position and transport to hospital. (Recovery position
or three quarter prone position means turn to one side, better to right side)
Recovery position:
Recovery position is the safest position for unconscious patients. Normally we keep the patient in a
supine position. However, in case of unconscious patients, it is a very dangerous position because
the tongue can fall back and close the airway or saliva and other secretions may get into windpipe.
To avoid that, turn the casualty into recovery position and transport to hospital.

Sometimes, you may not be in a position to do First Aid due to tense situation. In such
circumstances at least turn the casualty to Recovery Position,which would help to save many
precious lives.
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INSTANT ACTION TEAM (IAT)
1.
Instant Action Team comprises of:
(a)
The Guard, Crew, TS, TTEs, AC coach attendant, Asstt. Guard, RPF and other railway staff
on duty on the accident involved train.
(b) GRP staff traveling on the train on duty.
(c)
Railway staff traveling by the accident involved train either on duty or on leave as
passengers.
(d) Doctors traveling by the train.
(e)
Passengers traveling on the train who volunteer for rescue and relief work.
(e)
Railway staff working at site or available nears the site of the accident.
(f)
Non- Railway personnel available at or near the accident site.
2.
Pre- accident check list of preparation for Members of Instant Action Team.
(a)
Generally, about 15” time elapses before information regarding occurrence of an accident
reaches the Divisional control Office. In case information can be conveyed immediately this time
can be saved. . This 15” time is of vital importance since it constitutes 25% of the ‘Golden Hour’.
(b) In case they have a Mobile, ensure that telephone numbers of all relevant officials such as
those of divisional control offices etc. have been permanently fed into the Mobile for immediate
use in an emergency.
(c)
These important telephone numbers should cover all those sections where they are required
to work their train either within their own division or even those of adjoining divisions.
(d) Divisions will get printed and circulate a DM Telephone Directory containing all such
telephone numbers that are likely to be required in an emergency .
(e)
Whenever they are traveling at night they should keep a torch handy and secure it by some
means. The torch will be of no use in an emergency if it can not be taken out from inside the
suitcase at that point of time; or if the torch cannot be located since it has fallen off due to severe
jerk.
3.
Duties of the Guard of the affected Traina)
Note the exact time of the accident and kilometer.
b)
i. Protect the adjacent line(s)and the train as per GR. and SRs thereto;
ii. Secure the vehicles as per rules.
iii. Ascertain if adjacent line (s)is/ are fouled.
(c)
Make a quick survey, for an immediate action, of the causalities, injuries and assistance
required;
(d) Relay the information giving details of the accident and assistance required to the control by
the most expeditious means.
(e)
Render first aid to the injured person(s) taking assistance of all available Railway Staff,
Doctors and volunteers on train or near the site of accident;
(f)
Illuminate the effected area as much as possible with EL Box fittings (if accident occurred
as night time).
(g) Get the particulars of damage to the rolling stock, permanent way etc.
(h) Arrange to shift the injured persons to the nearest hospital with the help of all available staff
and other volunteers, also keep their particulars;
(i)
See that water, tea etc, are supplied to the affected passengers as far as practicable;
(j)
Arrange protection of Railway and public property with the help of available police and
Railway staff.
(k) Preserve all clues relating to the possible cause of accident;
Post an available Railway employee on the field telephone to ensure regular- flow of information;
(m) Check the unaffected portion of the train and arrange to clear the same safely to the adjacent
station(s) as per rules and in consultation with the control/station Master(s) concerned;
(n) Remain in overall charge till replaced by a senior Railway official and permitted by the
Competent Authority;
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Notes:
In the event of any disability of the Loco pilot the duties devolving on the Loco
pilot, for protection of the line/ line(s) shall devolve on the Guard or on a Railway servant deputed
by him.
Duties of Loco Pilot of the affected train.
(a)
Note the time of the accident, and kilometreage;
(b)
Protect the adjacent line (s) at the front end of the train as per GR 6.03; 9.10 and SRs
thereto, as the case may be ;
Note: In the event of any disability of the Guard, it will be the responsibility of the Loco Pilot to
ensure protection of obstructed adjacent line(s) and the train in the rear as per GR 6.03 and SRs
thereto and to give quick information to the Control/ Station Master;
(c)
Take such precautions as may be necessary or as prescribed by special instructions to render
his locomotive safe,
(d)
Render all possible assistance to the Guard in rescue and relief measures.
2.
Duties of Assistant Loco Pilot of the affected train.
(a)
Assist the Guard/ Loco Pilot in conveying accident messages to all concerned.
(b)
Help the Loco Pilot in protection of the site of accident.
(c)
Render all possible assistance to the Guard in rescue and relief measures.
(d) Carry out any other job assigned relating to accident by the Loco Pilot of the train.
(e)
Man the engine in absence of the Loco Pilot.
3.
Duties of the Train conductor/ Train superintendent.
(a)
Assist the Guard in rendering first aid to the injured persons(s) and shifting them to the
Hospital.
(b) Look after the comfort of the passengers, injured and un-injured alike.
(c)
Assist the passengers for protection of their luggage.
(d)
Make out a list of injured/ dead passengers.
(e)
Preserve reservation charts to know the particulars of injured/ dead passengers.
(f)
Organize to transship/ transfer passengers and their luggage to the passenger special.
(g) Assist for arranging snacks, tea, coffee & drinking water to the injured and other passengers
detained at the site of accident.
(h) Collect the addresses of the relatives of the injured/dead passengers to send information
regarding accident.
(i)
Look for the assistance of any Doctor or para Medical staff (Railway. Non – Railway)
traveling in the train.
(4) Duties of the Coach Attendant.
The coach attendant shall work under the guidance of Train conductor/ Train Superintendent.
(5) Duties of the Traveling Ticked Examiner (TTE).
(a)
The TTE should work under the guidance of the train Conductor/ Train Superintendent.
(b) Similar actions as mentioned in (4) above should be initiated by the TTE for his nominated
coach.
(6) Duties of A.C. Mechanic.
(a)
He should immediately “Switch Off” the current where necessary to avoid short circuiting.
(b) He should also assist Commercial staff i.e. Train conductor/ Train Superintendent/ TTEs in
their duties at the accident site.
(c)
See that the emergency lights inside the Coaches are in working order.
(7) The Senior most RPF Officer available.
(a)
Segregate the area of incidence by establishing temporary barriers by use of nylon ropes (if
available) or any other make shift device available at the site to protect the area against the entry of
spectators into the affected place.
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(b) Luggages of passengers should be isolated and protected and consigned goods are taken
care off till they are handed over to claimants or taken over by the Railway.
(c)
He should respond to any call for assistance to rescue victims and transport them to nearest
Hospital.
(d) He shall maintain close liaison with the Officers of various departments of the Railways,
GRP, Local Police and Officers of Civil Administration.
8.
Railway Staff traveling on the accident affected train:
(i)
Whenever a train is involved in a serious accident with casualties/injuries to passengers, all
railway staff traveling on the train either on duty or on leave are deemed to be on duty with
immediate effect.
(ii)
Under no circumstance should any of them leave the accident site unless and until
divisional officers arrive, take over charge of rescue and relief operations, and permit them to
leave.
(iii) Railway staff on train/at site shall volunteer themselves to render assistance and report to
TS/TTE/Guard of the Train.
(iv) The senior most officers traveling on the train will assume charge as Officer-in-Charge Site
(OC Site).
(v) Normally the senior most officers will be traveling in either the 1AC or in 2AC coach and
most probably in the HOR quota section of the coach. The HOR section of 2AC is invariably in the
center of the coach (berth nos. 19 – 22). In any case the TS/TTE would know who are the railway
officers traveling in 1AC or 2AC.
(vi) Similarly, other railway staff will be traveling in 3AC coach; and most probably in the HOR
quota section of the coach. The HOR section of 3AC is also in the center of the coach (berth nos.
25 – 30).
(vii) Similarly, some Group ‘D’ railway staff may be traveling in Sleeper coach; and probably in
the HOR quota section of the coach. The HOR section of a Sleeper coach is located in the center of
the coach (berth nos. 33 – 40).
(viii) In the absence of any officer, the TS or senior most TTE/Guard will discharge duties listed
out for OC Site.
1.

Duties of OC Site – Immediately after thePaccident:

(i)
Note down the time of accident.
(ii) Ensure protection of traffic by Guard and Driver.
(iii) Ensure reporting of accident to nearest Station/Control.
(iv) Roughly assess the extent of damage and likely number of casualties.
(v) Collect railway staff and volunteers from amongst the passengers and form different groups.
Each of these groups should be assigned work as detailed at item 6 below.
(vi) Maintain a log of events.
(vii) Till Divisional Officers arrive and take over charge of the situation, continue to discharge
duties of OC Site.
(viii) After Divisional Officers arrive, fully brief the DRM hand over charge to him.
(ix) The on-board OC Site should ensure issue of a detailed message with following information
before leaving the site of the accident.
Time/Date of accident.
Location Km./between stations.
Train number and description.
Nature of accident.
Approximate number of killed/injured.
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(x)
Site.
2.
(i)

Extent of damage.
Assistance required.
Condition of the adjacent line, if any.
Whether OHE is involved.
From here onwards, the DRM of the accident involved division takes over charge as OC
Formation of Groups comprising members of Instant Action Team :
OC Site shall immediately collect all Railway staff on train/at site and form separate groups.

(ii) Passengers traveling by the same train who volunteer for rescue and relief work should also
be drafted into these groups.
(iii)

Passengers from accident involved coaches should be directed towards their own coach.

(iv) Passengers from coaches which are not affected can be distributed amongst other accident
involved coaches.
(v)

In the absence of OC site, TS/TTE shall take steps to form such groups.

(vi)

In the absence of TS/TTE the Guard/Assistant Guard shall take steps to form such groups.

(vii) 5 or 6 groups should be formed depending on number of coaches involved.
(viii) Ideally, one group should be formed for handling each coach.
(ix) In case sufficient numbers of officers are present, then one officer should be made in-charge
of each group.
(x) Otherwise, Sr. Supervisors traveling by the accident involved train should be nominated as
in-charge of each group to co-ordinate its working.
(xi) In case sufficient numbers of Sr. Supervisors are also not present, one TTE should be
nominated as in-charge of each group to co-ordinate its working.
(xii) Each group should rescue injured, entrapped passengers.
3.
Duties of on board railway staff immediately after the accident :
(i)
Don’t panic. Once the accident has already occurred and the train has come to a standstill
nothing worse can happen.
(ii) In case you have a Mobile and it is working, inform the divisional control office
immediately about the accident.
(iii) Observe the position in which your coach has stopped; whether it is standing upright or
turned upside down or lying on its side.
(iv) Try and see whether your coach has stopped on a bridge or whether there is level ground on
both sides.
(v) In case the coach is on a bridge or very high embankment or in case it is raining heavily,
then it is better to wait for some time and not be in a hurry to leave the coach. You may be jumping
from the frying pan into the fire.
(vi)

Search your coach with your torch and try to determine the general position.

(vii) See that passengers don’t panic either. Passengers sometimes make things worse for
themselves by panicking at this critical moment. Try to calm them and build up their confidence.
(viii) Ascertain whether passengers are injured or not; and whether any of them are trapped or
pinned down inside the debris.
(ix)

Call out aloud and find out whether there are any doctors present.
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(x) Doctors who are travelling in the coach should be asked to announce their presence so that
they can attend to and help injured passengers.
(xi)

Call out aloud and find out whether there are any railway staff present.

(xii) Railway staff who are travelling in the coach should be asked to announce their presence so
that they can attend to and help other passengers.
(xiii) For each coach, form a core team comprising of railway staff available, doctors and 3 or 4
uninjured passengers from the same coach. This core team should take the lead in helping
remaining passengers both injured and uninjured.
4.
Duties of members of Instant Action Team – Till arrival of Divisional Officers :
(i)
If a person is bleeding and loosing blood, or if he is unconscious, then in that case you have
to act quickly. ‘Golden Hour’ should be kept in mind. You may have at the most only one hour’s
time on hand.
(ii) In such cases, immediately administer First Aid to the injured passenger and try and stop
further loss of blood.
(iii) Persons trained in first aid may do ‘Cardio Pulmonary Resucitation’. This may save several
lives.
(iv) If the door is open and is accessible, then uninjured passengers should be helped to come
out from the door.
(v) In AC coaches the windows panes should be broken open in order to let in fresh air for the
occupants, and thereafter to evacuate them.
(vi) Non – AC coaches have one emergency exit window on each side. The position of this
emergency window is 5th from the left when facing the line of windows from inside the coach.
They are opposite berth nos. 23 and 57. In case the door is locked and jammed, try and open these
windows so that some of the uninjured passengers can come out through the emergency exit.
(vii) Special care should be taken while evacuating the old, infirm and children in order to ensure
that they are not separated from their family members.
(viii) Extrication of critically injured should be done under medical supervision as far as possible.
(ix) In case medical supervision is not available, then critically injured passengers should be
made to lie down on a bed sheet and thereafter taken out by 4 persons holding the four corners.
This will ensure that no further damage takes place. (Bed sheets will be available in AC coaches).
(x) Passengers who are bleeding from open cuts should be tied up with strips of cloth so as to
reduce if not stop the bleeding altogether.
(xi) It is better not to take out the luggage from inside the coaches at the first instance, for two
reasons. Firstly, passengers both injured and uninjured should get preference in this evacuation
process. Secondly, it may be safer for the luggage to be left inside where there are less chances of
their being stolen or pilfered.
(xii) After passengers have been evacuated from your coach, cross check with the reservation
chart and against the name of each passenger note down as to whether he/she is injured or not.
(xiii) After all passengers have been evacuated; water and eatables can be taken out gradually.
(xiv) Building up confidence of injured passengers by suitable advice is of great importance.
(xv) After helping evacuate all passengers from your coach go over to the unreserved coaches
and provide similar help to those passengers also.
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(xvi) Railway officials from divisional headquartersgenerally arrive at the site of the accident
within 2 to 3 hours, depending on the distance of the accident site from the divisional hdqrts. Wait
for them to come and make further arrangements.
(xvii) Grievously injured passengers who are bleeding or those who are unconscious require
immediate hospitalization. In case some local people have arrived by that time, their help should
be taken in shifting the grievously injured to the nearest hospital.
(xvii) In case your train has been involved in an accident but neither has your coach derailed nor
are any passengers of your coach injured, then you should go to the unreserved coaches and carry
out the duties as listed above.
5.

Duties of the Instant Action Team – In case of a fire :

(i)

In case of fire pull the Alarm Chain and stop the train immediately.

(ii)

Try and put out the fire before it becomes a big blaze by using either water or blankets etc.

(iii)

More people expire due to suffocation from smoke rather than due to actual burning.

(iv)

Advise passengers to take a cloth, wet it in their drinking water and cover their nostrils.

(v) Instruct passengers to go to the other end of the coach which is away from the fire and if
possible cross over to the next coach through the vestibule.
(vi) Insist that passengers should save themselves first and not to bother about their luggage
which can be retrieved later on.
(vii) Make sure that no passenger lies down on the floor.
(viii) After train has stopped, passengers should come down from the coach immediately.
(ix)

Building up confidence of injured passengers by suitable advice is of great importance.

6.

Duties of OC Site - till arrival of divisional officers :

Having formed different groups consisting of available railway staff on the train and volunteers
from amongst passengers, the rescue and relief work should be got started in right earnest. This
entire exercise would take about 30” time. Once the rescue and relief work by the Instant Action
Team has got underway, the OC site should then devote his attention to contacting First
Responders.
a.
Locating nearby villages:
(i)
There would be some villages nearby, either visible or out of sight.
(ii) In most cases, villagers turn up on their own having heard the sound of the disaster.
(iii) Otherwise, try and see if any light or any other signs from the village are visible.
(iv) In case none of the above is possible, then speak to either the control office or the nearest
station and find out the location of nearby villages as also their general direction.
(v) Location of nearby villages as also their general direction will be available in the Divisional
DM Plans.
(vi) Having ascertained the general location of nearby villages, send messengers (preferably
railway staff) to inform villagers and seek their assistance.
b.
Locating the nearest manned level crossing gate :
i.
The train driver is the best and fastest source of information regarding location of the
nearest manned level crossing gate in either direction.
ii.
Send a messenger (preferably a railway staff) to the gate for contacting the gateman.
iii.
In most cases, the gateman will be able to give location of nearby villages.
iv.
The messenger should then try and stop a passing vehicle and go to the nearby village,
inform villagers and seek their assistance.
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c.
Organizing assistance from local people available in nearby villages
i.
Villagers should be asked to make an announcement from their loud speaker (generally
available in the local temple, mosque, gurudwara, church etc.) informing others regarding the
accident.
ii.
Everybody should be asked to rush to the accident site with following:
tractor trolleys (both for transportation as also for general lighting),
as many cutting implements, hammers, chistles etc. as are available,
ropes,
ladders,
iii.
If doctors or para-medical staffs are available in the village they should also be sent to the
accident site.
iv.
The messenger should stay back and try and organize opening of a big building (preferably
a school) for sheltering of injured passengers and/or preservation of dead bodies.
Relief & Rescue Operation1.
Duties of Official- in charge at the site
The senior most official present at the site of the accident shall be in overall charge of the
relief operation till he is relieved by another official deputed by the Administration to take over the
charge. However, the senior most official of the Mechanical Department shall be in charge of the
relief train. The senior most official present at the site of a serious accident, shall(a)
Take general charge of the situation and take action to provide all possible assistance;
(b) Depute Officers/ senior subordinates and all other staff on specific duties in(ii) Assisting the rescue operation, if any;
(iii) Assisting the preservation of clues;
(iv) Assisting the transhipment work, if any;
(v) Taking action to remove the obstruction as soon as possible;
(vi) Ensuring the protection of adjacent line (s) and the affected train as per rules.
(c)
See that the portable telephone is installed and manned constantly by a
responsible staff, and ensure adequate lighting of the accident area at night;
(d) See that the injured persons if any are rendered first aid and shifted promptly for medical
aid;
(e)
Ensure to get clearance from Police authorities in case of suspected sabotage;
(f)
Make an immediate assessment of the following, with the help of the available doctors and /
or others;
(i)
The number of persons killed, and of those sustaining grievous, simple and trivial injury;
(ii) extent of damage;
(iii) The expected period of suspension of traffic.
(iv) Assistance required;
(v) Prima facie cause of accident;
(g)
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

See that dealing centre is opened at the site of accident and mannedTo keep the details of persons killed, injured , and action taken in each case;
To relay the above information in details to the Divisional Headquarters’
To attend to public enquiries and

(iv) to relay the progress of relief work;
(d) Ensure recording of all information at the dealing centre concerning the accident and the
relief operations in the form of an Accident Log Book;
(e)
See that immediate action is taken to protect and safeguard property;
(f)
See that proper assistance is given to the injured, ladies children and the aged;
(g) Arrange for transporting the stranded passengers preferably to stations where drinking
water, catering arrangements etc. are available, unless they can be sent to their destinations;
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(h) See that the arrangement is made for preservation and proper care of dead bodies, if any, till
further disposal’
(i)
See that obstruction is cleared in the minimum possible time, and every action taken for this
purpose;
(j)
Arrange. For speedy ex- gratia payment as per extant rules.
2.

Duties of Railway Medical Officer

The nearest Railway Medical Officer , on receipt of the report of a serious accident with injury to
person. Shall(i)
Reach the site of accident with the Medical Relief Train or by the quickest available means,
with all men and material commensurate with the serious of the accident;
(ii) Render medical aid to the injured at site;
(iii) Make timely and adequate arrangements for shifting the injured persons to suitable hospitals
as considered necessary for further treatment;
(iv) Keep detailed particulars of the dead and injured e.g. their name, address etc. as far as
available.
(v) Deal with the dead and injured as per extant rules and instructions.
3.
Duties of Medical Superintendent/ Divisional Medical Officer.
(i)
Ensure the availability of prompt and adequate medical facilities;
(ii) Co- ordinate with Civil/ Military/ State/ Private medical authorities for the purpose;
(iii) In case of an accident to a passenger carrying train, reportedly attended with casualties and /
or grievous injuries, unless otherwise advised by the Divisional Railway Manager, proceed to the
site of the accident by the first available means.
4.
Duties of Commercial officer at site
The Sr. Divisional Commercial Manager or in his absence the Divisional/ Assistant Commercial
Manager, on receipt of information of a serious accident, shall:
(a)
Reach the site of accident by the quickest available means;
(b) See that immediate arrangements are made to protect the area and safeguard the property;
(c)
Look after the comfort of the passengers, injured and un- injured alike;
(d) Ensure prompt supply of refreshments, free of charge, to the injured persons and also make
adequate arrangement for refreshment and drinking water for the passengers detained at the site of
accident for any reason;
(e)
Ensure, in co- ordination with Medical officer (s) at site, preparation of a complete list of
injured and dead persons;
(f)
Arrange for adequate number of porters for carrying luggages and parcels in case of
transshipment etc.
(g) See that the doctors are assisted by porters and other staff in attending to the injured and for
shifting them to the hospital;
(h) Ensure the making over to the dead bodies to the Police for disposal;
(i)
Arrange preparation of a complete list of damaged consignments;
(j)
See that the proper arrangements are made for the transshipment of passengers and their
luggage at the site of accident if required, as also for transshipment/ unloading of parcels/ affected
wagons, if required;
(k) Ensure preservation of documents of damaged parcels, Mails and Goods etc.
L)
Senior most railway officer at the site of the accident shall be the designated Site Manager.
M) Management of rescue operations- Primarily Mechanical and Medical departments.
Assistance to be provided by all railway men (irrespective of their department) as needed.
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5.
Preservation of clues
(a)
Officer or senior subordinate of any department who may happen to be present at the time of
an accident took place or who first arrives at the scene of an accident shall, irrespective of whether
he is on or off duty, record the statements of the staff concerned and take whatever steps maybe
necessary to record or preserve evidence which subsequently might not be available. All clues
shall be preserved with a view to enabling reconstruction of the scene at a later date. This is
essential even though the civil and police officials may have inspected the scene of the accident
and photographs may have been taken. For this purpose, the concerned official shall specially take
steps to note the condition and exact position of (i) Vehicles, (ii) Track, (iii) Points, (iv) Signals,
(v) levers operating the points and signals,(vi) Breakage of axle, spring , locking bolt and cotter
etc, (vii) Any obstruction, (viii) Any tampering , (ix) Engine and its speed recorder, etc. This
should be
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Chapter -11
CHECK LIST OF SAFETY ITEMS AT STATIONS
It is the responsibility of SS/SM in-charge of station to keep equipments and information complete,
up dated and in working conditions.
Sr.
1.

Items
Fire buckets

2.

Fire
Each station should have minimum two DCP type fire
extinguisher
extinguishers.
Stretchers
One.
First Aid Box
One.
List of Civil authorities i.e. Divisional Commissioner, Collector, SP, Police station
and GRP post with telephone numbers.
List of local/Railway Hospitals and Ambulance with telephone numbers.
Road approach route particulars from various directions.
List of nearest Fire brigade with telephone numbers.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Quantity
Six fire buckets must be available at each station. Three filled with
water and three with loose sand. Water buckets are to be filled
regularly.

SS shall update and check all telephone numbers once in every 3 months.
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Chapter -12
VARIOUS PHASES OF DISASTER MANAGEMENT
Phase-I
In the period immediately after an accident, the following action has to be taken on war footing by
Railway Officials/Officers.
a)
Guard, Loco Pilot, Conductor and TTEs. etc. must pass on the information quickly to the
nearest station or to Control, about the accident. Being trained in first aid, they should
simultaneously render every possible medical aid to injured people.
b)
Senior most officer traveling by the affected train, whether on duty or on leave shall take
charge at site.
c)
All Railway Officers and staff available on train must report to the Guard and work as per
the directions of senior most officer.
d)
SMs of the adjoining stations must inform Control about the happening.
Phase-II
Phase II begins with the arrival of relief train. The senior most officer who reaches the site first
becomes the ‘Accident in charge (Site)’. All staff and officers work as per the directions of the
Officer in charge (site).
Site organization :
a)
Medical relief camp.
b)
Security of luggage.
c)
Clue preservation.
d)
Relief Rescue and Restoration.
e)
Coordination with civil & press.
f)
Liaison with control.
g)
Communication – STD phones, walkie talkies.
h)
Lighting arrangements.
i)
Commercial–information booths, arrangement of Food and Water, evacuation of passengers
including road vehicle, payment of ex-gratia etc.
The medical team reaching the spot must comprise of adequate number of doctors & staff. The
senior most Doctor & Officer at site should have all details about dead/injured and hospitals where
they have been sent.
Special Task Teams:
1.
Medical
Medical Relief and transportation to hospitals
2.
Commercial
a) Catering – food and drinking water
b) Liaison with Civil Administration and Press.
3.
Commercial & RPF
Security of luggage
4.
Operating
Liaison with Control and arranging logistics including shunting.
5.
S&T
Establishment of communication & free telephone booths.
6.
Mechanical
Relief operations including rescue & re-railment & preservation of
clues
7.
Electrical
Lighting arrangements.
Arm Bands :
Rescue team members must wear arm-bands and jackets. Armband for doctors should bear a red
cross.
Cold Cutting :
Extreme care must be exercised while tackling damaged coaches. Cold cutting equipments should
be used on coaches with passengers to avoid burns to passengers by use of flame cutting.
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Handling dead / Injured :
1.
Dead bodies should be handled with care and respect.
2.
Cover dead bodies with white shrouds.
3.
Expeditious issue of dead certificate.
4.
List of dead and injured must be passed on from time to time.
5.
A photographer should take colored photographs of dead and injured.
Free food, drinking water, tea etc :
Food and clean drinking water must be rushed from the nearest source. Free food and beverages
must be supplied.
Correct picture to media :
Press and other Media should be given correct picture in time.
ACTION TO BE TAKEN AT DIVISIONAL HQ LEVEL
-

Opening up of special enquiry booths at originating, terminating and en route stations.
Furnishing updated position of dead, injured & evacuated passengers.
Phone numbers should be relayed through TV, Radio and press.
Arrangement for issue of free Railway passes for relatives.
Make arrangement for evacuated passengers to be sent to destinations. Transport vehicles
can be hired.
In case of major disaster, DRM can requisition helicopter/Aeroplane.
Press should be briefed properly and quickly.
HQ / Railway Board should be advised quickly.

Phase – III (Handling injured passengers)
Phase-III mainly refers to dealing with injured passengers. Following actions must be planned.
1.
Relief trains clearing injured or stranded passengers must get over-riding priority.
2.
Road vehicles can also be arranged for stranded passengers.
3.
List of injured, hospital-wise, should be conveyed to all concerned.
4.
Ex-gratia payment should be arranged
Phase-IV
(Restoration of traffic)
Without affecting the relief operations, restoration of normal traffic should be planned and acted
upon. Restoration of passenger services gives a sense of normalcy, besides, providing means to
relatives of victims to visit and attend to them.
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Chapter -13
CONCEPT OF CONTROLLING STATION
The Station Master of such nominated “Controlling stations” should immediately on receiving
information of an accident, reach the site with sufficient staff drawn from all departments at his
stations and take all the necessary steps for rescue and relief. It should be made clear to everybody
that staff of all departments must follow the directions of the controlling Station Master and render
all help & assistance necessary for tackling the disaster. Nomination and jurisdiction of controlling
Station Masters on Ajmer division is as under :S.
No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Station
AII
DOZ
MD
MLI
BER
HP
SOD
MJ
FA
JWB
BNS
ABR
MAA
IQG
MVJ
KLH
RPZ
UDZ
NSD
BJNR
BHL
FLD
ZW
DNRP
RGQ

Controlling station
AII
DOZ, SDH
MD, AHO, PUHT
MLI, KRW
BNGM, BER, APA, SEU, BAR
HP, GRI, CNL
BQN, SOD, , DRS
MJ, AU, BWA, SOS, JAL
RN, KZQ, FA, BRLY
JWB, MOI, NA
KVJ, PDWA, BNS, SRPJ, BMN, KWI
MXO, ABR
MAA, SIM, SZA
IQG, JTY, CTT, KRJD
NDT, CBG, GSD, PMO, KIN, BSJ, FAN, MVJ, BI, BIML
KLH
RPZ, DRB
UDZ, UOM, KRCD
HTD, ROS, NSD, JWS, BDW
MAKH, SGW, BJNR, RPI, SSR
RLR, LMA, DWL, MDL, BHL, MDPA, HMG, SNYN, GGR, DET
FLD, KBK
ZW, JYM
RDD, DNRP, BHWA, LSD
RGQ
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Chapter -14

Department wise Duty List
1.
Duties of Engine Crew:
(i)
To check that flasher light is on.
(ii) Arrange to protect the train in accordance with G & SR 6.03.
(iii) Convey information to control with details as per Para 301,302& 303 of Accident Manual.
(iv) Ensure that the portions of the track, rails, fish plates, bolt and other fittings which appear to
have been tampered with are not touched or moved by any person and closely watch them and give
report to Civil & police authorities on their arrival.
(v) To take such technical precautions as may be necessary or prescribed to render his
locomotive and train safe.
(vi) Not to give any statement to the press, unless authorized to do so.
2.
Duties of Guard:
(i)
Ensure securing of vehicle by application of hand brake etc. as per rules.
(ii) Arrange protection of adjacent line(s) and same line, as per G&SR 6.03.
(iii) Assess nature of accident, take action to save lives and render First Aid.
(iv) In case OHE has been damaged, prompt steps should be taken to get the same de-energized
and traction wire secured.
(iv) Call for doctors if any on the train, and seek their assistance.
(v) Install PCP/ECP or send information through train engine after taking all precautions or stop
train trolley, tower wagon in either direction or send information through other means and convey
information as per Para 314(2) of chapter V of Accident Manual to Control/Station Masters.
(vi) Ask for:
Medical assistance/ART
Arrangements for transportation of dead/injured/stranded passengers.
Assistance if required, for unloading wagon/parcels etc.
(vii) Attend to injured, arrange their transportation by front non- derailed vehicles, if possible or
by road or other means.
(viii) Post an available railway employee on the field telephone.
(ix) Send railway servant(s) or willing volunteers available on the train to the nearest station/
police station/ hospital/ village for seeking assistance.
(x) Organize group of railway men or volunteers to assist in relief operations before regular
medical aid is available.
(xi) Asstt. Guard /RPF Sainik /Staff traveling on the train if any, be utilized for rendering all
possible assistance to the affected passengers. This includes carrying of injured to safe place for
first aid, arrangements for drinking water and securing the luggage and articles of the passengers.
(xii) Preserve all clues of possible cause of accident.
(xiii) Render help to conductors/TTEs in identification of the injured and dead.
(xiv) Arrange protection of property of passengers and railway.
(xv) In consultation with Control check if front / rear portion of the train, not affected by
accident, can be safely drawn to the adjacent station so that medical van, relief train can be
received nearest to the accident site.
(xvi) Do not leave the site of accident till permitted by competent authority.
3.
Duties of TTEs/Train Superintendent :
(i)
Ascertaining if any Doctor is traveling, either by scrutinizing reservation chart or making
verbal enquiry, and arrange for first-aid to the passengers.
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(ii) Preparing lists of dead and injured. If Doctor is available, the list should be classified as
under:
- Dead
- Grievous injury
- Simple injury
(iii) Details of the dead and injured should be obtained from the reservation chart, tickets held,
(to and from) or co-passengers. Assistance of the Police traveling in the train to be also obtained
for identification.
(iv) The following details should be collected:
Tickets of the passengers traveling (to and from)
Ticket numbers – Class
Coach Number and its position from the engine.
Address of the passengers.
Nature of injury (simple, grievous)
Custody of luggage and other belongings – in case of injury, this should be kept by the
TTE and in case of death, it should be handed over to the GRP with full details and
acknowledgement obtained.
(v) He should record evidence of willing passengers with full particulars – If some passengers
are willing to give evidence later on, their names and address should be recorded.
(vi) He should record of the number of dead and injured (simple, grievous), if they are already
transported by the local people to the nearest hospital before the Railway Doctor arrives.
4.
Duties of Control staff :
4.1 Section Controller :
(i)
He shall advise the Dy. TNL / CTNL and note important details in diary and chart.
(ii) He shall advise the sectional TI / PWI / CSI / CMI / AEN / Railway doctor etc. of the
section immediately.
(iii) He shall keep loop lines of adjacent stations clear of affected section.
4.2 Dy. TNL / CTNL :
(i)
He shall advise all concerned officers, supervisors, inspectors and CMS/Railway doctor in
charge.
(ii) He shall order ARME/ART at once.
(iii) He shall inform police officials and collector concerned, where ever required.
(iv) He shall inform HQ emergency control.
(iv) He shall maintain Accident Log register in chronological order of information received on
right side page and information / instruction passed on / out on left page of the register.
4.3 Traction Power Controller:
The traction Power controller , on receipt of information of an accident on the electrified section.
(i)
Switch-off affected section. In case of multiple line section , switch off the adjacent line also
till issue of caution order on adjacent line is confirmed (as per ACTM Paragraph 0723 amended1980)
(ii) inform department officials and concerned subordinate staff immediately.
(iii) Take necessary steps to turn out the Tower Wagon and emergency road vehicles immediately
, if required.
(iv) Adopt necessary measures for de-energizing and slewing the overhead equipment wire for
crane working.
(v) Arrange power block as necessary for clearing operations
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5.
Duties of Safety Branch :
5.1 Sr.SR.DSO
(i)
To proceed to the site of accident by first available means.
(ii) He should preserve the clues.
(iii) Ensure measurement of track, rolling stock, power, in prescribed Performa and as per
prescribed procedure.
(iv) Ensure that evidence of train staff, station and public are taken on the spot.
(v) Address of passenger, who are willing to give statement later, should also be obtained.
(vi) The damaged vehicles should be kept for inquiry and not sent away.
(vii) Ensure that the log diary at the accident site is maintained properly with full details.
(viii) He should produce public witnesses and advices S.P and D.M in time, in case of CRS
inquiry and should, accordingly, issue press notification in local press when advised by CSO.
5.2 Safety Counselor (Traffic)
He will assist Sr.DSO in the following activities.
(i)

He will note down diary and timings of each event at site, will assist Sr.DSO in finding out
the probable cause of the accident. He will ensure that joint observations of
cabin/panel/VDU are taken( if required).
(ii) He will assist in clearing the unaffected portion of the accident involved train both in rear
and front.
(iii) He shall man the telephone at site.
(iv) He will assist in keeping liaison with control office and any other duties given by Sr.DSO.
(v) He will take the statement of guards/operating staff and passengers, if any, in connection
with the accident in absence of TI.
5.3
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
5.4
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
5.5
(i)
(ii)

Safety Counselor (Loco)
He will note down the bio-data, statement of driver and Asstt. Driver of the accident
involved train and will show to Sr.DSO.
He will also get hold of speedometer-graph of the engine of the accident involved train
jointly along with other supervisors.
He will also take charge of engine repair book in case of derailment of locomotive.
He will note down the bio-data particulars of the driver and Asstt. Driver of the accident
involved train and also arrange breathalyzer test of the driver and Astt. Driver, if warranted.
Any other duties given by Sr.DSO.
Safety Counselor (C&W)
He shall make thorough inspection of the accident involved coaches/ wagons & assist
Sr.DSO in finding out the probable cause of the accident.
He will ensure that the joint measurements of wagons/coaches are taken in proper Performa.
He will take down the PRO particulars of the derailed wagon/coaches and will show to
Sr.DSO.
He will check up the brake power certificate and its validity of the accident involved train
and also seize the same.
Any other duties assigned by Sr..DSO.
Safety Counselor (P.Way)
He will ensure that the joint observations /measurements of the track are taken in the
standard Performa as per the Accident Manual.
He will ensure that proper sketch of the accident site is prepared and jointly signed.
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(iii)
(iv)
(v)
5.6
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

He will inspect the site and also go through the track observations and measurements and
will assist Sr.DSO in ascertaining the probable cause of the accident.
He will seize the gang diaries and gang chart, curve register and other related documents
from the concerned PWI.
He will note down on the spot statement of the P. Way staff working at the site, if any, at the
time of accident.
Safety Counselor (S&T)
He will inspect the accident site, particularly, if points and crossing & signal gears are
involved and will assist Sr.DSO in ascertaining probable cause of the accident. He will
perform the duties of safety counselor traffic in absence of him.
In case of accident in station yard and on points, he will note down the gauge position of the
points and all lever/push buttons in the ASM room’s along with traffic inspector/SS of the
station.
He will ensure that the communication between the site and the control is arranged at the
earliest. He shall also ensure that the site telephone is manned by responsible S&T staff to
assistance in making calls.

5.7

Traffic Inspector (At Site)

(i)

(vi)

He shall ensure that the joint measurements of the track, wagons/ coaches, cabin, and panel
are taken and recorded.
He shall ensure that speedometer graph of loco is taken out jointly and seized.
He shall seize all train passing record of station if warranted.
He will take statement of the ASM on duty of the station, Cabin-man and any other
operating staff related with the accident.
He will keep liaison with control and ensure proper reception of ARME and ART at site and
also ensure that all necessary shunting required to be done at site or at station is done
smoothly in the minimum time.
Any other duty allotted by Sr.DSO.

6.

Duties of Operating Department

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Sr. DOM
(i)
Ensure that medical van and ART reach the accident site without any detention en route.
(ii) Plan for trains for the transport of stranded passenger at site and clearance of passenger held
up at other stations.
(iii) Plan for regulation of passenger, Mail/Exp trains, cancellation, diversion, termination short
of destination, in consultation with CPTM.
(iv) Check that information regarding passenger dead injuries, grievous and simple, is duly
verified by Railway doctor and approved by senior most officer at the earliest.
(v) Details of the dead, injured – sustaining grievous or simple injury, with reference to their
originating and destination station, ticket No. hospitals to which they have been sent for
treatment and also particulars of their kith and kins to be obtained from the site and relayed
to Emergency Control, CSO and, in his absence, to COM.
(vi) He will also advise CRS, in case CRS can be approached on phone before CSO could
contact him. However, CSO will still advise CRS in any case.
DOM
(i)
(ii)

Ensure that front and rear portions of the affected train are cleared form the site.
Marshalling of the crane before the ART reaches site.
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(iii) He will reach at site by ARME/ART/Fastest mode of train. He will ensure that proper log
diaries are maintained at accident site and field telephone is manned.
(iv) He will keep liaison with the control & appraise the control regarding the progress of
restoration work at site.
7.

Duties of Commercial Department
Sr. DCM/DCM :

7.1

Proceed to the site by first quickest means including taxi

7.2

Assistance to the stranded passengers

(i)
(ii)

Arrangement of sufficient numbers of tickets collectors/coolies/loaders/volunteers etc.
Supply of drinking water, tea, breakfast to the stranded passenger and keep the record
of the same.
(iii) Arrangement to be made for alternative means of transport.
(iv) Arrangement for announcement through PA system regarding diversion/regulation of trains
and expected arrival of relief train having stranded passenger.
(v) Arrangement for opening of information booth at all way side/major station where the
effected train stops.
(vi) Display list of injured and dead at prominent place at the station/stations and also pass this
information to the control.
7.3

Dealing of Parcel, Mail bags & Goods wagon :-

(i)

Handling over of luggage/valuables of the stranded passenger to RPF/GRP after proper
record with acknowledgement.
(ii) arrangement for transshipment of SLR/VP/Wagon if so require and expedite the Disposal of
the perishable items as per extent rules and also arranges to lift the consignment quickly from the
site.
(iii) Security of loaded or working traveling cash safe.
(iv) Arrangement of tarpaulins if require.
7.4

Ex-gratia payment

(i)

Arrange Ex-gratia payment on the spot as per extent rules.

8.
Duties of Engineering Branch :
(i)
All Engg. Officials shall report to the senior most officer at site.
(ii) Arrange divers with proper equipment for under water rescue if necessary.
(iii) Guarding and preservation of clues till Police or RPF personnel arrive at site and
taken charge.
(iv) Arrange for water supply at accident site by drawing from adjoining station if required.
(v) Cutting equipment available with PWI and BRIs and in Workshop are moved to site for
supplementing ones available in ART.
(vi)
Utilization of bridge gangs for rescue work whenever the need arises.
(vii) Assistance to other departments in establishing communication and power supply at site.
(viii) Assisting in transshipment of passengers and their luggage.
(ix)
Provision of tents & other temporary shelter at the site for protection against elements of
weather.
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9.

Duties of Mechanical Branch :

Mechanical Branch to be given every assistance in clearing the line:
(i)
The Mechanical Branch will be responsible for clearing the line of rolling stock. Resources
of all departments, both in men and material, must be promptly placed at the disposal of the
Mechanical Branch and it will be the duty of senior most officer present at the site of accident to
ensure that this is done.
(ii) Relief crane working : Before commencing crane working in the electrified section, it must
be ensured that the electric overhead wires over the track where the accident has taken place and
also over the adjacent tracks are made dead and cleared by the electric traction department and
authorized traction staff is present at the site of the accident.
(iii) Responsibility for relief operations at site: the senior most official present at the site of the
accident shall be the overall incharge of relief operations and all the staff, both on the relief train
and others shall comply with his instructions.
The Mechanical Officer or his senior subordinate first reaching the site of the accident must
examine the engine and rolling stock and make a note of any damage or deficiencies. Any
detached or broken parts must be secured for scrutiny by the inquiry committee or the
Commissioner of Railway Safety as the case may have completed their investigation.
Duties of Sr. Divisional Mechanical Engineers:
Sr.DME(C&W):
1.
He should proceed to the site of accident.
2.
He should record the detail regarding brake power and other aspects of the rolling stock as
per prescribed Performa.
3.
He should have the measurement of the rolling stock taken as per the prescribed
Performa/procedure.
4.
He should check the fitness of the stocks which are supposed to move from the accident
site.
5.
He should ensure that coaches re railed are in fit condition to be taken from the accident
site.
6.
Care must be taken before permitting the movement of the unaffected portion from the
accident site. Further at the terminal, these coaches must be subjected to intensive safety check
during their pit line examination before being put into service. Similar precautions need to be taken
in case of freight stock.
9.1

ARME – Headed by Sr.DME (C&W) :

(i)
Sr. DME(C&W) / ADME(C&W) will ensure the ARME starts to site at the earliest.
Supervise HRD operations.
(ii) DCWI will co-ordinate with other department and help to passenger for distributing
available water and beverages in ARME.
ART STAFF:
(i)
Proceed to the site of accident. Assisting evacuating passenger if any, trapped under
coaches involved in accident.
(ii) Record the details regarding brake power and other aspects of the Rolling Stock as per
prescribed Performa.
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(iii) Should have the measurement of the rolling stock taken as per the prescribed
Performa/ procedure.
(iv) Should check the fitness of the stock which are supposed to move from the accident site.
(v) Should ensure that loco/coaches/wagons derailed are in a fit condition to be taken from the
accident site.
(vi) Plan for efficient movement of ART, Engine, tower wagon, etc. between site and station for
quicker restoration.
(vii) Ensure safe and efficient working of cranes, Hydraulic re-railing equipment and other rescue
devices.
(vii) Ensure that the log/diary regarding restoration at the accident site is maintained properly.
10. Duties of S&T Brach :
(i)
To proceed to site by the quickest means available.
(ii). Ensure portable telephone/emergency telephone set is provided at site.
(iii) Wherever feasible, wireless sets to be installed at accident site for communication with
Divisional HQs and if possible with Rly HQs. Walkie- talkie sets, megaphone hailers to be
deployed as necessary.
(iv) DOT telephone with STD facility to be arranged at the temporary enquiry office opened at
site and nearest location wherever possible.
(v) Render such assistance as required by the guard in attending to the accident victims and
stranded passengers.
(vi) Seal block instrument, relay rooms and note positions of levers, knobs, slides, indication etc.
as the case may be.
(vii) Arrange for early restoration of signaling and telecom equipment as soon as such restoration
is permitted.
(viii) Extending communication facilities at the site without wasting any time.
(ix) TCI-Test Room shall inform to Sr. DSTE /DSTE and the concerned ASTE about the
derailment/accident. DSTE shall immediately attend the Test Room.
(x) He will inform to concerned SSE(T), who in turn, will proceed to the site of accident.
(xi) He will inform the TCI/TCM at auto exchange AII for coordinating extension of JP
emergency number in the control office.
(xii) He will inform the concerned SE/JE in-charge of the section to proceed with DD equipment
and emergency telephone with extension cable.
(xiii) He will inform to SE/JE in- charge of the adjoining section, if site of accident is away from
the HQ of the section in-charge, for provision of communication facility.
(xiv) TCM/Test Room shall proceed for the site of accident with IMARSET by first available
means.
(xv) Concerned staff on duty at AII/ABR/UDZ exchange will board the ARME with sufficient
extension cable for going to the site of accident.
(xvi) SE(Auto) AII will manage the staff at ABR/UDZ.
(xvii) SE in-charge of the Test Room will remain in the Test room for providing assistance
required at site and also manage the staff in the Test Room.
(xviii) All the staff proceeding to site should be in constant touch with Test Room and they should
reach the site by earliest means to establish communication.
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11.

Duties of Electrical Branch :

Sr. DEE/ TRD:
(i)
Sr. DEE(TRD) should rush immediately to the site of accident with their inspector and
report to Accident Manager and assist him in all respects. One DEE/AEE will remain in the control
Office to maintain co-ordination with the site. Instruction by designation with alternate
arrangements to cover absence if any officer will be issued by DRM , Sr.DEE should ensure that
proper lighting arrangement , if required , are made at the site of accident.
(ii) In case of an accident where OHE or switching is involved , Sr.DEE(TRD) should ensure
that Tower Wagon with adequate number of breakdown staff reach the site of accident by quickest
means and OHE is made dead for ground operation.
(iii) In case on any electric loco or electric multiple unit stock is involved , they should take all
precautionary measures , as necessary.
(iv) If required , measurement of such damage stock should be also taken jointly with other
concerned departments.
Sr. DEE/ General:
(i)
Adequate lighting arrangements are provided at the site.
(ii) DG sets for augmenting the power supply can be hired if required.
(iii) Render such assistance by ACCI as required by the guard in attending to the accident
victims and stranded passengers.
12. Duties of Personnel Branch :
(i)
Welfare Inspector should be posted round the clock in shift duty to look after the welfare of
the injured persons in the Hospital.
(ii) WLI should ensure that passes are issued to the relatives & escort of injured for visiting
them in the hospital and taking them back home.
(iii) Sr.DPO/DPO should depute welfare inspectors to assist the ADMO in taking down the
name and addresses of the dead and injured and in shifting them to the hospital. Welfare Inspector
should be also deputed to the hospitals where the dead bodies or injured have been transferred.
Such information should be passed on to Sr. DCM by quickest possible means.
13. Duties of Security Branch :
(i)
Liaison with local police at site.
(ii) Ensuring security of passenger’s belongings.
(iii) Security of parcel, damages goods and parcel vans.
(iv) To follow any instructions as given by the officer in charge at the accident spot in
connection with item 1 to 3 above.
Control Room –
RPF control Room on getting the message about an accident shall act upon this information. Duty
officer/ Divisional Security Control room will inform the Sr. DSC & receive instructions.
(i)
Inform ASC concerned, ASC/HQ will immediately rush to the Divisional control & act as
coordinator between Divisional Security Control Room & Divisional Control.
(ii) Inform the post in whose jurisdiction the accident has taken place.
(iv) Inform the nearest IPF/SI along with maximum staff to attend means. The hiring transport,
can be done if no good vehicle is available.
(iv) IPF/HQ, Reserve Company will deploy maximum No. of staff to accompany the ART/
ARME proceeding to the accident site.
(v) The IPF concerned too will rush to the spot with as many men as possible.
(vi) Inform the Civil police control room, GRP control room, concerning DM/SP/GRP/ Fire
brigade / Bomb disposal squad.
(vi) The RPF staff should proceed to the place of occurrence with the following items.
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S. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Items
Flash light torches, Loud hailers, Cameras
Nylon ropes , Walki - Talki sets
Tents and Ground sheets, Wireless set
First Aid kit, Stretchers, Dragon lights
Snuffer dog squad

Telephone numbers of the above should be kept in readiness and updated by the Divisional
Security Control Room.
ACTION AT THE SCENE OF INCIDENT

The senior most RPF Officer available at the scene of incident immediately start the
following action:
(i)
Segregate the area of incident by establishing temporary barriers by use of nylon ropes or
any other makeshift device available at the scene. It should be ensured that the on-lookers and
spectators do not enter the affected area to disturb the scene or hamper the rescue operations.
(ii) Baggage of passengers should be isolated and protected and consigned goods should be
taken care of till they are handed over to claimants or taken over by railway authorities.
(iii) RPF personnel should respond to any call for assistance to rescue victims and transport them
to the nearest hospital. A record of casualties sent to hospitals should be maintained.
(iv) Hourly SITREP will be sent by the officer at the scene of incident to the Divisional / Zonal
Control Room giving the latest position.
(v) A temporary RPF ASSISTANCE POST(shed or tent) with proper Board should
be established at a conspicuous location so that people needing help could approach the RPF. If the
operation continues for a longer period, effort should be made to install a temporary telephone
connection through the Rly. Telecom Dept, so that the information is passed on quickly. A Log
Book should be opened & minute to minute progress of action by RPF on the lines indicated
above, recorded.
(vi) The senior most officers available at the scene of incident will also ensure proper
documentation about the number of persons injured or dead, giving their identity and addresses, if
available. In case the friends or relatives of the injured/ deceased make any quarries they should be
properly guided.
REINFORCEMENT –
Efforts will be made to get the reinforcement from the neighboring posts/outposts, Reserve line,
Divisional HQs or Zonal Reserve. In case any RPSF battalion or company is located in the
vicinity, men can be requisitioned from there for dealing with such emergent situations till
additional force is available from other sources
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14.

Duties of Medical Department Staff :

(i)
Alert blood donors clubs, Saint John Ambulance Brigade & Local Hospitals about arrival of
the injured.
(ii) Doctor(s) shall proceed to site by ARME or other faster mode of transport. Taxi can be
hired if required.
(iii) The emergency box from health unit to be moved to the spot.
(iv) Use any available vehicle.
(v) Check all equipments in Mobile road van.
(vi) Get operation theatre ready.
(vii) Make out a list of the injured- classify injury to simple or grevious.
(viii) List out the dead.
(viii) Details to be recorded of the injured – Conscious, Name, Sex, Age, Identification Marks,
Address, Ticket Number, Originating Station & Destination, type of injury- simple or gracious.
(ix) Blood sample of crew- LP/ALP and guard by medical officer
(x) Detail report prepared the injured with type 2 injuries and sent to the concerned hospital
incharge/CMS/MS.
(xi) To instruct the nearest St John Ambulance brigade to send with equipment as many brigade
personnel as possible to help the accident injured passenger.
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Chapter-15
SITE MANAGEMENT PLAN – I
There are 3 aspects of Disaster Management work at an accident site
Rescue, relief and restoration operation, which is carried out by one set of functionaries.

Aspect pertains rehabilitation of accident involved passengers, taking care of dead
bodies,dealing with their relatives etc. for which a different set of functionaries are required. For
managing these 3 distinct aspects of DM work that are required to be discharged by Railways,
three separate establishments should be set up at an accident site. The outline schematic plan of
accident site given at Annexure- 2.

Transportation of stranded Passengers.
15.1 UNIFIED COMMAND CENTRE (UCC)
15.1.1 Unified Command Center (UCC) should be set up at the accident site under the overall
coordination of Mechanical Department.
15.1.2 This will be some kind of a control office to be located near the center of the accident site.
15.1.3 This is basically meant for catering to operational needs of Railway in rescue, relief and
restoration work.
15.1.4 Detail schematic plan of UCC is given at Annexure – 2.
15.1.5 UCC is to be manned by staff of relevant departments such as :
Medical, Commercial, Personnel, Operating, Safety, Security, Public Relations, Mechanical,
Electrical, S&T and Engineering.
15.1.6 UCC will be provided with all facilities similar to a control office.
15.1.7 Adequate lighting with generator backup should be provided in the UCC.
15.1.8 Adequate number of telephonic links to Divisional Emergency Cell and HQ Emergency
Cell should be provided. Preferably each department in the UCC should be given as independent
telephone including satellite telephone, fax, photo copier, PCs and loud speaker.
15.1.9 PC/Laptop should be connected to Internet for E-Mailing of detail update to all concerned,
including Divisional Emergency Cell, HQ Emergency Cell andHelp line Enquiry Booths.
15.1.10 A big banner displaying ‘UNIFIED COMMAND CENTER’ should be put up at a
prominent place at the entry to the shamiana, with sufficient signage’s indicating its direction or
approach road.
15.1.11 UCC at the site will be manned by Sr. Supervisors on round the clock basis in 12 hrs. shift
duty and they will monitors & co-ordinate working of their departments.
15.1.12 Various functionaries in the UCC will monitor and co-ordinate the working of their
departments, and assistance required by them, if any.
15.1.13 Each functionary at the UCC will maintain a log book. Flow of information both incoming
and outgoing would be recorded along with the time and names of officers/staff who were given
the message.
15.1.15UCC will basically supervise the working of 2 LCCs and coordinate with Divisional and
HQ Emergency Cells.
15.1.15 Functionaries of different departments in LCCs should provide updated information
regarding progress of work to their counterparts in UCC
15.2 LOCAL COMMAND CENTRES (LCC)
15.2.1 Depending on the spread of the accident site, Local Command Centres (LCC) on the same
pattern as the UCC should be set up.
15.2.2 If the site is spread out over 300 – 400 mts. 2 LCCs should be set up.
15.2.3 Detail schematic plan of LCCs would be similar to that of UCCs as given at 4Annexure.
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15.2.4 Representatives of same departments as in UCC should be present in LCCs also.However,
they should be either one or at most 2 men per department. It co-ordinate various teams spread out
over the site of accident.
15.2.5 Each LCC will oversee the working of DM teams at one end of the accident site.
15.2.6 Jurisdiction of each LCC will extend to all men and materials belonging to 2 ARMVs, BD
special and 1 ART at that end of the accident site.
15.2.7 One SAG officer of Mechanical department will be overall in charge of each LCC with loud
speaker for making announcements and direct telephone link with UCC.
15.3 NEED FOR SETTING UP OF CENTRAL PASSENGER ASSISTANCE CENTRE:
For taking care of relatives of passengers, providing them with succor in their hour of agony and
for guiding them sympathetically, some kind of an assistance center is required at site, under
overall coordination of Commercial Dept. taking help from different Departments as mentioned. A
banner displaying “CENTRAL PASSENGER ASSISTANCE CENTRE” should be displayed
prominently.
15.4 ASSISTANCE TO BE RENDERED TO THE RELATIVES OF PASSENGERS
15.4.1
Assistance to be rendered to relatives for completing the following formalities :
i.
Locating the name of the passenger on reservation charts, in case passenger was traveling in
reserved accommodation.
ii.
Going through the list of injured and dead passengers to find out whether the name
appears.
iii.
In case the name is not available in the list, then taking a round of different hospitals to find
out whether their relative has been admitted in one of them in an unconscious state.
iv.
Hospitals are generally at separate locations, sometimes even in different towns; and
commuting becomes a problem.
v.
In case the passenger can be located in one of the hospitals, they have to find out the
severity of injuries, likely period of hospitalization etc.
vi.
Collect the ex-gratia paid by Railways.
vii. Try and locate missing luggage of the injured passenger. For this they have to take a round
of the building where all unclaimed luggage have been kept.
viii. Next they have to arrange for a place for them selves to stay.
ix.
Arrange for medicines/diet etc. and payment of hospital bills, if required.
x.
Thereafter, they have to keep touch with the hospital and get their relative released.
15.5 ASSISTANCE TO BE RENDERED TO THE RELATIVES/NEXT OF KIN OF DEAD
PASSENGERS:
They are to be given the following assistance :
15.5.1 In case the passenger could not be located in any of the hospitals, then they have to go to the
building where unidentified dead bodies have been kept.
15.5.2 Take a round of various rooms where bodies have been kept, examine each body and try
and locate their near and dear one.
15.5.3 Identify the dead body, if the same has been extracted by then.
15.5.4 Otherwise wait for all bodies to be extracted and try and identify their relative.
15.5.5 In case they fail to identify the same then they have to go through Photographs of
unidentified bodies taken at site.
15.5.6 After the body is finally identified, they have to produce proof of relationship for Railways
to entertain their claim.
15.5.7 Obtain medical death certificate from the Railway doctor.
15.5.8 Obtain post mortem report, from the Govt. doctor who has performed postmortem on the
body.
15.5.9 Obtain official death certificate from the local municipality.
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15.5.10 Accept of ex-gratia payment from Railways.
15.5.11 Collect forms for lodging claim for compensation from Railway Claims Tribunal.
15.5.12 Take over custody of dead body from the local Police.
15.5.13 Perform last rites at the same place or take back the body to their native place, depending
on circumstances.
15.5.15Make arrangements for their return journey back to their native place.
15.6

COMBINED ASSISTANCE CENTRE (CAC)

15.6.1 The UCC should have a Central Passenger Assistance Center CPAC) located towards the
rear side, away from the track for rendering help to passengers and their relatives. Outline
schematic plan of UCC/CAC is given at Annexure-ii.
15.6.2 This is basically meant for catering to requirements of passengers and their relatives/next of
kin, and for providing a single window clearance for all types of formalities.
15.6.3 CAC should be separate from the UCC so that it does not interfere with normal rescue and
relief work.
15.6.4 Detail schematic plan of CAC is given at Annexure-3.
15.6.5 CAC will manned by staff of relevant departments such as:
-Operating, Medical, Commercial, Security & Personnel
15.6.6 There should be only one such CAC, and all Railway resources should be pooled into it.
15.6.7 A big banner displaying ‘COMBINED ASSISTANCE CENTER’ should be put up at a
prominent place at the entry to the shamiana.
15.6.8 Different counters should be provided in sequence for each of these formalities, so that the
entire exercise can be completed in about an hour.
15.6.9 Functionary concerned from the local Municipality who issues Official Death Certificates
should be made to come and sit in the CAC so that these certificates can be issued immediately
without any delay.
15.6.10 CAC should have different counters for various purposes in following sequence:
i.
Reservation chart, for locating the name.
ii.
List of dead and injured along with name of hospital. The name of passenger involved
should be checked up from the list of dead or injured, if available, and their current status
informed.
iii.
Counter for providing commercial supervisor or WI as escort along with vehicle(s), for
accompanying the relative and going to hospitals or mortuary,
iv.
Railway doctor for issue of Medical Death Certificate.
v.
Govt. doctor for issue of Post mortem Certificate, in case the same is necessary.
vi.
Officer – in – Charge of CAC to supervise the CAC.
vii
Municipality official for issue of Official Death Certificate.
viii. Local police for issue of authority for handing over of dead body.
ix.
Claims counter – Payment of ex-gratia and issue of Claims Compensation form.
x.
Counter for helping performance of last rites in case relatives decide to cremate the body
there it self.
xi.
Pass counter for issue of return journey pass.
xii. Return journey facilitation counter for making arrangements for return journey.
15.7 FIRST AID POSTS
15.7.1 Medical Posts should be provided in both UCC and CAC.
15.7.2 Medical Post in UCC will provide first aid to injured passengers after extrication, assess
their injuries and make arrangements for sending them to nearby hospitals.
15.7.3 Medical Post in CAC will keep all records of injured and dead passengers, names of
hospitals where they have been admitted etc.
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15.7.4 First Aid Posts should be provided in LCCs.
15.7.5 This will mean for treating passengers and classifying their injuries before they are sent for
admission to various hospitals.
15.8 SETTING UP OF UCC, LCC AND CAC
15.8.1 One SSE/Works shall be exclusively responsible for setting up of these facilities.
He shall undertake the following:
i.
Move along with sufficient staff for setting up of these facilities.
ii.
Immediately start setting up of the tentage accommodation after taking out tents and
shamianas provided in ARTs.
iii.
In addition, he should also requisition agencies which provide tentage accommodation on
contract. Details of such agencies have been given in Divisional DM Plans.
15.8.2
Bridge Line staff will assist in setting up tentage and above mentioned facilities.
Dy.CE/Bridge will also move to the site and in case, bridge is not involved, he will take full charge
of tentage arrangements.
15.8.3 Bridge Unit will take with them sufficient Manila ropes, wire, ropes, survey instruments,
binoculars, helmets, life jackets, ladders and other equipment. Nylon ropers should be sufficient in
length to ensure barricading at site and camping areas.
15.8.4 Sufficient facilities for erecting temporary stage/scaffolding etc. should also be organized, if
required at site.
15.8.5 Few temporary toilets should be provided at one location in addition to number of urinals
at 3 or 4 places.
15.8.6 Water tankers will be ordered for supplying water at site and arrangements shall also be
made for drinking water
15.8.7 Temporary kitchen in tents/shamianas is to be set up so that catering unit or IRCTC can
provide cooked food to staff working at accident site.
15.8.8 Adequate no of chairs should also be arranged.
15.8.9 Bridge Line staff will have list of divers who in case of emergency can be hired for rescue
or restoration operations wherever site is surrounded by deep water.
15.8.10 Signages for both UCC and CAC should be provided at prominent locations.
15.9 NUMBER OF DEAD AND INJURED – MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
15.9.1 Medical department at site should confirm the number of dead.
15.9.2 Doctors in charge of various teams working on different coaches should give 03 sourly
report to Medical counter in LCCwho in turn will inform UCC, CPACand others.
15.9.3 Number of injured passengers.
15.9.4 Type of injuries, whether grievous, minor or trivial.
15.9.5 Names of injured, and names of various hospitals where injured have been sent.
15.10 IDENTIFICATION OF DEAD BODIES – COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT
15.10.1 Number of dead bodies identified.
15.10.2 Ex-gratia paid to injured and next of kin of the dead.
15.10.3 No. of dead bodies handed over to relatives.
15.11
15.11.1
15.11.2
15.11.3

NUMBER OF COACHES DEALT WITH-MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT
No. of coaches thoroughly searched.
No. of coaches made off track.
No. of coaches yet to be dealt with.
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Annexure –1
OUTLINE SCHEMATIC PLAN OF UCC/CAC/LCCs

[ Remote Disaster site ]
(if required)

(Nearer to main Disaster site)

LCC-1
LCC-2

UCC
CAC

UCC

:

Unified Command Centre

CAC

:

Combined Assistance Centre

LCC-1

:

Local Command Centre-1

LCC-2

:

Local Command Centre-2
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Annexure –2

DETAIL SCHEMATIC PLAN OF UCC
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Annexure – 3

DETAIL SCHEMATIC PLAN OF CAC
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Entry
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Exit

Commercial – Reservation Chart
Medical – List of dead and injured.
Commercial – Provision of escort and vehicle.
Railway Doctor – Issue of Medical Death Certificate.
Govt. Doctor – Issue of Post Mortem Report.
CAC in-Charge and Officers.
Municipality Official – Issue of OfficialDeath Certificate.
RPF/Local Police – Issue of authority for handing over dead body.
Commercial – Payment of Ex-gratia, Issue of Claims Forms.
Commercial – Assistance for performingOf last rites.
Personnel – Issue of Return Journey Pass.
Operating – Arrangement for Return Journey.
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Chapter-16
Site Management Plan-II
Nominated officials from various departments arriving at site by ARMVs and ARTs form
part of the Disaster Management Team. Officials representing each department are responsible to
ensure that assigned duties of their respective departments are efficiently carried out. Senior
officers of each department will also ensure that their work is synchronized with that of
functionaries of other departments for quick rescue, relief and restoration operation.
16.1
MEMBERS OF THE DISASTER MANAGEMENT TEAM16.1.1 Disaster Management Team normally comprises members of following Departments(i)
Trained Railway men from Medical, Commercial, Safety, Electrical, S&T, & Mechanical,
Engineering, Security, Personnel and other departments.
ii.
In case of fire accidents, trained fire service personnel shall form part of this unit.
iii.
In case of an accident on water body, divers and naval cadets will also be part of the team.
iv.
In case of sabotage or bomb explosion, bomb disposal squads and
GRP/Local Police will also be involved.
v.
Various rescue unit shall accompany ARMVs, ARTs or move by road as quickly as possible
16.1.2 Officer-in-charge of Site (OIC Site):
On arrival of ARMV at accident site DRM shall take over as OIC Site from the senior-most officer
of the accident involved train. On arrival of 1st Special train carrying GM and other HQ Officers,
GM shall be OIC Site. In the absence of GM, the senior most officers shall be OIC Site. He will be
responsible for forming Core Groups as required and direct them to carryout efficient rescue, relief
and restoration operations.
16.1.3 Rescue, Relief and Restoration Operation:
DM Team on arrival by ARMVs and ARTs shall undertake following actions:
i.
Video coverage of accident site and Crowd Control for Law and Order.
ii.
Rescue operation.
iii.
Clearance from State police for restoration where required.
iv.
Relief operations.
V.
Installation of Communication Network.
vi.
Preservation of Clues and Evidence.
vii.
Media Management at site.
viii. Salvage operation.
ix.
Restoration operation.
x.
Lighting arrangements of accident site(if night will be require first).
16.1.4
Photography
Prior to starting restoration work at an accident site, divisions should undertake suitable video film
coverage to the extent feasible. Still photography by digital camera should also be undertaken
extensively for its obvious advantages. The photograph should be taken from a vantage point and
from as many angles as possible so as to give a bird’s eye view as also close up photographs. Such
photographs should clearly indicate:
i.
Severity of the accident.
ii.
Illustrate the damage to P.Way. Rolling Stock, Signal,OHE and other structures and
equipments.
iii.
Separate set of photographs to be taken to preserve clues and evidence of sabotage if
suspected.
iv.
Victims and unidentified bodies should also be extensively photographed as detailed in
(13.2.1) (xii) below.
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16.2 GENERAL
For efficient Disaster management, responsibilities of various departments are to be executed by
deputing responsible officers and supervisors. Important duties of such officers/supervisors are
enlisted as follows:
16.2.1 OIC Site
i.
Ensure setting up of UCC, CAC and LCCs at the earliest.
ii.
Collect information from OIC Site of IAT.
iii.
Take stock of the situation and plan for efficient rescue operation.
iv.
Estimate quantum of assistance required for each department from:
Within the division,
Adjoining zones
Adjoining divisions of NWR Rly
Non-Railway agencies.
v.
local resources to supplement available Railway resources.
vi.
Ensure that duties of various functionaries of different departments as laid down in
NWR’s Zonal DM Plan are carried out.
vii. Ensure co-ordination among all departments for efficient rescue, relief and restoration
operation.
viii. Ensure information to SP Police and District Magistrate.
ix.
In case of sabotage, direct RPF to obtain quick clearance from State Police.
x.
In case of serious explosions or fire, clearance from Controller of Explosions is to be
obtained.
xi.
Give prima facie cause of the accident along with forecast of expected date and timeof
restoration.
xii
Ensure timely information on the progress of rescue, relief, and restoration work with
following details:
(a)
Number of coaches searched.
(b)
Number of bodies identified.
(c)
Number of injured passengers recovered.
(d)
Number of coaches dealt with.
(e)
Nature of injuries to passengers.
(f)
Supplementary assistance required, if any.
(g)
Number of bodies recovered.
xiii. Forecast for completion of each activity mentioned below should also be firmed up. These
target dates and times should be communicated to all officers’ and supervisors at accident site:
1. Rerailment
4. Clearance of section

2. Track fitness
5. Movement of first train

3. Points and crossings

16.2.2 Duties of Divisional Railway Manager
i. Ensure that functionaries of different branches at the accident site carry out duties assigned to
them as per Zonal and Divisional DM Plan
ii. Co-ordinate with Divisional Emergency Cell regarding assistance required.
iii. Co-ordinate with Civil Authorities especially with regard to :
a. Requisition of buses from State transport authorities, with Loco Pilots for round the clock duty.
b. Arrange waival of Post Mortem formalities.
c. Arrange positioning of Municipal Official in the CAC for issuing of Official Death Certificate.
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16.2.3 Formation of two teams at accident site for round the clock working:
i.
At the accident site, departmental officers available from both HQ and division shall be
formed into two teams for round the clock working in 2 shifts, preferably 8hrs. to 20 hrs. and from
20 hrs. to 8 hrs.
ii.
PHODs/CHODs shall be available on duty during the day time.
iii.
PHODs/CHODs shall take on the spot decision regarding composition of the team for night
site shift for their respective department. This composition should not normally be changed during
the 3-4 day stay at the accident site.
iv.
Branch Officers shall be available on duty during the day time.
v.
Branch Officers shall take on the spot decision regarding composition of the team for night
shift for their respective department. This composition should not normally be changed during the
3-4 day stay at the accident site.
vi.
Similarly, supervisors available from both HQ and divisions shall also be put in two teams.
16.2.4 Duties of Operating Department
Immediately after getting the information.
i.
all sectional TIs and Supervisory SSs should be directed to reach the accident site by first
available means.
ii.
Similarly additional RG/LR staff from the section should be sent to adjacent stations on
either side so that additional shunting work can be done.
iii.
Since considerable amount of shunting is required to be performed at adjoining stations, 2
traffic supervisors in 2 shifts should be posted at adjoining stations on each side.
iv.
Ensure that special trains are sent into the accident affected block section according to the
sequence detailed in Chapter 8.3.
v.
Ensure proper marshalling of crane while proceeding to the accident spot in the block
section.
vi.
Ensure that Engineering vans of the ART are placed nearest to the accident site for this
purpose; Engineering van/wagon should be placed closest to site of accident by sending it in
pushing condition.
vii. Ensure prompt clearance of stranded passengers at the site in coordination with the
Divisional Emergency Cell.
Viii Regarding running of special trains, keep in touch with Divisional Emergency Cell and give
requirement from site
16.2.5 Duties of Safety Department
i.
Preserve all clues and evidences regarding probable cause of the accident and ensure that
these do not get disturbed till police clearance is received.
ii
Ensure that video/still photographs by digital cameras are taken as required.
iii. Ensure that joint measurements, observations are recorded in the prescribed proforma before
restoration work begins.
iv.
Ensure that unaffected rolling stock is moved away from the site and thereafter stabled at
convenient location for further examination during accident inquiry.
v.
Ensure that evidence of train staff, station staff and public are recorded on the spot.
vi.
Addresses of passengers willing to give statements later should also be obtained.
vii. Ensure that special trains are sent into the accident affected block section according to the
sequence detailed in Chapter 10, Section 3.
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16.2.6
Duties of Medical Department
i. Main functions
Main functions of the Medical department can be broadly classified as:

Taking an initial round of hospitals and assessment of situation.

Taking out injured passengers from accident involved coaches.

Attending to injured passengers and giving them First Aid.

Preparing list of injured passengers.

Classification of their injuries.

Transporting them to hospitals and getting them admitted.

Post admittance hospital care of the injured.

Dealing with dead bodies.
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ii.

General


Ensure collecting blood and urine samples of train crew in case the same is necessary.

Organize as many road ambulances as possible at the accident site.

Data Bank of Divisional DM Plans has names, telephone numbers and other details of
hospitals near the accident site. They should be contacted on phone for sending road ambulances
along with team of doctors.

Set up Medical Counter in UCC and CAC for passenger assistance.

Set up First Aid Posts in LCCs.
iii.
Site Management
Leader of Team ‘A’ (Normally CMS/MS In-charge of the Division) would take control of the site,
co-ordinate relief measures and distribute duties amongst doctors available as detailed below;
 Different teams and groups will be formed for discharging various duties of the
Medical
department as detailed in Section (7.5) above. Each should consist of 4-6
members
and
each group should consist of 3-5 teams, depending upon requirement.
 One group of doctors will take a round of various hospitals where injured
passengers have
already been admitted. (Para ‘iv’ below).
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 One group consisting of 4-5 teams of doctors and para-medics will taken out injured passengers
and dead bodies from accident involved coaches. (Para ‘v’ below).
 One team will attend to injured passengers and give them First Aid and other medical
treatment. (Para ‘vi’ below).
 One team will prepare list of injured passengers, note down details of their injuries and classify
them. (Para vii & viii below).
 One team would be in-charge of transporting injured passengers to hospitals and getting them
admitted. (Para ‘ix’ below).
 One team would be in-charge of post admittance hospital care of the injured (Para ‘x’ below).
 One team will deal with dead bodies after these have been extracted from coaches. They will
prepare a list and arrange for their preservation (Para ‘xi’& ‘xii’ below).
 In case sufficient doctors are available then more groups should be formed for rescue operations
(Para ‘v’ below).
iv. Taking an initial round of hospitals
 Separate doctors will be deputed to visit each hospital where injured passengers have already
been shifted.
 One commercial officer will also accompany doctors and make a general assessment.
 At the hospital, they should collect information about dead/injured persons, their name, age,
sex, address, telephone No., name and telephone No. of relatives / friends, nature of the injury,
etc.
 These information should be immediately communicated to CMS/MS at accident site by using
local PCO/Cell phone etc.
 Prepare a list of persons dead/injured already in hospitals in three copies by using carbon paper.
 The list thus prepared is to be signed by Railway doctor on duty in the hospital. One copy is to
be handed over to the Commercial Department.
 2nd copy to be kept with the doctor in charge as office copy and the 3rd copy to be given to
paramedical staff to get multiple photocopies for further distribution.
 One copy should also be sent to CAC for being fed into the Personal Computer provided in the
CAC.
 The initial list prepared should be updated at regular intervals, as and when any change occurs
and communicated to the emergency control.
v.
Taking out injured passengers
 Maximum number of doctors should be deputed for this activity.
 This group should consist of at least 4-5 teams. If numbers permit, more such teams should be
formed.
 Teams involved in rescue operation should ensure rapid access to all injured passengers.
 They should take assistance of Mechanical/Engineering/RPF staff to extricate injured
passengers.
 Each team will join up with teams of Mechanical staff who would also be involved in extracting
dead and injured from coaches.
 Maximum number of coaches should be tackled simultaneously, except those that have climbed
on top or have telescoped into one another.
 Coaches should be thoroughly searched including lavatory and vestibule portions before
abandoning further search and moving on to the next coach.
vi.
Attending to injured passengers
 One team will be asked to provide medical treatment to injured passengers immediately after
their evacuation from coaches.
 Ensure stabilization of condition of injured passengers already taken out from coaches, before
they are dispatched to hospitals by road.
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 In case of patients in critical condition where stabilization of condition at site is not possible,
they should be moved immediately by road ambulance or shifted to ARMV.
vii.
a.
b.
c.

List of passengers
Collect list of injured passengers prepared by TS/TTEs and assess the situation.
Separate lists to be prepared coach wise.
The list should contain following details;
-Found Conscious: Name, sex, age, identification marks, address, ticket number, originating
and destination station.
-If found Unconscious: Approximate age, sex, identification marks, ticket number and other
particulars if relatives and friends are available.
d.
Once the preliminary list of injured passengers has been prepared, the list should be signed
by the CMS/MS in-charge and a copy handed over to commercial department.
e.
The list of injured passengers will thereafter be updated periodically, as rescue and relief
work continues and fed into the Personal Computer provided in the UCC/LCC.
viii. Classification of Injuries
A
Injuries are classified as under:
i
Grievous’ injuries as defined below.
ii
‘Simple’, but excluding ‘trivial’ injuries such as abrasions or bruises.
Following are considered to be grievous injuries (as per section 320 of the Indian Penal Code):

Permanent privation of sight of either eye.

Permanent privation of hearing of either ear.

Privation of any member or joint.

Destruction or permanent impairment of powers of any members or joint.

Permanent disfigurement of head or face.

Fracture or dislocation of a bone or tooth.

Emasculation.

Any hurt which endangers life, or which cause the sufferer to be, during the space
of
twenty days, in severe bodily pain or unable to follow his ordinary pursuits. Injuries other than
those defined above are considered to be simple injuries.
B.
Apart from injuries defined above, there may be cases where a passenger or trespasser
receives only petty abrasions or bruises.
These are of trivial nature and technically speaking should not be taken as injuries.
C
“A Railway employee or a passenger or a trespasser shall be considered to be “ injured ”
only when he/she is incapacitated following customary vocation for more than 48 hrs. Such
injuries are classified as under”
i
Serious (including grievous injuries).
ii.
“Minor” or “Simple”.
D.
Classify injured passengers into separate categories as grievous or simple.
E.
Inform Commercial department for arranging ex-gratia payment.
F.
Classification of injuries may be changed in the light of X-rays and other detailed findings
after admission and should be intimated to UCC and LCC
ix.
Transporting injured passengers to hospitals

One team will be asked to arrange transport of injured passengers to nearby hospitals.

Ensure expeditious transportation of injured either to AMRVs or to nearby hospitals.

Critically injured passengers should be transported by means of road ambulances and other
by means of ordinary road vehicles.

Commercial staff should also be associated with transfer of injured passengers to hospitals.
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Before doctors and supervisors leave the accident site for hospital duty, they should note
down the DOT and mobile Telephone nos of the accident site, CMS, MS and other doctors at the
site for quick communication.

Doctors going to different hospitals should have separate vehicles.

In case sufficient numbers of Railway vehicles are not available, they should hire taxis for
their movement by withdrawing from station earnings.
x.
Post admittance hospital care

One Railway doctor, one commercial supervisor and one welfare inspector should be
deputed round the clock at each hospital.

If large number of hospitals are involved 2/3 hospitals may be given to one doctor. In that
case, the doctor, in consultation with CMS/MS, should station himself at the hospital where
maximum No. of patients are admitted.

Make an assessment about capabilities of the hospital to handle injured persons especially
with reference to types of injuries they have suffered.Decide whether the patient needs to be
shifted to other hospital with better facilities and then arrange to shift the patient.

In case any injured passenger succumbs to his injuries in the hospital, then the doctor incharge of that hospital should up date this fact to the medical counter at CAC.
xi. Care for the Dead

20 no’s of collapsible coffins which is available at each Divisional Hospital will be
transported to the site by ARMV, road vehicles or train services as per need.

Air-conditioned mortuaries available with Divnl. Hospital to be utilized to store at least six
bodies.

There is provision of Embalming Gun and Chemicals to ensure that bodies are preserved for
reasonable time and if necessary the bodies can be transported to Divnl. Hospital till claimed by
relatives.

20 no’s of body bags which are available with Divnl. Hospital & ARME is to be utilized.

In case of a major disaster the usual complement of medical staff in any ARMV is grossly
inadequate for undertaking work of this magnitude. This should be augmented from nearby
divisions/zones depending on the requirement.

Adequate number of Safaiwalas and other health workers who have come to the accident
site should be mobilized for this purpose.

Dismembered bodies begin emitting foul adour after two days. Carrying out this task under
such circumstances become a real problem.Therefore,target should be to extricate all dead bodies
within 24 hrs.

Dead bodies should be dealt with coach wise, otherwise bodies taken out from different
coaches get mixed up.

Bodies taken out from coaches should be stacked at quite some distance from the track in
front of respective coaches, in separate lots, coach wise. While this may slow down the work
initially, in the long run it is more systematic since bodies don’t get mixed up.

Shift dead bodies from coaches to a nominated place at the accident site with the help of
paramedical staff, SJAB, Scouts, Civil Defense personnel, other Railway staff and non-Railway
volunteers available at site.

Ensure covering of dead bodies with shrouds.

label (white cloth of 12”x9” written by marker pen) on body bag on each dead body on the
chest just below the neck as below:
Date: _________
Coach No: _________
Name : ______

Dead Body serial No---------------------------Age : ____
Sex : _____
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In case of unidentified dead bodies, against the item name’, it should be written as
unidentified-1/unidentified-2, etc. Approximate age should be estimated from the appearance, such
as between 35-45 years.

5 photographs preferably by digital camera should be taken of each dead body. Two should
be close up of face from in front and sideways, third should be with the label visible as mentioned
above and fourth and fifth should be of full length of the body.

Each body should also be video photographed.

After photographs have been taken, each body should be placed inside a plastic bag with zip
having proper labeling system where some information is also to be provided.

After this, bodies will be handed over to GRP or local police for safe custody.

Take necessary steps to handle unhygienic condition that may arise due to
decomposed/mutilated bodies.
xii Preservation of dead bodies
a.
Numbering and photography of bodies should be done even when relatives are on hand to
claim the body.
b.
Arrangements have to be made for a more permanent location for them till such time as the
next of kin arrive to claim these bodies.
c.
In all such accidents passengers are invariably separated from their belongings. As such in
many cases there are no tickets or other Identification papers on their possession.
d.
This problem is further compounded in unreserved coaches where no Reservation charts are
available.
e.
Identification problems come up in case of mutilated bodies also. In such cases,
photographs are better means of identification.
f.
Arrange for hiring of a couple of big halls, for keeping bodies.
g.
Rooms should preferably be at a single location so that relatives do not have to go around
from mortuary to mortuary.
h.
A large building having number of rooms would be ideal for storing them.
Best option would be to take over a school building temporarily.
i. Arrange to move dead bodies to nominated buildings being used as temporary mortuaries.
j.
Bodies should be neatly lined up with their numbers prominently displayed, and kept in
different rooms, coach-wise.
k. Notice Board outside the building should display the room nos where bodies extracted from a
particular coach have been kept.
l.
These details should also be posted on a notice board outside each room.
m.
This will prevent unnecessary handling of bodies, which in any case would be in an
advanced state of decomposition.
n. For dead bodies whose relatives are not readily available and delay is expected, arrange for
their preservation by dry ice. Etc.
o.
Procure following items from local market for dealing with dead bodies:
1.
Shrouds
3. Coffins
2.
Polythene bags
4. Dry ice
p
Commercial staff should be put on round the clock duty in the building housing the
temporary mortuary for guiding relatives as and when they come.
16.2.7 Duties of Commercial Department
i.
Main functions of the Commercial department can be broadly classified as:

Providing beverages and catering to injured and uninjured passengers through IRCTC.

Initial round of hospitals and assessment of situation.

Preparing list of injured passengers.

Assisting transportation of injured passengers to hospitals and getting them admitted.

Payment of ex-gratia to injured and next of kin of dead.
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Dealing with refund and claims compensation formalities.

Taking charge of luggage and consignments.

Assistance in post-admittance hospital care of the injured.

Taking care of relatives.
ii.
General

Before Sr. DCM proceeds to accident site he should arrange withdrawal of sufficient cash
from station earnings.

At the accident site, handpicked commercial supervisors should be depute for manning
commercial counters in UCC and CAC.

Each commercial counter in CAC is to be manned by one group as detailed in Chapter 12,
Sec-6(six). Co-ordination with other depts. during the process of salvage is must.
iii
Withdrawal of cash from station earnings

In order to meet accident related expenditure, Officers can withdraw money from station
earnings duly following the procedure incorporated in Commercial Manual Vol. II Rule
No.2425.

Departmental expenditure necessitated for floods, accidents or earthquakes, etc.

Ex- gratia payments to persons involved in train accidents.

Procedure and accountal as detailed below should be followed (Para xi & xii below).
iv.
Hiring of Vehicles
a.
A large number of road vehicles are required at an accident site for following purposes:

Taking injured passengers, doctors and other important officials to hospitals.

Clearance of uninjured passengers.

Taking dead bodies to mortuaries.

Bringing men and materials, etc. to accident site.

Taking unclaimed luggage for being kept in safe custody.

Taking relatives to hospitals and mortuary.

Other miscellaneous work.
b.
For this purpose apart from whatever number of Railway vehicles may be available, extra
road vehicles may be hired.
c.
Adequate number of road vehicles should be attached to CAC for taking relatives to
hospitals, mortuaries etc.
d.
Nominated Railway staff to be attached to each hired vehicle round the clock
(even group ‘D’ would suffice), so that optimum use can be made of the vehicle.
e.
Buses from State transport authorities should also be requisitioned along with extra Drivers
for round the clock duty.
f.
One Railway staff should be put in charge of each bus on round the clock duty,who will
accompany the bus wherever it goes and bring it back in time (even group ‘D’ would suffice).
g.
In case hospitals are in different towns, then road transport buses should be put on fixed
time round trip schedule for movement of relatives from CAC to various locations and back.
h.
All hired vehicles and requisitioned buses should have stickers pasted on their front and rear
windscreens indicating ‘RAILWAY ACCIDENT DUTY’.
v.
Catering arrangements

Arrangements for supply of food and beverages to not only injured but also to other
passengers of the accident involved train should be swiftly organized.

Food and beverages should be supplied free of charge.

These may be arranged from Railway sources or outside sources as necessary, including
IRCTC or their contractors.

To supplement Railway catering arrangements nearby dhabas and hotels should be
contacted and arrangements made for opening up stalls at the site.
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vi.
Clearance of uninjured passengers
a. First of all, arrangements for water and food for stranded passengers should be made.
b.
Clearance of accident-affected passengers from accident site should be planned along with
operating branch who will provide the empty coaching rake.
c.
Make announcement thorough PA system informing passengers regarding their clearance
from site either by:

Front portion of the accident involved train.

Rear portion of the accident involved train,

Empty coaching rakes that have been brought to the accident site,

Road bridging that has been arranged.
d.
Arrange adequate coolies for carrying passengers luggage while they transfer to the new
train.
e.
In case of road bridging, arrange road transport to clear stranded passengers, record details
of passengers dispatched and relay particulars to Divisional Emergency Cell.
f.
Senior-most official at site shall have powers to arrange conveyance for affected passengers
free of charge by any available mode of transport and also incur expenditure for carriage of
passengers’ luggage, etc.
vii. Preparing list of injured passengers
a.
Collect list of injured passengers prepared by TS/TTEs after confirmation by Doctors.
b. Separate lists to be prepared coach wise by Medical department.
c. This list should be in fed into the Personal Computer available in the CAC.
d.
The list should also be e-mailed to the Divisional emergency Cell and Hq. Emergency Cell.
e.
The list of dead and injured that is initially fed into the PC will thereafter be updated
periodically, as rescue and relief work continues.
viii. Amount of Ex-Gratia payable
a. The amount of ex-gratia relief payable to injured passengers or to dependants of dead are as
under section 124 :

In case pf death - Rs.50,000/
Grievous injury - Rs. 25,000/
Simple injury - Rs. 5000/b.
The amount of ex-gratia relief admissible in untoward Accident under section 124(A) :

In case of death - Rs.15,000/- under class N,P,Q,R.

Grievous injury - Rs.5,000/
Simple injury – 500/
Given in Chapter 22 (SOPs commercial matters)
c.
Payment of ex-gratia will be made on the basis of categorization of their injuries made out
by doctors at site.
d.
No ex-gratia payment would be admissible to trespassers, persons electrocuted by OHE and
road users at unmanned level crossings.
e.
Ex-gratia payment should also be made to Railway staff killed or injured by a moving train
while performing their duty, for example, gang man working on track run-over accidentally by a
moving train.
f.
Ex-gratia amount is to be paid in cash.
g. In case of injured passengers, ex-gratia should be paid to the injured passenger himself or in
case he is too ill, to his relative in his presence.
h.
In case of death cases where relatives identify and claim the body, following precautions are
to be taken:

Photograph the face of the body from in front and from the side.

Photograph the person taking the ex-gratia payment.

Record the relationship of the person claiming the body along with details of proof, if any.
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In case enhanced ex-gratia is announced by the Hon’ble MR. Then the enhanced amount
should be paid by cheque by Accounts department.

Ex-gratia paid is not to be adjusted against claims compensation payable as decreed by RCT
subsequently.
i.
Payment should be arranged preferably on the spot by a senior scale officer nominated by
GM after making such enquiries as can be reasonably made on the spot after immediate needs by
way of medical attendance etc., to injured persons have been attended.
ix.
Refund and Claims Compensation

Refund of fares must be granted in the CAC for unfinished journey as per rules.

Injured passengers and next of kin of deceased passengers must be supplied with blank
claims compensation forms along with Claims Booklet explaining complete procedure.

Photocopy of a filled up Claim Compensation form may also be given along
with the blank form so as to help them in filling it up.
x.
Luggage and consignments

As and when unclaimed luggage and personal belongings are taken out from coaches, a list
should be made coach wise, and each item should be tagged with coach No.

A list of each item with distinguishing marks should be made.

If possible, the cabin number inside the coach should also be indicated.

Luggage claimed should be handed over on satisfactory proof of ownership.

Unclaimed luggage and personal belongings of injured/dead passengers should be taken
possession of for safe custody.

Unclaimed luggage should be stored in a safe place, preferably, part of the some
building/enclosure which as being used for preserving dead bodies.

These should be stored in separate rooms coach wise so that it is easy for relatives to
identify.

A list should be displayed outside each room indicating the coach No. whose luggage is
stored there.

It is the responsibility of Commercial department to take charge of all unclaimed luggage
etc. These should be taken over from the charge of RPF.

Booked luggage, parcels and consignments available in SLRs, VPUs etc. should be taken
out and sent by road to nearest Jn. Station for safe custody.

Booked perishables goods available in SLRs, VPUs should be taken out and either
auctioned at site or sent by road to nearest Jn. Station for being auctioned.

RMS consignments on the train should be shifted for safe custody till Postal Authorities
come and take over.
xi.
Withdrawal from station earnings

procedure In order to meet accident related expenditure, Officers can withdraw money from
station earnings duly following the procedure incorporated in Commercial manual Vol.II rule No:
2425.

Departmental expenditure necessitated by floods, accidents or earthquakes, etc.

Ex-gratia payments to persons involved in train accidents.
xii. Withdrawal from station earnings – accountal

The withdrawal from station earnings will be against station pay order. The Officer
withdrawing money from station earnings is personally accountable for its correct expenditure and
submission of vouchers to the Sr. DFM through Sr. DCM of the concerned Division.

Branch Officer of the concerned department shall be responsible for submission of monthly
statements of the amount of money withdrawn from station earnings to Sr. DCM, who shall
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consolidate such withdrawal and submit a report to CCM and FA&CAO (T) accompanied with
relevant supporting paid vouchers on the 1st week of the subsequent month.

Executive officer concerned shall furnish full particulars of the amount withdrawn, details
of payments made, reasons for the payment, the rate and period for which payment is made and the
total amount paid with the acquaintance to Sr.DFM.

Sr.DCM will compile a monthly statement of all withdrawals from station earnings of his
division and send it to CCM and FA& CAO (T).

Branch Officer shall be responsible for submission of vouchers against expenditure incurred
out of the station earnings withdrawn within 15 days to the Sr. DCM who shall consolidate such
withdrawal and submit to Sr. DFM of the respective Division, failing which the amount so
withdrawn shall be recovered from the concerned Officer’s salary.
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Chapter – 17
SITE MANAGEMENT PLAN – III
17.1 DUTIES OF MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT
17.1.1 For discharging the dual responsibility of extricating injured passengers & dead bodies
from coaches and toppling those coaches whose search has been completed, 2 separate groups will
be formed at each end for purposes of ‘search and rescue’ and ‘off tracking of coaches’.
17.1.2 Once 4 ARMVs, 2 ARTs and 2 BD specials have arrived at the accident site from both
ends, normally no more mechanical equipment will be required from anywhere else. The main
work will then consist of using of these resources effectively and efficiently.
17.1.3 Different teams and groups will be formed for discharging the dual responsibilities of the
Mechanical department. Each team should consist of 4-6 members and each group should consist
of 3-5 teams, depending upon requirement.
17.1.4 One Sr. Supervisor should be in-charge of each team conducting search and rescue at the
site. All such ‘search and rescue’ groups at each end of the accident site would function under
directions of an AME.
17.1.5 Similarly, one Sr. Supervisor should be in-charge of each team working on ‘off tracking of
coaches’ at the site. All such ‘off tracking of coaches’ groups at each end of the accident site,
would function under directions of another AME. The second AME concerned would also be incharge of the crane at that end.
17.1.6 Take precautions in electrified section that power supply is switched off before
commencing rescue/relief work.
17.1.7 Use necessary safety equipment like hand gloves, helmet etc.
17.1.8 If spillage of inflammable substances is suspected, then only cold cutting equipment should
be used.
17.1.9 In case of suspected sabotage, ensure minimum interference to clues. Save lives and
extricate passengers after video and digital photographs have been taken.
17.1.10 Be cautious in using rescue tools like gas cutters, cold cutters, spreaders, hydraulic
jacks etc. so that passengers trapped inside or buried under the debris do not get hurt.
17.1.11 Ensure marshalling of ART according to site requirement before it is sent into the accident
involved block section.’
17.1.12 For efficient extrication of entrapped passengers take assistance of Medical/Engineering
departments.
17.1.13 Each team will join up with Medical teams who would also be involved in extracting dead
and injured from coaches.
17.1.14 Maximum number of coaches should be tackled simultaneously, except those that have
climbed on top or have telescoped into one another.
17.1.15 Road cranes of sufficient capacity should be arranged so that these cranes can start
working from the center while the 140T cranes could continue working from either end.
17.1.17 Trucks should be arranged for carrying BD equipment near to accident involved
coaches, so that number of coaches can be simultaneously tackled and more work centers can be
opened up.
17.1.17 Examine unaffected or re-railed rolling stock and certify their fitness for further
movement.
17.2
DUTIES OF SECURITY DEPARTMENT
Main functions of the Security Department can be broadly classified as :
i.
Co-ordination with GRP and Local Police.
ii
Protection of luggage.
iii
Crowd management.
iv.
Protection of Railway property.
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17.2.1 Liaison with Civil Police
i.
In case of sabotage, liaison with Local Police & officials of District
Administration and get early clearance.
ii.
Clearance should be obtained as expeditiously as possible, for starting
restoration work.
iii
Additional manpower should be requisitioned from local police officials and
District Administration for purpose of crown control.
iv.
Exemption should be obtained from SP of the district for waiving off
formalities of Post Mortem of dead bodies.
v.
Obtain assistance from GRP and Local Police as and when required.
17.2.2
Crowd Management
i.
The first problem at an accident site is that of surging crowds. Carrying out any kind of
rescue and relief operation becomes next to impossible due to crowd. Railway men who try to
undertake any kind of rescue andrelief work become victims of mob fury.
ii.
Cordon off the site and prevent unauthorized entry of outsiders.
iii.
Segregate the area of accident by putting up temporary barriers using nylon ropes or any
other make-shift device available at the scene so that outsiders
do not disturb the site or hamper
rescue operations.
iv.
These barriers should be at quite some distance away from the track, so that UCC, CAC and
LCCs are inside the cordoned off area.
v.
Provide barricade and ask for additional force to control crowd during VIPvisit.
17.2.3
Protection of luggage
i.
Protection unclaimed luggage’s of passengers till these are duly taken over by commercial
department for safe custody.
ii.
Unclaimed luggage of passengers should be isolated and stacked coach wise, with proper
labeling indicating coach no from which recovered.
iii.
If possible, the cabin number inside the coach should also be indicated.
iv.
All such unclaimed luggage should be protected till they are handed over to claimants or
taken over by commercial department.
v.
Unclaimed luggage should be stored in a safe place, preferably part of the same
school
building which is being used for preserving dead bodies.
vi.
These should be stored in separate rooms coach wise so that it is easy for relatives to
identify.
17.2.4 Protection of Railway property
i.
Protect Railway consignments/goods/parcels till these are duly taken over by
commercial department and dispatched to nearest station for proper disposal.
ii.
Guard perishables goods till they are auctioned off at site or till they are dispatched to
nearest station or being auctioned.
iii.
RMS consignments on the train should be shifted to school building for safe
custody
till Postal Authorities come and take over the custody.
iv.
Provide security for the cash withdrawn for payment of ex-gratia by the commercial
department.
v.
Preserve all clues and evidences regarding probable cause of the accidentand ensure that
these do not get disturbed.
vi.
Ensure that no Railway staff tampers with any track fittings, or rolling stock
parts.
vii. Anybody found moving under suspicious circumstances should be
questioned.
viii. No Railway staff should be allowed to move about near the accident site with loose or
piece meal equipment.
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17.2.5 General
i.
RPF personnel should respond to any call for assistance to rescue victims and transport them
to the nearest hospital.
ii. Information updated by field personnel at the scene of incident to the RPF functionary in the
UCC, giving the latest situation.
17.3 DUTIES OF ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT
17.3.1 On receipt of Information Sr.DEE(P), AEE(P), Sr. DEE/TRD as well as AEE/TRD should
proceed to site of accident .
PCEE and CEDE and other JAG officers from Head Quarters will proceed to accident site.
If EMU/DMU/MEMU or Electrical Locomotive is involved, Sr. DEE(TRO) should
proceed to the site with adequate number of breakdown staff by quickest available means.(Call the
relief train, if required)
(i) DEE(P) and DEE/TRD will be available in Divisional Control Office for providing backup
support.
(ii) Maximum number of electrical staff should be send by the 2nd and 3rd special trains for
installation and operation of electrical equipment.
(iii) Officers staying back in divisional headquarters shall maintain constant liaison with site and
arrange assistance required by way of men and material from railway sources within the division,
from adjoining divisions and zones and from Non- Railway sources within the division.
(A)Duties of Sr. DEE(Power):
(i) Arrange for adequate illumination at the accident site.
(ii) In case of fire in coaches, immediately arrange to collect/record evidence of passengers.
(iii) Jointly examine the coach to ascertain the cause and damage.
(B)Duties of Sr. DEE(TRD):
(i) Arrange for adequate number of OHE breakdown staff, tower wagon and proceed to
accident site by the quickest available means.
(ii) Ensure that OHE is made dead and OHE is slewed as per requirement .
(iii) Arrange and supervise restoration of OHE, expeditiously.
(iv) Record all relevant information concerning the accident.
(C)Duties of Sr. DME(EnHM and Power):
(i) Depute officer in the control office.
(ii) Note down joint observation regarding the Loco/EMU/DMU/MEMU.
For discharging the dual responsibility of providing illumination at site,2 separate units will be
formed at each end of the accident site consisting of ‘General branch’ officers &staff
17.3.2 Once 4 ARMVs, 2ARTs and 2 BD specials have arrived at the accident site from both ends,
normally no more electrical equipment will be required from anywhere else. The main work will
then consist of using of these resources effectively and efficiently.
17.3.3 Different teams and groups will be formed for discharging various duties of the Electrical
department. Each team should consist of 4-6 members and each group should consist of 3-5 teams,
depending upon requirement.
17.3.4 Site illumination
One Sr. Supervisor should be in-charge of each group working at the site. All‘General
Services’ teams at each end of the accident site, would function under directions of one AEE
i.
Senior most Electrical Officer at site would make a quick assessment of the
electrical requirement of the site.
ii.
This would be done keeping in mind the geographical spread of the site, the size of
UCC, LCCs, CAC and any other requirement as necessary.
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iii.
Thereafter, he would assess the quantity of electrical fittings and generator sets
available in ARMVs and ARTs.
iv.
In order to set up adequate illumination facilities, all generator sets and
lighting
fixtures available in ARMVs and ARTs would be used.
v.
First priority for lighting would be the accident site along the track where rescue,
relief and restoration work is going on
vi.
Next priority would be given to lighting up of UCC, CAC and LCCs.
vii.
Additional requirements of generators and lighting fixtures, if any, should be called
for immediately from other Railway sources within the division, well in time.
viii. In case divisional sources are inadequate, then sources from other divisions should
be tapped.
ix.
Officer at site should hire additional generator sets, lighting fixtures and arrange
fuel etc. as required, from non-Railway sources available nearby. List of such sources are given in
Divisional DM Plans.
x.
Once generators and lighting fixtures have been set up, efforts should be made to tap
local power supply from some nearby sources, if available.
xi.
In case power supply is not available nearby and illumination has to continue
on
generator supply, then sufficient quantity of petrol and diesel should be procured and kept in
stock
17.3.5 OHE at site
One Sr. Supervisor should be in-charge of each group working at the site. All TRD teams at each
end of the accident site, would function under directions of one AEE/TRD.
i.
Immediately OHE should be switched off. In case OHE is to be brought down,the same
should be done immediately so that working of crane does not get held up on account of OHE.
ii.
In case slewing of OHE suffices for some sections, then the same should be done quickly to
facilitate crane operation.
iii.
Sr. DEE/TRD shall arrange movement of 6 Tower Wagons along with menand material
from adjacent depots from both sides of accident site.
iv.
v.
In case more tower wagons are required these should also be requisitioned from other depots
along with men and material.
vi.
An assessment should also be made of the extent of damage to OHE masts, and other
equipment.
vii. Additional requirement of materials, if any should be called for immediately from other
Railway sources within the division.
viii. In case divisional sources are inadequate, then sources from other divisions should be
tapped.
ix.
In case other divisional sources are also inadequate, then sources from other zones should be
tapped.
x.
Availability of OHE masts is a long lead item. Requirement of masts should be
quickly worked out so that these can be moved immediately.
xi.
Ensure temporary portals are erected without delay.
xii. In case damage to OHE is extensive and a wiring train is considered to be more efficient,
then the same should arranged for from other zone after discussion with RE organisation.
xiii. Ensure that the section is earthed before staff starts working near OHE.
xiv. OHE should not be charged until all staff, tower wagons, cranes etc. have cleared the block
section.
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17.4 DUTIES OF SIGNAL & TELECOMMUNICATION DEPARTMENT
Duty of S&T department consists of providing sufficient and reliable means of
communication at the accident site and other work centers.
17.4.1 Types of communication facilities
For this purpose following types of communication facilities should be provided:
i.
Satellite telephones.
ii.
BSNL telephones.
iii.
Mobile, in case the area is under mobile coverage.
iv.
Walkie – Talkie sets.
v.
Railway telephones
vi.
PA system.
17.4.2 Locations
These should be provided at following locations:
i. UCC
ii. CAC
iii. LCCs
iv. Hospitals v. Mortuary
vi. Any other locations as decided
17.4.3 Numbers to be provided
i.
Satellite telephones – 05 to be provided. 02 in UCC, 01 in CAC, 02
passengers.
ii.
BSNL telephones – 02 in UCC, 03 in CAC and 01 in each hospital.
iii.
Mobiles – as many as can be arranged in UCC and CAC. In addition to above at least 02
in each hospital.
iv.
Walkie – Talkie sets – each functionary should be covered.
v.
One 25W VHF set shall also be provided in UCC.
vi.
One 25W VHF set shall be installed in a road vehicle so that mobile
communication
can be set up, upto a range of about 10 Km.
vii. Railway telephones – each functionary in UCC, CAC and LCCs should be
covered.
viii. In RE area emergency sockets will be utilized for extending communication
to
the
accident site and in non-RE area where 06 Quad cable is available the
same will be utilized for
providing communication.
ix.
PA system – at UCC, CAC and LCCs.
17.4.4 Public Address System
i.
Provide adequate number of PA system, Handsets.
ii.
PA system should be provided in UCC, CAC and LCCs. These are to be used for
communicating with passengers and for giving directions to Railway staff.
iii.
For this purpose, additional PA systems may become necessary depending upon the
requirements at accident site.
iv.
Mega mikes available in ART will also be utilized.
v.
Volume of PA system in UCC, CAC and LCCs should be so adjusted that announcements
made over one of them reaches only those areas which are under its jurisdiction. It should not
interfere with announcements being made by other PA systems.
17.4.5 General
i.
Ensure availability of adequate copies of Disaster Management telephone directory
containing important telephone numbers.
ii.
Adequate number of Mobile Battery Chargers should be provided in UCC,
CAC and
LCCs along with number of spare batteries.
17.5 DUTIES OF ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
Some duties have been detailed in Chapter 11 Section 8. Additional duties are as follows:
17.5.1
AEN/SEE ( P.Way/Works) shall collect men, rescue tools and arrive at site by
fastest means possible.
17.5.2 Set up UCC, CAC and LCCs at the accident site.
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17.5.3 Assist Medical/Mechanical Department in rescue work.
17.5.4 If necessary contact Army/Navy/Air Base and collect required personnel like Divers for
rescue operation.
17.5.5 If necessary hire Private Road Cranes, bulldozers, Earth movers etc.
17.5.6 02 Engineering specials, one from each end, carrying engineering material and gang men
from the section.
17.5.7 Additional requirements of track materials, if any, should be called for immediately from
other Railway sources within the division, well in time.
17.5.8 In case divisional sources are inadequate, then sources from other divisions should be
tapped.
17.5.9 500 additional workmen are required who are to be moved from adjoining Divisions/Zones.
17.5.10
Each such Division sending assistance should move 250 men along with 5 artisans
and 5 PWIs.
17.5.11
One DEN and one AEN each should also move to the site of accident from each
such division.
17.5.12
Plan for coordinated working and movement of track machine for quick restoration
in consultation with TRD and operating officials.
17.6 DUTIES OF PERSONAL DEPARTMENT
17.6.1 Sr.DPO shall proceed to accident site along with all Welfare Inspectors.
17.6.2
Assist Doctors in collecting details of injured/dead and shifting them to hospitals.
17.6.3 WIs shall be available round the clock in shift duty to look after the welfare of injured
persons in each hospital.
17.6.4 Issue complementary return journey passes to relatives for escorting injured and taking them
back home.
17.6.5 Manning of personnel branch counters in CAC and discharge duties listed out for those
counters.
17.7 DUTIES OF ACCOUNTS DEPARTMENT
17.7.1 Making available sufficient amount of cash for meeting emergent expenses.
17.7.2 Opening of current account in a local bank and getting permission for over draft facilities so
that large
amount of cash is not required to be carried from far off stations.
17.7.3 Issue of cheques for making of enhanced ex-gratia payments, if so announced at accident
site by Hon’ble MR.
17.8 STAFF MATTERS
17.8.1 First problem is of identifying Railway personnel.
17.8.2 They should be supplied with coloured armbands to be kept in ARMVs/ARTs.
17.8.3 Adequate number of armbands, gloves and facemasks should also be provided in the
ARMVs/ARTs.
17.8.4 Second problem is of communicating with Railway personnel in the crowd.
17.8.5 Microphones/loud hailers provided in ARMVs/ARTs should be used both for crowd control
as also for giving instructions to Railway personnel working at accident site.
17.8.6 Once initial rescue operations have got underway, arrangements have to be made for water
and food for Railway staff working at site. Contract arrangement should be made for supply of
food.
17.8.7 Spare coaches should be stabled at nearby stations where watering and charging facilities
are available for stay of staff.
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Chapter -18
ACTION PLAN FOR CYCLONE, STORM & EARTHQUAKES
1.

Weather warning message:

Metrological department, Government of India, issues messages of warning whenever a storm/gale
or heavy rainfall is expected. Following conditions are considered dangerous :
(i)
Dangerous rainfall– When amount of rainfall is expected 5 cm and above in 24 hours.
(ii) Dangerous wind velocity – when wind velocity is 65 Kmph & above. ( Cyclone Warning
Center is located at Ahmedabad.)
2.

Action to be taken on receipt of weather/cyclone warning message

2.1 Action by CTNL/Dy.TNL – CTNL/Dy.TNL should repeat the message to the SS/SMs of
the stations, which are likely to be affected. He shall also advice DRM, ADRM,.SR.DSO and
Controllers of various branches, who are working in the Control office. The Control staff shall, in
turn, advice their Branch officers about the weather warning.
2.2 A register shall be maintained in Control office, showing full particulars regarding the date
& time of receipt and action taken on the weather/cyclone warning received from the cyclone
Warning Center.
2.3 Action to be taken by SS/SMs, Loco Pilot & Guard :
(i)
Intimation to Sr. Sub-ordinates & staff – The SM on duty, on receipt of the message, shall
immediately advice SSE of P.Way, Works, and C&W departments and also the other
Sr.
Sub-ordinates & Inspectors like TI, LI etc. In case any AEN or ADMO is posted at the station,
they should also be immediately informed.
(ii) Control of Trains – Precautions to be taken by SM, Loco Pilot & Guard : - In case of
strong winds, the trains are to be detained till it is considered safe to allow trains to proceed
further. The driver of the train should wait till, in his opinion, the intensity of wind has come down
to the level that the movement of train is not endangered.
(iii) The Guard should be consulted by the Loco Pilot, after the storm and high winds, for re-start
of the train. The train is not to be stopped at places like sharp curves, high embankments, cuttings
& bridges, including approaches.
(iv) The Guard and Loco Pilot of the train in co-operation with the railway staff & passengers
traveling in the train shall try to see that the doors and windows of the coaches are kept open by
the passengers to allow free passage of the wind through the coaches.
2.4
Anemometer Indications – In case, Anemometer is installed at the station and if it is
indicating wind velocity higher than the danger level as prescribed by the special instructions, the
SM shall take the following action.
(i)
The SM shall inform the section controllers and the SM on the other side immediately about
the need to control the movement of trains.
(ii)
The SM shall not start or allow the movement of trains through his station and also
not grant line clear to the trains waiting at the adjacent station for his station.
(iii)
He shall resume running of trains in consultation with the section controller and the
SM at the adjacent station after the wind velocity is again below the danger level as prescribed by
the special instructions.
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2.5

Action to be taken by Engineering Branch :

(i)
Introduce monsoon patrolling. Advise monsoon patrolman/ watchman and gang mates to be
extra vigilant. Deploy watchman at vulnerable locations and bridges. Continue monsoon patrolling
by trolley beyond 48 hours of warning.
(ii) Guarding vulnerable locations – Stationary watchman should be posted round the clock at
every nominated location.
(iii)
Inform intermediate Gang mates – send two gang men in either side sections to inform all
gang men and gang mates in the section about the cyclone/dangerous wind velocity.
(iv)
Gang patrol should be carried out by Mate and Gang men as per instructions
contained in para 1001(3) of P.Way Manual.
EARTHQUAKE
1.
Impact of Earthquake on Railway System:
1.1

Damage to Track :

-

Track alignment
Earth formation
Sinking of track
Bridges/girders/piers
Trees /structure obstruction in track

1.2
-

Damage to Service building :
Control
ASM Office, relay rooms cabins & gate lodge
Office buildings
Residential buildings

1.3

Damage to Signal & Telecommunication:

1.4
-

Signal posts
Microwave tower
Telephone post and wires
Cables
Damage to C&W sick line & Loco Shed :
Pit lines
Sick lines/Shed structure

2.
As soon as information is received in Control office about earthquake from an source, the
following action is to be taken:
2.1 Action by Operating Branch :
Stops all trains.
Inform P.Way, S&T, TPC Supervisors for checking track bridges, points, signals & OHE
ion light engine/push trolley/motor trolley in each block section of affected area.
Inform Civil Authorities regarding any unusual occurrence.
Arrange stock and power for moving relief/restoration material
Arrange additional Operating staff. i.e. ASMs, Points men, Guards and Cabin men from
unaffected areas.
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2.2 Action to be taken by Engineering Branch :
All P.Way Supervisors including PWIs, IOWs, BRIs, Gangmen, Key men and other staff,
should report to nearest Station Masters, who, in turn, will repeat to Control abut the availability of
P.Way staff & Supervisors.
Checking of track and bridges–A team of Gang men, Key men and PWI/BRI should be sent
on either side of the each block section for checking the track structure & bridges.
Protection of damaged site – checking team should be suitably instructed to protect any
damaged track structure or bridge in the section.
Reporting damage/deficiencies and the requirement of men and material- After checking the
whole section, a report about the nature of damage with location and requirement of men and
material, should be submitted to ASM, should, in turn, will repeat it to the Control.
IOW should check damages to service /residential buildings and accordingly arrange
repairs, as per the requirement.
2.3 Action by S&T Branch :
It is likely that overhead & cable communication may be affected due to earthquake.
Immediate efforts should be made to provide alternative means of communications, like VHF,
Microwave, RE cable, Optic fiber. Communication between the Control and stations is to be given
highest importance.
Assessment of damage- CSI/SI and ESM/MSM must be available at the stations. After
checking all the S&T installations, details should be given to SI(Control) in regard to damage and
additional requirement of men & material, if any.
2.4 Action to be taken by Electrical Branch :
In case, power supply fails, DG set should be arrange at the important installation like
Control, stations etc, as per the requirement.
2.5 Action to be taken by Commercial Branch :
Regular announcement for information of passengers, explaining the calamity and effect on
train running, are to be made.
Emergency enquiry counters to be opened at major stations and affected stations provided
with DOT phone/Cell phone facility.
Facilities to stranded passengers, like drinking water, food etc., are to be provided at
stations, where trains are controlled.
Additional windows for refund of tickets should be opened.
2.6 Action to be taken by Mechanical Branch :
Relief coaching and goods stock on the system must be ready and should be fit for
movement.
In case of electrified territories, DSL power should be made available in case of OHE
failure.
2.7 Action to be taken by Personnel Branch :
For, relief cell, consisting CWI/WI and staff to assess losses and damages at stations & in
colonies.
Co-ordinate for assistance & relief with trade unions, Mahila Samities, NGOs to speed up
relief.
2.8
-

Action to be taken by RPF Branch :
Help Railway official/employee in relief work at stations and in colonies.
Protect Railway stations, yards & all vital installations and restrict the entry of outsiders.
Render necessary assistance to the affected persons to save the human life.
Keep close coordination with Civil Police and District Administration.
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Chapter -19

DEPLOYMENT OF OFFICERS AND SUPERVISORS
Deptt.
Safety
Operating
Comml.

S&T

Sr.DOM, AOM(C)
DCM, ACM, CMI
Control
Sr.DME(EnHM &
Power)ADME(C&W)
DSTE

Engg.

Sr.DEN(Co), AEN

Personnel

DPO

Security
Elec.Pow
er
Medical

RPF Control, ASC,
DEE

Accompanying ART/ARME & reaching site
SR.DSO
All SCs
DOM(G)
Sectional TI,
Sr.DCM
Sectional CMI, TCs, Licensed
Porters
Sr. DME(C&W),
SSE/C&W(Incharge), SSE/C&W
(div), SSE(B/Dn)
Sr. DSTE, ASTE, Sectional SSE(T), SE/JE,
Staff ART
TCM(Test Room)
Sectional Sr.
Sectional SSE/P Way, JE/Pway,
DEN/DEN,
Staff of ART
ADEN
Sr. DPO will
CWLI,WLI
move site as per
direction of DRM
Sr. DSC
IPF(HQ), IPF/Res.Coy
Sr. DEE, ADEE
Sectional and nominated SSE

Doctor nominated by
CMS
DEE/ADEE

Sr. DMO/DMO
incharge.
Sr.DEE/DEE

Mech.

TRD

Control Office
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Sr. Pharmacist, Staff Nurse, Sr.
HA & Dispensary Peon.
Sectional and nominated SSE
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Chapter 20
Railway Resources
Sr.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Designation
CTNL I/C
CTNL (Stock)
CTNL Punctuality
CTNL Statics
CTNL Running
Recorder
HTNC Coaching
CPCR Incharge
PCR Diesel
Test Room
PWI Control
Commercial control
SS Ajmer
SS MD Jn.
SS MJ Jn.
SS ABR
SS RPZ
Traffic Lobby UDZ
Traffic Lobby ABR
Mechanical Lobby ABR
Mechanical Lobby AII
Signal Control
Electrical Control
SSE/Tele/AII
Carriage Controler
TPC AII

office
Rly.
44610
44616
44622
44624
44618
44658
44620
44510/145
44512/44514
44824
144
142/44212
44644
44650
49402
45600
43362
43258
45612
45510
44534
44812/44814
44316
44820
44518/44520
-
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Mobile no
P&T
0145-2421048
0145-2428652
0145-2630471
--0145-2428652
--------0145-2427692
0145-2628182
0145-2622163
--0145-2671461
02935-252204
02974-223805
0294-2490527
----0145-221927
0145-2629237
0145-2421813
0145-2622634
-----

9001196941
--9001196619
--9001031600
----9001031650
9001031650
--9001196081
9001196963
9001196904
--9001196942
9001196927
--9001031667
--9001194061
901031632
9001194813
9001196391
9001196815
9001196414
90011963860
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Chapter-21
SECTION WISE INFRASTRUCTURE
Section
AII-KRJD(BG)

AII-DET(BG)

UDZ-GSD(BG)

MVJ-MJ(MG)

Resources available
1.ARME-II
2140 ton diesel driven crane
with ART
3.Rly. Hospital
4. Health Unit
5.Ambulance
6.P-way store
1.SPART
2. .ARME-II
3.Rly. Hospital
4. Health Unit
5.Ambulance
6.P-way store
1.140 ton diesel driven crane
with A class ART
2.ARME-I
3. .ARME-II
4.Rly. Hospital
5. Health Unit
6.Ambulance
7.P-way store
1.ARME-I
2. .ARME-II
3.Rly. Hospital
4. Health Unit
5.Ambulance
6.P-way store
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Location
BER,SOD,MJ,JWB
ABR
AII,ABR
MJ
AII,ABR
AII,SOD,RN,ABR
AII
BHL
AII
BHL
AII
NSD,BHL
UDZ
NMH
MVJ
RPZ
MVJ,UDZ,ZRTI
RPZ
MVJ,RPZ
MVJ
MVJ,KBK
RPZ
MVJ,MJ
RPZ
MVJ,KBK
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Chapter -22
Beats of ARTs ARMEs
ANNEXURE-I
ART
S.
No. Location

Crane Availabili
ty of
cap.
in
Composition
HRE HRD
Class
Tones

Jurisdiction of ART’s

Jaipur –Ajmer- Beawar (Excl )(187 km)
Jaipur –Madar- Daurai- Beawar (Excl )(187 km)
Jaipur- Ajmer-Bangurgram-Ras (209 km)
Jaipur-Madar-Puskar (150 km) Jaipur – Degana
(Excl.) (164 km) Jaipur- Makrana- Parvatsar (139
km)
HRE Van + crane
Jaipur –SawaiMadhopur (Excl). (131 km) Jaipurmaterial van + Tool Bandikui-Alwar-Rewari (Excl.) (225 km) Jaipur –
cum Staff Vans +
Ringus-Rewari(Excl.) (206 km)
Generator Van +
Jaipur - Phulera- Ringus (122 km) Jaipur - AjmerBFR for rails + BCN
Rupaheli (213 km)
Yes Yes
for Engg. Material +
Jaipur – Madar-Adarsh Nagar- Rupaheli (213 km)
crane with match
Jaipur- Ringus- Sikar-Churu(Excl.) (198 km) Jaipur
truck, ballast wagon
– Ringus- Sikar – Loharu (Excl.) (232 km) Jaipurand equalizing
Dausa-Didwana (61.28+35.12=96.4Km)
bogies.
Jaipur-Dausa-Gangapur City (Excl.) (153.25Km)
(After GC)
DFCCIL*
Jaipur-New Phulera- New Rewari (55+215=270 Km)
Jaipur-New Phulera- New Marwar
(Excl.)(55+219=274 km)
HRE Van + crane
Udaipur City – Chhitorgarh (Incl.) (115 km)
material van + Tool
Udaipur City – Mavli Jn.- Nathdwara (43 + 15 = 58
cum Staff Vans +
km) Udaipur City –Berach Jn.- Rupaheli Excl.
Generator Van +
Yes Yes
BFR for rails + BCN (216.96 km) Udaipur City –KharwaChanda (24.7
for Engg. Material+ Km)
Udaipur City – Mavli – Bari Sadri (82 Km) (After GC)
crane with match
Udaipur City – Himmat Nagar (210 Km) (After GC)
truck
Jaipur-Dausa-Bandikui-Rajgarh (Incl.) (115 km)
Jaipur- SawaiMadhopur (Excl.) (131 km)
Jaipur- Phulera-Makrana (Excl.) (120 km) JaipurMedical Van + HRE Phulera-Ringus (Incl.) (122 km) Jaipur-Ringus-Sikar
Yes Yes
van + Auxiliary Van (Excl.) (110 km) Jaipur-Ringus-Bhagega (98 km)
Jaipur-Dausa-Didwana (61.28+35.12=96.4Km)
Jaipur-Dausa-Gangapur City (Excl.) (153.25Km)
(After GC)

1

JAIPUR

A

140 T

2.

UDAIPUR
CITY

A

140T

3.

Jaipur only
for minor
accident

C
(SPA
RT)

-

C
(SPA
RT)

-

Yes Yes

Hisar-Bhiwani (60 km)
Medical Van + HRE
Hisar- Bhatinda Jn. Excl.(157.28 km) Hisarvan + Auxiliary Van
Suratpura Jn.-Diplana (155.11 km)

C
(SPA
RT)

-

Yes Yes

Jaisalmer - MarwarBithri (Incl.) =153 km JaisalmerMedical Van + HRE
ThaiyatHamira-Sanu =79 Km Jaisalmer - Pokaran
van + Auxiliary Van
=105.77 km

4.

5.

HSR
only for
minor
accident
JSM
only for
minor
accident

6.

AJMER
only for
minor
accident

7.

Merta Road
only for
minor
accident

C
(SPA
RT)

C
(Tool
Van)

HRE van + staff
cum tool Van

Ajmer – MarwarJn (Excl) (140 km)
Ajmer – Madar- Daurai -MarwarJn (Excl) (146 km)
Ajmer-Bangurgram-Ras (75 km)
Ajmer – Phulera (Excl) (80 km)
Ajmer- Madar-Adarsh Nagar- Dhuwala (Excl) (121
km) Ajmer-Puskar (32 km)

-

Yes Yes

-

Mertaroad – Makrana = 89 km
Mertaroad – Makrana- Parvatsar = 109 km
Medical Van + HRE Mertaroad – Pipar Road Jn. = 57 km MertaroadYes Yes
van + Auxiliary Van Mertacity = 14.5 km
Mertaroad- Shri Balaji (Excl.)= 92 km
Mertaroad- Degana – Didwana (Incl.)= 111km
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8.

9.

ABU ROAD

LALGARH

A

A

140T

HRE Van + crane
material van + Tool
cum Staff Vans +
Generator Van +
Yes Yes
BFR for rails + BCN
for Engg. Material +
crane with match
truck.

Abu Road- Beawer ( Incl.) - 253 km
Abu Road – Palanpur (Incl.) (53 km)
DFCCIL*
ABR-Karjoda- New Palanpur- New Marwar (Incl.)
(53+217=270 Km)

140 T

HRE Van + crane
material van + Tool
cum Staff Vans +
Generator Van +
Yes Yes
BFR for rails + BCN
for Engg. Material +
crane with match
truck.

Bikaner - Phalodi (Excl.) (162 km) Bikaner-Nagaur
(Incl.) (116 km) Bikaner-Suratgarh (Incl.) (182 km)
Bikaner-Suratgarh – STPS (162 km)
Bikaner- Ratangarh Jn.- Didwana (Excl.) (224 km)
Bikaner- Ratangarh- Churu -Sadulpur Jn.(Incl.) (242
km) Bikaner-Ratangarh- Sardar shahar (189.09 KM)

140T

HRE Van + crane
material van + Tool
cum Staff Vans +
Generator Van +
Yes Yes
BFR for rails + BCN
for Engg. Material +
crane with match
truck.

Jodhpur-Luni -Munabao (328 km) Jodhpur-Luni Marwar Jn. (104 km) Jodhpur -Luni -Samdari–Bildi
(303 km) Jodhpur - Jaisalmer (294 km)
Jodhpur – P{okran-Jaisalmer (300.54 km) JodhpurPiparroad-Bilara (89km)
Jodhpur -Mertaroad - Degana (Incl) (149 km)
Jodhpur -Mertaroad - Nagaur (Excl.) (161 km)
Jodhpur -Mertaroad – Mertacity (119 km) Jodhpur Mertaroad – Didwana (Incl.) (215Km) JodhpurThaiyat Hamira-Sanu (333Km)

-

Rewari – Rajgarh (Excl) = 110 km Rewari –
Medical Van + HRE Bhagega (Excl) = 110.73 km Rewari – Bhiwani
Yes Yes
van + Auxiliary Van Jn.=82.56 km
Rewari-Loharu-Jhunjunu( Excl.)= 92+58= 150Km

10.

JODHPUR

A

11.

REWARI
only for
minor
accident

C
(SPA
RT)

12.

CHURU
only for
minor
accident

C
(SPA
RT)

-

ChuruJn – LoharuJn (Excl.)=108 km ChuruJn –
SuratpuraJn (Excl.)=108 km
Medical Van + HRE Churu-Sikar –Jhunjunu (Incl.)= (91+64=155 Km)
Yes Yes
van + Auxiliary Van Churu-Ratangarh-Sitalnagar(Incl.)= (43+40 =83Km)
Ratangarh-Sardarshahar = (43+47=90Km)
RatangarhJn – Didwana(Excl.) (43+86=129Km)

13.

BARMER
only for
minor
accident

C
(SPA
RT)

-

Yes Yes

14.

C
SURATGARH (Tool
Van)

-

HRE van + staff
Yes Yes cum tool Van +
Medical Van

15.

BHATINDA
N.Rly

A

140 T

Yes

16.

DELHI Jn.
N.Rly.

A

140T

Yes

Delhi-Rohtak- Bhiwani (Incl.) - Rewari (202 KM)
Delhi-Rewari (Incl) - Sadulpur (Excl.) (233 KM)

17.

ADI WR

A

140

Yes

Himmat Nagar – Dungarpur (93.29 Km)
( Till GC of Udaipur City – Himmat Nagar (210 Km))

Medical Van + HRE Barmer- Munabao (119 km) Barmer-Samdari (Excl.)
van + Auxiliary Van (129 km)
Suratgarh – Nathwana (Excl.)= 91 km Suratgarh –
Anupgarh = 78 km Suratgarh–
Hanumangarh(Included)=50km
Suratgarh – Sarupsar-Shri Ganganagar = 137 km
Hanumangarh- Shri Ganganagar= (50 +39 = 89 km)
Hanumangarh- Diplana (Excl.) = (50+85= 135 km)
Bathinda- Suratgarh - Anupgarh (220 KM) BathindaHisar-Bhiwani (Excl.) (217 KM) Bathinda-HisarSadulpur (Excl.) (228 km)
Bathinda-Shri Ganganagar Jn-Sarupsar- Suratgarh
(Excl.) (263 KM)
Hanumangarh-Shri Ganganagar Jn (92+39=131 km)
Bathinda-Hanumangarh- Suratpura (266 KM)

Note: All en-route sidings and by passes in the beat defined for main line will be
covered by respective ARTs/ARMEs.
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JURISDICTION OF BG – ARME’s
Annexure – II

S.
NO.

Location

1.

Jaipur

C
(SPAR
T)

2.

HSR

C
(SPAR
T)

3.

Ajmer

4.

Class

Availabilit
y
Composition
of HRD
Yes
Medical Van +
HRE van +
Auxiliary Van

Jurisdiction of ARME’s
Jaipur-Dausa-Bandikui-Rajgarh (Incl.) (115 km) JaipurSawaiMadhopur (Excl.) (131 km)
Jaipur- Phulera-Makrana (Excl.) (120 km) Jaipur-PhuleraRingus (Incl.) (122 km) Jaipur-Ringus-Sikar (Excl.) (110
km) Jaipur-Ringus-Bhagega (98 km)
Jaipur-Dausa-Didwana (61.28+35.12=96.4Km)
Jaipur-Dausa-Gangapur City (Excl.) (153.25Km) (After
GC)
Hisar-Bhiwani (60 km)
Hisar- Bhatinda Jn. Excl.(157.28 km) Hisar-Suratpura Jn.Diplana (155.11 km)

Yes

Medical Van +
HRE van +
Auxiliary Van

SPART

Yes

Medical Van +
HRE van +
Auxiliary Van

Jaisalmer

SPART

Yes

Medical Van +
HRE van +
Auxiliary Van

5.

Udaipur City*

Scale-I

Yes

Medical Van +
Auxiliary Van

Udaipur City – Berach Jn.(Excl.) (115 km) Mavli Jn.Nathdwara (43 + 15 = 58 km) Udaipur City –
KharwaChanda (24.7 Km) Mavli – Bari sadri (82 Km)
(After GC)
Udaipur – Dungarpur-Jagabor (148 Km) (After GC)
(*After Commissioning of A class ART and shifting of
ARME/AII to UDZ))

6.

SURATGAR
H

Scale-I

Yes

Medical Van +
Auxiliary Van

Suratgarh – Nathwana (Excl.)= 91 km Suratgarh –
Anupgarh = 78 km Suratgarh–
Hanumangarh(Included)=50km
Suratgarh – Sarupsar-Shri Ganganagar = 137 km
Suratgarh –Hanumangarh- Shri Ganganagar (116.81 km)
Suratgarh –Hanumangarh- Diplana (Excl.) (135 km)
Suratgarh –STPS (14.5 Km)
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Ajmer – MarwarJn (Excl) (140 km)
Ajmer – Madar- Daurai -MarwarJn (Excl) (146 km) AjmerBangurgram-Ras (75 km)
Ajmer – Phulera (Excl) (80 km) Ajmer- Dhuwala (Excl)
(115 km)
Ajmer- Madar-Adarsh Nagar- Dhuwala (Excl) (121 km)
Ajmer-Puskar (32 km)
(*After Commissioning of A class ART /UDZ and
shifting of
SPART/ UDZ to AII)
Jaisalmer - MarwarBithri (Incl.) =153 km
Jaisalmer- ThaiyatHamira-Sanu =79 Km Jaisalmer Pokaran =105.77 km
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S.
NO.
7.

Location

Jurisdiction of ARME’s

REWARI

Class Availability Composition
of HRD
SPART
Yes
Medical Van +
HRE van +
Auxiliary Van

8.

CHURU

SPART

Yes

Medical Van +
HRE van +
Auxiliary Van

ChuruJn – LoharuJn (Excl.)=108 km ChuruJn –
SuratpuraJn (Excl.)=108 km
Churu-Sikar –Jhunjunu (Incl.)= (91+64=155 Km)
Churu-Ratangarh-Sitalnagar(Incl.)= (43+40 =83Km)
Ratangarh-Sardarshahar = (43+47=90Km)
RatangarhJn – Didwana(Excl.) (43+86=129Km)

9.

BARMER

SPART

Yes

Medical Van +
HRE van +
Auxiliary Van

Barmer- Munabao (119 km) Barmer-Samdari (Excl.)
(129 km)

JODHPUR

Scale-I

Yes

Medical Van +
Auxiliary Van

Jodhpur–Luni–Samdari (Incl) ( 80 km)
Jodhpur – Luni –Samdari- Modran (Included) (174
km) Luni –Marwar Jn–Falna (Excl) (32+138 = 170
km) Jodhpur – Marwar Bithri (Excl) (147 km)
Jodhpur–Pipar Road Jn (47 km)
Pipar Road- Bilara (47+42 km)

11.

LALGARH

Scale-I

Yes

Medical Van +
Auxiliary Van

Lalgarh – Phalodi (Excl.)= 158 km LalgarhNathwana (Included) = 87 km Lalgarh- Shri Balaji
(Included) = 85 km Lalgarh- Sital nagar (Excl.)= 102
km

12.

Merta Road
only for
minor
accident

Scale-I

Yes

Medical Van +
HRE van +
Auxiliary Van

Mertaroad – Makrana = 89 km
Mertaroad – Makrana- Parvatsar = 109 km
Mertaroad – Pipar Road Jn. = 57 km MertaroadMertacity = 14.5 km
Mertaroad- Shri Balaji (Excl.)= 92 km
Mertaroad- Degana – Didwana (Incl.)= 111km

13.

Bathinda
(NR)

Scale-I

Yes

Bathinda – Hanumangarh (Excl.) (92 KM)

14.

Delhi (NR)

Scale-I

Yes

Rohtak – Bhiwani jn(Excl.) (70+50 KM

15.

Chittorgarh
(WR)

Scale

Yes

Chhitorgarh - Dhuwala (Incl) (71 KM)

16.

Palanpur
(WR)

Scale

Yes

Palanpur – Aburoad – Falna (Incl) (151 KM)
Palanpur- Bhildi – Modran (Excl.) (175 KM)

17.

ADI
(WR)

SPART

Yes

10.

Rewari – Rajgarh (Excl) = 110 km Rewari – Bhagega
(Excl) = 110.73 km Rewari – Bhiwani jn.=82.56 km
Rewari-Loharu-Jhunjunu( Excl.)= 92+58= 150Km

Yes

ADI-Jagabor (Excl) (148 Km) (After GC)

# Note: All en-route sidings and by passes in the beat defined for main line will be
covered by respective
ARTs/ARMEs.
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Annexure – III

JURISDICTION OF MG – ART’s
Changing of Beat of following ARTs after Gauge Conversion of Mavali Jn- Bari
Sadri section (MG to BG)
Availability
ART
Crane
S.
of
Jurisdiction of
Composition
capacity
ART
No. Locati
Class in Tones HRE HRD
on
Mavli
HRE van +Medical
Tool
Mavali Jn- Marwar
Jn.
Van+
1
Yes Yes
Jn (152 km)
Van
(MG)
Auxiliary Van

Annexure - IV
JURISDICTION OF MG – ARMEs
Changing of Beat of following ARMEs after Gauge Conversion of Mavali Jn- Bari
Sadri (MG to BG)section
ARMV
Availability
S.No
Jurisdiction of
of
Composition
.
ARME
Location Class
HRD
Mavali JnMavli Jn.
HRE van + Medical Van+
1
Scale-I
Yes
Marwar Jn (152
(MG)
Auxiliary Van
km)
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Appendix-C
Accident Relief Medical Equipment Scale-II(BG)
Sr.
No.
1

2
3

4

Division

Location

Class

Doctor Incharge

Ajmer

Beawar
Sojat Road
Mavli. Jn.
Jawai Bandh
Marwar Jn.
Bhilwara
NIL
Bhiwani
Hissar
Sirsa
Mahajan
Loharu
Sadalpur
Ratangarh
Nohar
Shri
Ganganagar
Shri
Dungargarh
Shri Karanpur
Pipar Road
Luni
Raniwara
Balotra

Scale-II
Scale-II
Scale-II
Scale-II
Scale-II
Scale-II

ADMO-Station
ADMO-MJ
ADMO-MVJ
ACMS-ABR
ADMO-MJ
ADMO-BHL

Scale-II
Scale-II
Scale-II
Scale-II
Scale-II
Scale-II
Scale-II
Scale-II
Scale-II

ADMO-Hissar
ADMO-hissar
ADMO/HU/Sirsa
ADMO-Suratgarh
ADMO-SDLP
ADMO-SDLP
ADMO-RTGH
ADMO-HMH
ADMO-HMH

Scale-II

Sr. ADMO-Bikaner

Scale-II
Scale-II
Scale-II
Scale-II
Scale-II

Jalore

Scale-II

Gadra Road
Phalodi
Osian
Pokhran
Jaisalmer
Nagaur

Scale-II
Scale-II
Scale-II
Scale-II
Scale-II
Scale-II

Degana
Didwana
Makrana

Scale-II
Scale-II
Scale-II

ADMO-HMH
ADMO/HU/JU
ADMO/HU/BGKT
ADMO/HU/Samdari
ADMO/HU/
Samdari
ADMO/HU/
Samdari
ADMO/HU/Barmer
ADMO/HU/Phalodi
ADMO/HU/ Phalodi
ADMO/HU/ Phalodi
ADMO/HU/ Phalodi
ADMO/HU/Merta
Road
ADMO/HU/Degana
ADMO/HU/ Degana
ADMO/HU/ Degana

Jaipur
Bikaner

Jodhpur
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Nomination of medical and para mrdical staff for ARME scale-I
S.N

NAME

Designation

1.

Dr Mukesh
Bagri
Dr Raj
Kumar
Meena
Ankur
khandelwal
Sh Bijoy
Kumar
singh
Sh Ravi
Nagar
Sh Sunder
Lal Meena
Sh Arjun
Ram
Ashok
Mourya
Sh Rajendra
Chowdhary
Sh Mukesh
Sh Amrit
Bhai L
Sh Ganga
Ram
Sh Rajesh
Kuamr
Smt. Pooja
Sh Sanjay
kumar

DMO(surgery)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Office
Phone
46545

Residence
Phone

BSNL/Mobile
9001196557

DMO(Ortho)

9560617581

9001196508

CMP/StationHU/AII
Sr.
PHARMACIST

46550

8619549160

8275401364

46570

9772167487

9001196538

Ch.
PHARMACIST
Ch.
PHARMACIST
C NURSING
SUPDT
C NURSING
SUPDT
C NURSING
SUPDT
DRESSER-III
DRESSER-III

01452611718

46555
46555

7300087408
9887504857

HA

46570

7665176677

HA

46516

9784345025

HA
HOUSE
KEEPER

46570
46570

46750

9414524718
7568999509

9772117935

46532

8829001999

46512

9929498055

46555

7014019652

9039270276

9784469786
8239808061

8209415266
8005982991

Residence
Phone

BSNL/Mobile

STAND BY TEAM
S.N

NAME

Designation

1.
2.

Dr.Sandeep
Dr.Imran
khan
Dr. Manju
kanwar
Dr.Deepak
Marwah
Sh Ankush
Jain
Sh Ashok
Meena
Sh Gopal

DMO(physician)
DMO(neroPsychiatric)

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Office
Phone
46520
46547

ADMO

9001196502
9001196513
9588892750

CMP(Paed)

9001196543
9414283470

PHARMACIST

46558

6377650083

C.NURSING SUPDT

9166767358

C.NURSING SUPDT

8233507367
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8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Nayak
Smt
Ranjeeta
Bharti
Sh D S
MEENA
Sh Pradeep
P
Jyoti Honda
Sh
Chhagan
kumar
On duty
Sh Ramesh

CNURSING SUPDT

8890887835

CNURSING SUPDT

9001035649

PHARMACIST

46578

9992400056

PHARMACIST
DRESSER-III

46578
46555

8750207111
9079933139

HA
HA

46555
7737710619

TEAM B (BY AMBULANCE /RMV WITH POMKA)
Designation
Office
Residence
Phone
Phone
1.
Dr Atul Yadav DMO(Physician)
2.
Dr Akshay
CMP
Meena
3.
Dr. Amber
CMP
Dubey
4.
Indra Singh
NURSING
Kumawat
SUPDT
5.
Mr Yash
PHARMACIST
46578
Gehlot
6.
On duty
AMBULANCE
46547
DRIVER
7.
Mr Bhgwan
DRESSER
46555
Das
8.
On duty
STR BEARER
46547
9.
On duty
HA
46547
10.
Mrs Salamma
C. NURSING
J
SUPDT
11.
Mrs Krishna
DRESSER-II
TEAM C (CONTROL ROOM OF CMS OFFICE /AJMER)
S.N NAME
Designation
Office
Residence
Phone
Phone
1.
Dr. PC Meena
ACMS
46500
2.
Dr. Ajeet Singh ACMS
3.
Dr Ankita
ADMO
Saxena
4.
Mrs Anshu
CA to CMS
46599
5.
Mrs Vineeta S
CHIEF
46512
46511
MATRON
6.
Sh Om Praksh
CHIEF
46594
Kulmi
PHARMACIST
7.
Mr Satish Soni
CHIEF
46568
PHARMACIST
S.N

NAME
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9001196517
94464392
9001196522
9877137007
7976005775

9214961669

9460089944
9166624243
BSNL/Mobile
9001196501
9001196509
9001196517
9001196558
9001196544
8949016028
9001105222
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8.
9.

Ambulance
Driver on duty
Mr Hemant
kumar

ON DUTY

46547

9001196532

HA

47512

9887891006

TEAM D (CASUALTY DEPTT AT RAILWAY HOSPITAL /AJMER)
S.N

NAME

Designation

1.

Dr Praveen
Rawat
Dr Priya Garg
Mr Sunil
Meena
Sh Manohar
Patidar
Sh Sohan Lal
Matron on
duty
Mrs Sangeeta
L
Mr Ravi
Chndran
Mr Vimal
Saini
Mr Anuja
Gupta
Mr
Ghanshyam
Mr Subhash
Chand
Mr Manohar
Lal
On duty MS
Ward-I
On duty MS
ward-II

SrDMO/OPD

Office
Phone
46542

DMO
Sr. PHARMACIST

46555
46578

9001196506
9214527420

PHARMACIST

-

7737972325

PHARMACIST
C. NURSING
SUPDT
C. NURSING
SUPDT
RADIOGRAPHER

46516

7259631922

46595

9413948639

LAB SUPDT

46597

9414553054

CHI

46555

9001196552

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

46553

Residence
Phone

BSNL/Mobile
9001196511

46591

DRESSER

9783308224

7737208600

ECG TECH

46555

935234983

DRESSER

46555

9828035682

HA

46518

9610001899

HOUSE KEEPER

46520

TEAM E (CONTROL ROOM, DRM OFFICE ,AJMER)
S.N

NAME

Designation

1.
2.

Dr. M.P Singh
Mr Pradeep
kumar
Mr Ravi
Paniyaar

DDS
PHARMACIST

3.

CHI

Office
Phone
46576
46594

Residence
Phone

BSNL/Mobile
9001196510
9992400056
9983336544
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Chapter -23
ROLE OF TRD DEPARTMENT IN CASE OF DISASTER
Work of Railway Electrification has been completed between section AHO-UDZ and the
same is underway between AII-AHO. Train on this converted section with electric section
will ply very soon. Role of TRD department in case of any accident or disaster will be as
under--

(A) GENERAL
1. Knowledge of Rules
All officers and supervisors of the Rolling Stock section should be fully conversant with the
"Rules for Reporting Accidents" as given in the Accident Manual
2. Emergency Stores and Break Down Equipment
At electric loco sheds and EMU sheds and at selected stations in the electrical sections,
tools and equipment such as special lifting jacks, traversing jacks, etc. for dealing with
accidents to electric rolling stock will be maintained. Sr. DEE / DEE in charge of sheds will
be responsible for proper upkeep of such equipment.
3. Use of Hydraulic Re-railing Equipment of Electrified Tracks
In case of electrified tracks whenever the restoration is to be carried out and infringements
are required to be removed which in most cases will be the Rolling stock i.e. locomotive,
coaches and wagons, it will be mandatory to use hydraulically operated jacks.
4.Break down Gangs
It is essential that adequate number of selected, experienced staff of all categories should be
housed in railway quarters closed to loco sheds / EMU sheds, outstation depots and EMU
stabling lines etc. so that their services can be utilized for dealing with breakdowns and
accidents whenever required.
5. Record of Staff Movements
Senior Supervisors of the Rolling Stock section should keep Traction Loco Controller
advised of their movements to enable him to contact them in the event of an emergency of
any breakdown involving electric rolling stock.
6. Summoning of Emergency Staff
Addresses and telephone numbers of officers and staff of the Rolling Stock Section should
be available with TLC.
7. Emergency Telephone
The driver of every locomotive shall carry with him a portable emergency telephone set, so
that in the event of a serious breakdown en route in mid-section, he could contact the
TPC/TLC from the nearest emergency telephone circuit.
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(B) Movement of Electric Trains under Conditions of Flooded Tracks
1. When the tracks are flooded, the restrictions regarding movement of electric locomotive
and EMU trains shall be in accordance with local instructions.
2. The traction motor and associated parts including gear case, etc., are designed to permit
propulsion of rolling stock at 10 km/h through water up to a level of 200mm above rail
level. Further, the traction motors are made completely water-proof to a standing water
depth of 760mrn above rail level.
(C)Accidents involving Electric Rolling Stock
1. The Traction Loco Controller should immediately inform the Officer-in-charge of
operation of Electric Rolling Stock in the event of any accidents involving Electric Rolling
Stock. An Officer or Senior Supervisor of the Electric Rolling Stock section should be
invariably associated with restoration work when derailment or other accidents to Electric
hauled trains are involved.
2. Before restoration commences the shed supervisor shall make measurements/ checks
jointly with the engineering staff to help investigation into the cause of accident later.
3. The restoration work of locomotive and train shall only be started after the TrD gives
clearance.
(D)Pantograph Entanglement
1. The officer or supervisor of the Electrical Department arriving first at site of a
breakdown, particularly those involving entanglement of pantographs with the OHE, should
make a very careful note of all relevant details pertaining to the break-down and also
prepare a sketch indicating the particulars. He will also arrange for preservation of such
evidence as may be useful subsequently for investigating the cause of the breakdown.
2. Maintenance Staff, after ensuring that OHE is dead, and earthed in association with OHE
staff will climb on the roof of the locomotive. They will remove the HPT links of the
damaged pantograph and earth it and will secure the pantograph with wire rope from the
base frame of the pantograph in such a manner that it does not come in contact with OHE
during the run.
(E) Fire Accidents
1. Fires in trains, whether carrying passengers or not, resulting in loss of human life or
injury to any person or loss of or damage to railway property to the extent of or more than
the value prescribed are required to be treated as "accidents" and have to be inquired into in
accordance with the "Rules for Reporting and Inquiring into Accidents". Fires in other
railway premises resulting in damage to railway property of the prescribed value or over are
also to be treated as "accidents". Fire accidents involving loss of human life or injury to
persons or damage to railway property estimated to cost equal to or over a prescribed value
have also to be reported as soon as possible on telephone to the Railway Board by the
General Manager through Operating (Safety) Branch. Procedure laid down in the Finance
Manual should be followed.
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2. When electrical installations or electric rolling stock are involved or when there is
possibility that the fire was caused by electrical short circuit or due to defect or
malfunctioning of electrical equipment, a representative of the Electrical Department
should invariably be a member of the inquiry committee. Rules also require that a
representative of the Security Department should be associated with all inquiries into fire
accidents. On arrival at the site of fire they will collect necessary evidence and make out a
joint report in consultation with the representative of the security department.
3. The composition of the inquiry committees and the method of disposal of the report of
the inquiry committee will be as laid down in the "Rules for Reporting and Inquiring into
Accidents" issued by the Zonal Railways.
(F) Electrical Safety
Following guidelines are specifically meant for Electrical Rolling Stock. These are to be
observed and in no way nullify or counter any of the instructions laid down elsewhere by
the CEE in his capacity as Electrical Inspector to the Government of India.
1. All Loco / EMUs sheds should ensure that the various interlocks provided on the high
tension compartments are effective and it is not possible to open HT compartment until the
pantograph is in lowered position and is fully earthed.
2. Drivers / Motormen should not enter the HT compartment unless the pantograph has
been lowered and fully earthed.
3. Drivers / Motormen should be fully trained in operations necessary to ensure electrical
safety.
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Chapter -24
LISTOF IMPORTANT TELEPHONE NOs OF RAILWAY OFFICERS
Designation
Railway
P&T
Mobile
Office
Res
Office
Res
General Administration
44000
44001
2421752
2421852
9001196000
DRM
44002
44003
2421489
2423255
9001196001
ADRM(Opt.)
44004
---2621181
2626651
9001196002
ADRM(Infra.)
Commercial
44200
44201
2420508
2420314
9001196950
Sr.DCM
44202
44203
2420893
2628468
9001196951
DCM
Electrical
44300
44301
2429857
2628844
9001196300
Sr.DEE
44302
44303
9001196311
DEE
44380
44301
2429857
2628844
9001196300
Sr.DEE/TRD/AII
9001196302
DEE/TRD/AII
44384
9352351951
ADEE/TRD/AII
9001196387
AEE/TRD/UDZ
Engineering
44400
44401
2427888
2429526
9001196200
Sr.DEN (CO)
44402
44403
2622602
2429054
9001196201
Sr.DEN (W)
44404
44405
2631097
2429057
9001196202
Sr.DEN (E)
44406
44407
2426290
2429839
9001196203
Sr DEN (S)
Mechanical
44500
44501
2429087
2422104
9001196400
Sr.DME/C&W-AII
44502
44503
2624445
2621218
9001196402
Sr.DME(EnHM &P)
45000
45001
222164
222167
9001196401
Sr.DME/DSL/ABR
Medical
44900
44901
--9001196500
CMS/AII
43290
43291
2490865
2529520
9001196515
ACMS/RPZ
45900
45901
222338
9001196504
ACMS/ABR
222339
----9001196521
Sr. DMO/UDZ
Operating
44600
44601
2421188
2624311
9001196900
Sr. DOM
44604
44605
2630453
-9001196902
DOM
44606
44607
--9001196905
AOM (Ch.)
43608
43609
2483979
2583035
9001196906
AOM(Goods)
Safety
44602
44603
2426838
2429655
9001196901
SR.DSO
Signal & Telecom
44800
44801
2429038
2630811
9001196800
Sr. DSTE
44802
44803
-2457237
9001196801
DSTE
44804
---9001196802
ADSTE/AII
43800
43801
--9001196804
ADSTE/UDZ
----9001196803
ADSTE/ABR
Security
44980
44981
2420658
2431504
9001196700
Sr.DSC
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Chapter 25
TELEPHONE NUMBERS OF ROAD SIDE STATIONS & CONTROL ROOM
STD
RLY Auto No.
Mobile
S.No.
STATION
Phone No.
CODE
Section : (Madar-Palanpur)
1.
0145
2671461
44650/44686
9001031601
Madar
2.
44646
Ajmer (Platform)
3.
0145
2633522
44648
Ajmer (Tower)
4.
0145
2681670
44681
9352351865
Daurai
5.
0145
2782716
44697
6350614715
Saradhana
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Mangaliyawas
Kharwa
Bangurgram
Beawar
Amarpura
Sendra
Bar
Haripur
Guriya
Chandawal
Bagri Nagar
Sojat Road
Dhareshwar
Marwar
Jn.(Platform)
Marwar
Jn.(Tower)
Auwa
Bhinwaliya
Somesar
Jawali
Rani
Khimel
Falna (Platform)
Biroliya
Jawai Bandh
Moribera
Nana
Keshavganj
Pindwara
Banas
Swarupganj

01462

9214794020
254733

02937

272070

02937
02937
02960
02960
02960

220171
287723
285100
281021
230018

02935

252205

44685
44688
44682
44683
44690
44698
44691
44684

49401

6350613739
6350613740
6350613741
6350613742
6350613743
6350613744
6350613745
6350613746
6350613727
6350613728
6350613729
6350613730
6350613731
6350613736

49408

6350613737

41602

49465
49470
02934

222023

49474

02938

233059

45640

02933

244322

02933

245170

02971
02971
02971

281187
244150
242960

45638
45636
45635
45634
45632
45630
45628
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6350613733
6350613703
6350613702
6350613701
6350613700
6350613705
6350613698
6350613697
6350613696
6350613695
6350613694
6350613693
6350613714
6350613715
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S.No.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.

STATION

STD
Phone No.
RLY Auto
CODE
No.
Section : (Madar-Palanpur)
45627
02974
277233
45626
45625
45608

Bhimana
Kivarli
Morthala
Abu Road
(Platform)
02974
221355
45610
Abu Road (Tower)
45624
Maval
02742
232631
Shri Amirgadh
Sarotra Road
02742
235541
45621
Iqbalgadh
Jethi
02742
284531
45619
Chitrasani
02742
268578
45618
Karjoda
02742
251775
Palanpur Jn.
Section : (Adarsh Nagar – Chittorgarh Jn. )
0145
2681966
44679
Adarsh Nagar
0145
2796310
Hatundi
44692
Rajosi
01491
220015
Nasirabad
44693
Jharwasa
Bandanawara
44694
Singawal
44695
Mokhampura
01462
230019
44609
BijaiNagar
01483
223006
Gulabpura
44696
Rupaheli
42610
Sareri
01487
273166
42212
Raila Road
42608
Lambia
42607
Dhuwala
01486
266628
Mandal
01482
226260
42604
Bhilwara
42603
Mandpiya
01482
286445
Hamirgarh
42606
Soniana
01471
220218
Gangarar
42605
Det
01472
255684
(092)48220
Chanderiya Jn.
( Platform)
(092) 48212
Chittorgarh Jn.
( Platform)

72.

Chittorga.(Tower)

73.

Berach Jn.

01472

240192
9413393032
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Mobile

6350613716
6350613717
6350613718
6350614725
9352351872
6350613719
6350613720
6350613721
6350613722
6350613723
6350613724
6350613725
6350614713
9352351868
9352351867
6350613706
6350613707
6350613708
6350613709
6350613710
6350613712
6350613711
6350613713
6377204717
6377204718
6350613719
6350613720
6377204726
6377204721
6377204722
6377204723
6377204724
6377204725
9001196658
9001196656

(092) 48217
9001196657
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S.No.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.

STATION

STD
Phone No.
RLY Auto
CODE
No.
Section : (Udaipur City – Himmatnagar Jn. )
44675
Himmatnager
44645
Virawara
44656
Raighadh Road
44657
Shamlaji
44661
Lusadiya
44668
Bechhiwara
02964
232419
44673
Dungarpur
Rikhab-DevRoad
Jaysamand
Road
Zawar
43657
Kharwa
Chanda
43656
Umra

Mobile

Udaipur city
(Platform)
Udaipur
(Tower)
Ranapratap
Nagar
Debari
Khemli
Bhimal
Mavli Jn
Fatehnagar
Bhupalsagar
Kapasan
Pandoli
Ghosunda

0294

2483979

43608

0294

2482123

43616

6377204728

0294

2490527

43612

6377204734

02955

234458

02955
02955
01476
01476
01472

263263
220031
224232
230224
9001194234
227182

43630
43631
43632
43633

6377204731
6377204732
6377204733
6350613682
6350613683
6350613684
6350613685
6350613686
6350613687

Nathdwara
Kankroli
Charbhuja
Road
Khambli Ghat
Phulad
Garhimalyan
Pushkar
Bari sadri

02953
02952
02908

281268
224072
250201

02904
02935
0145
0145
01473

253019
WLL
WLL

43637

6350613688
6350613689
6350613735
6350613734
9001031563

264940
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Chapter 26
SENIOR OFFICIALs OF RAJASTHAN STATES
PORTFOLIO
Chief Minister

STD
CODE
0141

Chief Secretary
Collector– Ajmer

0141
0145

SP-Ajmer
Collector– Pali
SP-Pali
Collector-Sirohi
SP-Sirohi
Collector-Bhilwara
SP-Bhilwara
Collector-Chittor garh
SP- Chittor garh
Collector-Rajsamand
SP-Rajsamand
Collector-Udaipur
SP- Udaipur
Collector-Dungarpur
SP- Dungarpur

0145
02932
02932
02972
02972
01482
01482
01472
01472
02952
02952
0294
0294
02964
02964

OFFICE
2227656,2227647
2227114, 2227254
2627421,
2623780(9983934283)
2629910(9414174466)
252801(7579142987)
223838(9414000039)
221188(7742754514)
220718(9530431300)
232601(7665680677)
232001(7073731999)
240001(9414005522)
240006(8764509201)
220536(9660422065)
220563(7426000244))
2410834(9414069977)
2413949(7597237953)
231002(9636672052)
294405(9829250727)
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RESIDANCE
2228712,
2228713
2561324
2627221
2625431
252802
223939
221187
220719
232602
232002
240002
240003
220537
220564
2410285
2431721
231001
294003
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Chapter 27
S
No.
1.
2.
3.

TELEPHONE NUMBERS OF OUTSIDE AGENCIES
Designation
Office
Pawan Hans Helicopters Ltd. Juhu Aerodrome S.V. 022-26261732
Road, Vileparele (W) Mumbai.
022-26261733
022-26261741
Deccan Chartered Ltd. Hanger No. Juhu Aerodrome 022-26611601
Mumbai-49.
26611602
Executive Airways Pvt. Ltd. Malkani Chambers, Off 022-26193000
Nehru Road Near Domestic Airport, Vileparle (E) 022-26175642
Mumbai
022-26108660

Mobile
number
9869287850
9740032073
-

HIRING OF HELICOPTER:
Secretory to GM is nominated officer for arranging helicopter site. His contact number are:
Designation
Rly Phone
DOT
Mobile
Off
Res.
Off
Res.
Secy to GM
25003
2725801
9001195003
OFFICER
Nodal Officer for all forces
Director(Operation Logistics)
Nodal points for various HQs
Naval HQ (Director Naval Operations) Delhi
Duty Officer Marine Operations WNC/
Mumbai
Duty Officer marine time operations center
ENC Vishakhapatnam
Duty Officer marine time operations center
ENC Kochi
Air force (PBX)/Jodhpur
Army(PBX)/Jodhpur
BSF/Jodhpur/IG office
OUT SIDE EMERGENCY
DESIGNATION

STD
CODE
011
011

OFFICE
23017897
9810856633

022

23011253
22663030
-

0891

2577240

0484

2662793

RESIDAN
CE
25686071

0291
2511516
0291
0291
2570252
\
TELEPHONE NOs.
STD
OFFICE
CODE
011
246111762
Director General of Metrology, New Delhi.
079
2865165, 2861413
Director of Metrology, Ahmadabad
079
240339, 251914
Cyclone State Control, Gandhi Nagar
079
22865012, 22861413 Air
Cyclone warning centre
Port ADI,
011
24611842
Metrological department
Bharat Scout & Guide ( Rly. )
~
46312 ( Rly. )
Bharat Scout & Guide ( Rly. ) Ajmer
0145
2461823 ( Lt. Col.) Hazari
National Credit Core ( NCC ) Ajmer
Bagh, Ajmer
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Assistance from Air Force, Navy and Army
In case of disaster over North Western Railway in Rajasthan the team of NDRF can be
requisitioned by giving brief details of disaster by the concerned DRM & CSO to the
control room or directly to commandant 6th battalion. Contract number of NDRF are as
under :Name
Commandant/NDRF/Gandhi Nagar
Gujrat
Control Room
Dy. Commandant
NDRF/Nareli/Ajmer

Phone No.

Mobile

079-23202540(O)
079- 23202539(R)
079-23201551

09428826445
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09723632166
9114005412

Fax
No.
-
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Chapter-28
GUIDELINES FOR INCURRING EX-GRATIA AND SITE
EXPENSES
1. Ex –gratia Payment
S.
No.
1

2

3

Type of accident

Amount of
ex-gratia for
Death
Rs.50,000/(Rupees Fifty
Thousand only)

Amount of
ex-gratia for
Grievous Injury
Rs.25,000/(Rupees Twenty
Five Thousand only)

Amount of
Ex-gratia for
Simple Injury
Rs.5000/(Rupees Five
Thousand only)

In case of Train
Accident (as defined
under Section 124 of
the Act)
In case of Accident at
Rs.50,000/Rs.25,000/Rs.5000/Manned Level Crossing
(Rupees Fifty
(Rupees Twenty
(Rupees Five
(due to Railway’s
Thousand only)
Five Thousand only)
Thousand only)
Prima Facie liability)
In case of untoward
Rs 15,000/Rs 5000/Rs 500/incident, as defined
(Rupees Fifteen
(Rupees Five
(Rupees Five
under section 124-A of
Thousand only)
Thousand only)
Hundred only)
the railway act,1989
(Authority-Rly Board’s letter no 2011/TC-lll/27/29/Ex –Gratia dt 26.07.2012)

2. Withdrawal from Station earnings:
i)
Cash can be only be withdrawn from station earnings with personal sanction of a
senior scale officer.
ii)
Station Pay Order (withdrawal from station earnings) should be duly signed with
official designation indicating his name.
iii) Proof regarding to whom the payment have been made and the reason for payment
should be kept by payee with revenue stamp.
iv)
The accountal of expenditure incurred should be submitted to Accounts officer
within 15 days from the date of withdrawal.
2.1Station earnings can be utilized for –

Departmental expenditure necessitated by floods, accidents and earthquakes etc.

Handling charges for transshipments due to accidents, hot axle etc.

Cost of transportation of sick and wounded persons to hospitals, when at small
stations Ambulances are not available.

Refund of Fares on unused and partially used tickets.

Ex-gratia payment to the person involved in train accident.

Payment of immediate relief to the families of non gazette railway servants who dies
in service.

Payment not exceeding Rs.1000/- in each case for shrouds to cover dead bodies of
victims of accident on Railway. Voucher required to be submitted along with counter
signed by GRP official.

Payment to licensed porters for carrying injured/dead bodies.
(Authority- Joint Commercial and Accounts procedure office order No. C.156/4/14
dt.20.3.91)
3
Refund of fare in case of discontinuation of journey due to dislocation of train
services:1.
When a train journey is dislocated en route due to unforeseen circumstances , such as
accidents, breaches and floods, full fare for the entire booked journey without any
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deduction for the travelled portion and without levy of cancellation charge shall be
refunded at the station at which the journey is terminated under the following
circumstances:a)
when the railway is unable to carry the passenger to destination station within a
reasonable time by arranging transshipment or diversion or otherwise ; or
b)
when the passenger is involved in a railway accident and/or injured in the accident
and does not continue his journey ; or
c)
In the case of death or injury to a passenger in a railway accident, the kith and kin of
the passenger have to terminate the journey.
2.
Where the railway administration offers to carry the passenger to his destination
station by any diverted route by arranging transshipment or otherwise, and the passenger is
not willing to avail of such an alternative arrangement, fare for travelled portion shall be
retained and the balance amount of ticket shall be refunded as the fare for un travelled
portion, without levying any cancellation charges, at the station at which the journey has
been terminated.
3.
Where the train journey is dislocated en route due to bandhs, agitations or rail rook,
fare for travelled portion shall be retained and the balance amount of ticket shall be
refunded as the fare for un travelled portion, without levying any cancellation charges.
4.
If the trains, which have separate all inclusive fare structure on point to point basis,
are terminated at a non scheduled stoppage of the train and the passenger is not willing to
avail of the alternative arrangement made by the railway administration to carry the
passenger to his destination station, fare for the distance travelled shall be retained based on
the per kilometer fare of ticket and balance amount shall be refunded as the fare for un
travelled portion of journey.
4.
Free Meal, water, tea snacks to affected, injured, un-injured or stranded passengers.
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Chapter 29
TELEPHONE NUMBERS OF BLOOD BANK
Sr.
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
14
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

NAME OF BLOOD BANK

STD TELEPHONE
CODE NO

J.L.N. Hospital Bloods Bank, AJMER
A.K. Hospital Blood Bank, BEAWAR
Rail Way Hospital Blood Bank, AJMER
Y. N. Hospital Blood Bank Kishangarh ,AJMER
Milatary Hospital Nasirabad , AJMER
Mahila Chikitsalay, Blood Bank, AJMER
Mittal Hospital & Research centre, Pushkar
Road, AJMER
M.G. Hospital Bloods Bank, BHILWARA
S D MEMORIAL Bloods Bank, BHILWARA
Ram Sanehi chikitsalya,Nehru Road,
BHILWARA
Govt. Bangand Hospital Blood Bank, PALI
Govt. Hospital Bloods Bank, SOJAT CITY
Bhagwan Mahaver Hospital Blood Bank,
Jawaibandh road, SUMERPUR
General Hospital Blood Bank, SIROHI.

0145
01462
0145
01463
01491
0145
0145

2431842
257222
2460402,
245602
220045
2787700
2603603

01482
01482
01482

229400
238113
234100,238
640
226059
222030
258632

M/S Rotary International Global Hospital Blood
Bank, Near opposite modern insulators Talhati,
ABUROAD
Global Blood Bank, Dilwara road,Mount
ABUROAD,
M.B. Govt. Hospital Bloods Bank, UDAIPUR
American international Hospital,101,kothi
Bagh,Bhatt ji ki Bari, UDAIPUR
Geetanjali Medical College & Hospital,
UDAIPUR

02974

237290

02974

238347
238348
2528811
2426000

0294

2811706,
2500000

M/S Saral Blood Bank , Bhopalpura , UDAIPUR
Genaral Hospital Blood Bank ,
CHITTORGARH
District Hospital Blood Bank, PRATAPGARH
Raj Atomik Power Blood Bank, Rawat Bhata,
CHITTORGARH
M.G.Hospital Blood Bank, BANSWADA
Govt. Genaral Hospital Blood Bank ,
DUNGARPUR
R.K.Govt. Blood Bank, RAJSAMAND

0294
01472

2416285
240744

01478
01475

222939
233250

02962
02964

242483
232413

02952

220433
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02932
02960
02932

756821454

9829192089
9829349671

0294
0294

9460170704

8003090318

9414734977
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Chapter 30
LOCAL RESOURCES (AJMER DISTRICT)
AREA (Madar to Beawar and Ajmer to Bijainagar) STD CODE: 0145
Authority
Collector
SP
Disaster
Management
Cell
Govt. Hospital
Ambulance
Private
Hospital

Govt Rly Police
Police Control
Fire Brigade
State Bus
Depot
Private Bus
Agencies

Telephone No
Office
Residence
0145-2627421
01452627450
2623780
0145-2629910
01452625431

IOC
BPC

Ajmer

9414174466

Ajmer

0154-2628932

~

0145-2627686
0145-2625509
108
0145-2422925

~
~
~

2425050
PBX
~
~

-

~

9351300852

0145-2603600
0145-2427651
0145-2629166
0145-2621349
0145-2429000

~
~
~

~
~

0145-2429398

~

101 ,
9694093628
~

0145-2623198
0145-2623264

~
~

~
~

~

9929070782

~
~

~
~

Road crane
Defense Office
Mahaveer
international

Mobile No
(if any)
9983934283

01491-224073

~

~

100

Address of resource

Collector office Ajmer
J.L.N Hospital, Ajmer
JLN Hospital, Ajmer
St. Francis Hospital,
Ajmer
Blood Bank, Mittal
Hospital, Ajmer
Mittal Hospital, Ajmer
Ajmer
Ajmer
Ajmer
Ajmer
Bhola Travels,Ajmer
Udaiman Travels,
Ajmer
Harshit Crane, Khalsa
patrol ump,Makhupura,
Ajmer
Nasirabad
Ajmer

8619026112
0145-2440570
0145- 2440435
0145-2440596
0145- 2680190

~

~

Ajmer

~

~

Ajmer
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LOCAL RESOURCES (PALI DISTRICT)
AREA (Amarpura to Nana & Marwar Jn. to Phulad) STD CODE: 02932
Authority
Telephone No
Mobile No
Address of
(if any)
resource
Office
Residence
02932-252801
02932-252802
7579142987
Pali
Collector
02932-223838
02932-223939
9414000039
Pali
SP
02932-223012
~
02935253115
Pali
Govt. Hospital
02935-253115
Marwar
02932-102
~
~
Pali
Ambulance
02960-22030
Sojat Road
02935-252230
~
~
Marwar
Govt. Rly.
Police
02932-222288
~
~
Pali
Police Control
02932-101
~
~
pali
Fire Brigade
222173
02932-232978
~
~
Pali
State Bus
Depot
~
~
9829222414
Pali
Road crane
0291-2650349
~
~
Air /force
Defence
0291-2511516
Jodhpur
Establishment
Army Jodhpur
02932-221883
~
~
Pali
Pali Sewa
02932-250582
Mandal
Pali
Hindu Sewa
Mandal
02932-226602
~
9414121800
Pali
Rotary Club
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Authority
Collector
SP
Govt. Hospital

LOCAL RESOURCES (SIROHI DISTRICT)
AREA (Keshavganj to Maval) STD CODE: 02972
Telephone No
Mobile No
(if any)
Office
Residence
02972-221187
02972-221188
7742754514
02972-221240
02972-220718
02972-220719
9530431300
02971-280033
02972-222262

Govt. Hospital
Ambulance
Private
Hospital

02972-222259
02972-102
02971-281889

Govt Rly
Police
Police Control
Fire Brigade

02974-222209

State Bus
Depot
Private Bus
Agencies
Road crane

02972-222511

Defence
Establishment

02974-235241

02972-222100
02972-101

Sirohi Road
Sirohi Road
Binani Cement
Sirohi City
9414152615

02972-221821

-

Sirohi Road
Pindwara
Sirohi City
Sirohi Road
Mahavir
Hospital,
Sirohi Road
Abu Road

9414448123

Kuwar Travels,
Abu Road
Ramdev
cranes, Sirohi
City
Mount Abu
DIG/CRPF
AIR FORCE
Pindwara

9414423776

Pindwara

9414152216
9414152215

02974-238903
Bharat Vikas
Parishad
Lions Club

Address of
resource
Sirohi Road

-
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Authority
Collector
SP

LOCAL RESOURCES (PALANPUR DISTRICT)
AREA (Sri Amirgarh to Palanpur) STD CODE: 02742
Telephone No
Mobile No
Address of
(if
any)
resource
Office
Residence
9978406204
02742-257171
02742-257007
Palanpur
02742- 257015 02742-257014
9978405065
Palanpur

Disaster
Management
Cell
Govt. Hospital
Ambulance
Private
Hospital

02742-250627

Collector office

02742-253252
02742-254704
02742-246304

Govt Rly
Police
Police Control
Fire Brigade

02742-253987

Palanpur
Palanpur
Mahajan
Hospital,
Palanpur
Palanpur

State Bus
Depot
Private Bus
Agencies

02742-252600
101, 102
02742-252446
02742-252339
02742-257792

Palanpur
Palanpur
Palanpur
02742- 256544

02742-251544
FAX -256544
09328311954

Road crane
Defense
Establishment
Rotary Club
Lions Club

02974-235462
0274266120(O)
0274266121(R)

02742-266121
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9825195173
9824263999

Sona Travels,
Palanpur
Kalpana
Travels,
Palanpur
Omer
Earthmovers,
Palanpur
DIG/CRPF
Mount Abu
Palanpur
Palanpur
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Local resources area(Bhilwara Distt) area Rupaheli to Hamirgarh
Authority
Telephone No
Mobile No
Address of
(if any)
resource
Office
Residence
01482-232601
014827665680677
Bhilwara
Collector
232602
01482-232001
014827073713999
Bhilwara
SP
232002
01482-229400
MG Hospital,
Govt.
231400
Bhilwara
Hospital
01482-243995
ESI
Govt.
Hospital
01482-229400
Bhilwara
Ambulance
01482-238642
Ran Shehi
Private
234100
Hospital,
Hospital
Bhilwara
01482-253022
01482-228100
R Soni hospital
01482-253101
Krishna
01482-220804
Hospital
9414329224,02953Arihant
230365
Hospital
Rathi Hospital
CHC Dr S R
Meena
01472-243743
Chittorgarh
Govt Rly
Police
Bhilwara
Police Control 01482-232011
01482-226727
Bhilwara
Fire Brigade
101
01482-220111
Bhilwara
State Bus
Depot
01482-232054
Vishvakarma
Private Bus
Travels,
Agencies
Bhilwara
01482-241947
9829124245
Bhilwara
crane
Road crane
service,
Bhilwara
01491-224073
Nasirabad
Defence
Establishment
9928715689
Sh Naresh
Rotary Club
Joshi, Bhilwara
9414111656
Sh
Venu Gopal,
Lions Club
Bhilwara
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LOCAL RESOURCES (CHITTORGARH DISTRICT)
AREA (Soniyana to Det & Chittorgarh to Bhupalsagar) STD CODE: 01472
Authority
Telephone No
Mobile No
Address of
(if any)
resource
Office
Residence
01472-240001
01472-240002
9414005522
Chittorgarh
Collector
01472-240006
01472-294405
7073731909
Chittorgarh
SP
01472-231346
Chittorgarh
Govt. Hospital
241102
01472-231346
Chittorgarh
Ambulance
01472-240664
Dashora
Private
Hospital,
Hospital
Chittorgarh
01472-243743
Chittorgarh
Govt Rly
Police
01472-240088
Chittorgarh
Police Control
01472-101
Chittorgarh
Fire Brigade
01472-241342
Chittorgarh
State Bus
Depot
01472-245334
Om Shanti
Private Bus
Travels,
Agencies
Chittorgarh
9829124245
Chittorgarh
Road crane
Crane service
01491-220039
Nasirabad
Defence
Establishment
01472-247871
Sh Anup
Rotary Club
Dokha,
Chittorgarh
9414111078
Sh Narendra
Lions Club
Pokharna,
Chittorgarh
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LOCAL RESOURCES (RAJSAMAND DISTRICT)
AREA (Goramghat & Nathdwara)STD CODE: 02952
Authority
Telephone No
Mobile No
Address of
(if any)
resource
Office
Residence
02952-220536 02952-220537
9660422065
Rajsamand
Collector
02952-220563 02952-220564
9530434777
Rajsamand
SP
02953-230365
Nathdwara
Govt. Hospital
108
Ambulance
0294-2430222 0294-2431222
Aravali
Private
Hospital,
Hospital
Udaipur
0294-2491599 Dy.SP/GRP
Govt Rly
0294Ranapratapnagar
Police
2490807
02952-220712
Rajsamand
Police Control
101
Rajsamand
Fire Brigade
02952-221224
02953-234266
Nathdwara
State Bus
Depot
02952-225135
Sri Nath Travel
Private Bus
02953-232800
Agency,
Agencies
Rajsamand
Darshan
Travels,
Nathdwara
02952-223513
Kailash cranes,
Road crane
Rajsamand
Maha Laxmi
Earth Movers,
Rajsamand
0294-482031
Udaipur
Defence
Establishment
02953-230509
Nathdwara
Mahavir
International
02953-232380
Nathdwara
Narayan Sewa
Sansthan
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LOCAL RESOURCES (RAJSAMAND DISTRICT)
AREA (Fatehnagar to Umra & Mavli to Badisadri)STD CODE: 0294
Authority
Telephone No
Mobile No
Address of
(if
any)
resource
Office
Residence
02940294-2410834
9414069977
Udaipur
Collector
2410834
2410408
02940294-2431949
7597237953
Udaipur
SP
2413949
5102866
0294PBX 02949887760510
Supdt. M.B
Govt. Hospital
2418326
2528811
9414164564
Hospital,
Udaipur
102
2528819PBX
Udaipur
Ambulance
02942526390
0294-431222
0294-2430222
Aravali Hospital,
Private
Udaipur
Hospital
02940294-2491599
Dy.SP/GRP
Govt Rly
2491599
Ranapratapnagar
Police
0294Udaipur
Police Control
2414600
101
Udaipur
Fire Brigade
02942414111
029402949549653325
Chief Manager,
State Bus
2484179
2524760D/EX
Udaipur
Depot
2484191
02940294-2483411
0294-6999904
Udaipur
Private Bus
2485949
parsvanath
Agencies
9829872027
D.S. Cranes,
Road crane
9414164844
Dusmush
cranes,Udaipur
0294-482031
0294-2681511
Udaipur
Defence
Establishment
0294Udaipur
Mahesh Sewa
2460704
Sansthan
0294Udaipur
Lions Club
2483641
2485938
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LOCAL RESOURCES (RAJSAMAND DISTRICT)
AREA (Kharwachada to Jagabor)STD CODE: 02964
Telephone No
Mobile No
Address of
Authority
(if any)
resource
Office
Residence
0296402964-231001 9686672052
Dungarpur
Collector
231002
0296402964-231791 9829250727
Dungarpur
SP
294405
029649829040821
Dungarpur
CMHO,
232413
Bechhiwara
Govt. Hospital
02964Dungarpur
Ambulance
232413
02964Jeevan Raksha,
Private
233000
Dungarpur
Hospital
Swasth Sadan,
Dungarpur
02964Dungarpur
Govt. Rly
232593
Police
02964Dungarpur
Police Control
230344
029649462339101
Fire Brigade
232459
0296402964-232406
Dungarpur
State Bus
232260
Depot Manager,
Depot
02964Dungarpur
232432
029649414105555
Anita Maya
Private Bus
292914
Travels,Dungarpur
Agencies
029649414104864
Neelam Travels,
230319
Dungarpur
9414104621
Sh Y.K.Sharma,
Road
Dungarpur
crane/JCB
0294-482031
Udaipur
Defense
Establishment
0294-230406
Udaipur
Rotary Club
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LOCAL RESOURCES (HIMMATNAGAR DISTRICT)
AREA (Lusadiya & Himmatnagar)STD CODE: 02772
Authority
Collector
SP
Govt. Hospital
Ambulance
Private
Hospital
Govt Rly
Police
Police Control
Fire Brigade
State Bus
Depot
Private Bus
Agencies

Telephone No
Office
02772-241001
02772-247333
02772-240789
02772-249270

Residence
02772-223001
02772-223333

Mobile No
(if any)
09978406221
09978405081

02772-241892
CIVIL
SURGEN
02772-254564

Himmatnagar
Jeevan Raksha
Kendra,
Raigadh.
Himmatnagar

02772-241690
02772-247933
02772-245101
246720
02772-241233

Himmatnagar
Himmatnagar
Himmatnagar
09426019180

Road crane

02772-223466

Red cross
society

02772-240789

Address of
resource
Himmatnagar
Himmatnagar
Himmatnagar

Sanjay
transport,
Himmatnagar
Ganesh
breakdown,
Himmatnagar
Himmatnagar

LOCAL RESOURCES (UDAIPUR DISTRICT)
(Fatehnagar to Umra & Mavli to Bari Sadri) STD code 0294
Authority
Telephone No
Mobile No
Address of
(if any)
resource
Office
Residence
0294-2410834
0294- 2410285 9414515477
Udaipur
Collector
0294-2413949
0294-2431721
9414353156
Udaipur
SP
9414006767
(O)
0294-2414305
0294-2418326
9829164092
Supdt. M.B
Govt.
Supp. Office
0294- 2523877
Hospital, Udaipur
Hospital
108
0294 -2526390
Udaipur
Ambulance
0294-430222
0294-2431222
9352108108
Aravali Hospital,
Private
Udaipur
Hospital
0294-2490865
Dy.SP/GRP
Govt Rly
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Police
Police
Control
Fire Brigade
State Bus
Depot
Private Bus
Agencies
Road crane
Defence
Establishment
Mahesh Sewa
Sansthan
Lions Club
M B hospital
Dr Tarun
Gupta
GBH Hospital
Geetanjali
Medical
College
GBH
American
Hospital
GMCH
Medical
College
Cyclone
warning
centre
Metrological
department

0294-2414600
101
0294-2414111
0294-2484179
0294-2484191
0294-2485949

Ranapratapnagar
Udaipur

2411797
(Srajpole)

Udaipur
9549653325
0294-2483411

6999904

Chief Manager,
Udaipur
Udaipur

-

Bharat Brake
down, Udaipur
Udaipur

0294-2583334
0294-482031

-

9413317007

Udaipur

-

09414683789
09782200320
09829044478

Udaipur

0294-2528811
0294-2428571

Udaipur
Udaipur

0294-3060600
0294-2500000

Udaipur
Udaipur

0294-2428702
0294-2428703

Udaipur

0294-2500001
0294-2500006

Udaipur

079-22865449
-

Ahmedabad

011/24611842

Delhi
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LOCAL RESOURCES (DUNGARPUR DISTRICT)
(Kharwachanda to Jagabor) STD code 02964
Authority
Collector
SP
Govt. Hospital
Ambulance
Private
Hospital
Govt Rly
Police
Police Control
Fire Brigade
State Bus
Depot
Private Bus
Agencies
Road crane
Defence
Establishment
Rotary Club
Lions Club
Cyclone
warning centre
Metrological
department

Telephone No
Office
Residence
02964-231002
02964-231001
02964-231003
02964-231791
02964-232468
02964-250144
02964-232413

Mobile No
(if any)
9414075577
9784594271

02964-232731
02964-232593
02964-230344
02964-232459

Dungarpur
02964-232406

02964-232260
02964-232432
02964- 292914
02964-230319

9414105240
9414104621

0294-482031
02964-232369
02964-233271

Address of
resource
Dungarpur
Dungarpur
Dungarpur
Bechhiwara
Dungarpur
Jeevan Raksha,
Dungarpur
Dungarpur

0294-230406

-

Dungarpur
Depot
Manager,
Dungarpur
SurajTravels,
Dungarpur
Sh
Y.K.Sharma,
Dungarpur
Udaipur
Udaipur
Ahmedabad

079-22865449

Delhi

011/24611842
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Chapter-31
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vtesj

v/;{k@ lfpo dk
uke
Mk- ,u-,l-dksBkjh
Jh jes’k pUn gsM+k

irk e;
nwjHkk"k u%
2623859
2425965
9414002440
2601883
2460200
2631428

dsljxat]vtesj
nkark
uxj]vtesj
dksVM+k]vtesj

vtesj
vtesj

Mk- ih-lh-VkWd
Jh mn; yky
dksBkjh
Jh jklk flag jkor
lqJh bafnjk iapksyh

vtesj

JherheqUuh nsoh

2600713

Hktu xat]
vtesj
es;ks fyad jksM]
vtesj
gkFkh HkkVk]
vtesj

vtesj

Jherh ohuk ’kekZ

&

vtesj

Jh jfo izdk’k ’kekZ

2428193

ekdM+okyh jksM+]
vtesj
ijcriqjk]
vtesj
ykW;Ul Dyc]
vtesj
pkfp;kokl
iq"dj

vtesj

Jh vfuy dqekj
ekFkqj
Mk0 jksfcu ek’kZy

2643053

vtesj

vtesj

vtesj
iq"dj

Jh egk:[k
xM+sfofj;k th
Jh ,l-,e-dkSf’kd
Jh lqjHkhr oS"..ko

2798182
9783162129

iq"dj
iq"dj
dSM+y
dSM+y

iq"dj
iq"dj
dSM+y
dSM+y

Jh
Jh
Jh
Jh

9799717171
9829148130
9460179563
9413761553

e>soyk

e>soyk

pSu dWoj ckbZlk
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vtesj

9414379939

v:.k oS".ko
dnid egf"kZ
lR;ukjk;.k flag
egsUnz flag

2441869

2780215
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fd'kux+<+ ,uthvks dh lwfp
aØla
1

2
3

laLFkk dk uke

eq[;ky;

dk;Z{ks=

v/;{k@ lfpo dk
uke

irk e; nwjHkk"k u%

fd'kux< ekCkZy
,’ksfl;s’ku
01463&250327
Hkkjr fodkl ifj"kn
01463&244086

fd'kux<

fd'kux<

Jh t; ujk;.k
vxzoky v/;{k

vxzlsu Hkou ds ihNs vtesj
jksM enuxat fd’ux<

fd'kux<

fd'kux<

Jh jruyky daojhyky

fd'kux<

fd'kux<

Jh eqdqV fCkgkjh
ekyikuh v/;{k
Jh jktdqekj tSu
lfpo
Jh v;ksd ikVuh
v/;{k

Ekdku u% 8 jktgal dkWyksuh
enuxat fd'kux<
9829510203]
9829005069
Vkj ds gkml flVh jksM
enuxat fd’kux<

eq[;ky;

dk;Z{ks=

v;Zek f’k{k.k lfefr
C;koj

C;koj

ftyk
vtesj]
lEiw.kZ
jktLFkku

ehjk izf’k{k.k laLFkku
C;koj

C;koj

ftyk
vtesj]
lEiw.kZ
jktLFkku

C;koj ,u-th-vks dh lwph
Øla1

2

laLFkk dk uke

v/;{k@ lfpo dk
uke
Jh cyoUr HkkVh

Jh jke fuokl

Ikrk e; nwjHkk"k u%
fMXxh pkSd ckykth
ds eafnj ds ikl
C;koj
01462&254124
9461635999
22@9 ,lMh Ldwy
ekxZ] 'kkgiwjk
ekSgYyk C;koj
01462&254690

mi[k.M ulhjkckn ,u-th-vks
Øla1

laLFkk dk uke

v/;{k@ lfpo dk
uke
Jh ftUny xkSjo

eq[;ky;

dk;Z{ks=

jksVjh Dyc

ulhjkckn

ulhjkckn

2

Hkkjr fodkl ifj"kn

ulhjkckn

ulhjkckn

3

leFkZ QkmUMs’ku

ulhjkckn

ulhjkckn

Jh nqxkZ izlkn
esgjk
Jh jktdey ekyh

4

Losjk laLFkku

ulhjkckn

ulhjkckn

Jh fo".kq oS".ko
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Ikrk e; nwjHkk"k u%
nsjkBw jksM ?kklhjke
VksMjey lkcqu okys
01491@220182
9214380297
jken;ky ekSgYyk
ulhjkckn
xzke /kuiqjk
9414379996
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mi[k.M vf/kdkjh elwnk ds ,u-th-vks dh lwph
Øla1
2

laLFkk dk uke

eq[;ky;

vtesj ftyk xzkeh.k
miHkksDrk laLFkku

Eklwnk

Hkkjr fodkl ifj"kn

dk;Z{ks=

v/;{k@ lfpo dk
uke
Jh tloar flga
jkor] lfpo

fnYyh

ftyk
vtesj
¼tx:drk½
lkekftd

Jh fnus’k dksxVk

Ykk;Ul Dyc

eqEcbZ

lkekftd

jkt dqekj yq.kkor

fy;ks Dyc

eqEcbZ

lkekftd

Ekuh"k xks;y

egkohj baVjus’kuy

eqEcbZ

lkekftd

fouksn pkSjfM;k

tSu lks’;y xzqi

Tk;iqj

lkekftd

egkohj dksBkjh

f’kopj.knkl [k.Msyoky
psjhVscy VªLV
jru dWoj ukFkwyky
iks[kj.kk psjhVscy VªLV
isa'kuj lekt Dyc

vtesj

lkekftd

fct;uxj

lkekftd

fct;uxj

isa’kuj

f’kopj.knkl
[k.Msyoky
Jherh pUnªdyk
iks[kj.kk
f’kon;ky f=ikBh

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Ikrk e; nwjHkk"k u%
01462 266938
9352360279
ehy pkSd fct;uxj
9414253022
LkCth e.Mh
fct;uxj
ckykth jksM jsYos
ykbZu ds ikl
9214665800
ckiw cktkj fct;uxj
9414113810
fjdksa {ks= fct;uxj
9414076380
ckiw cktkj fct;uxj
01462 230121
fct;uxj
9314573787
x.ks’k eafnj ds ikl
fct;uxj
9413948840

mi[k.M vf/kdkjh dsdM+h ds ,u-th-vks dh lwph
Øla1
2

laLFkk dk uke

eq[;ky;

dk;Z{ks=

v/;{k@ lfpo dk uke

Ikrk e; nwjHkk"k u%

f=osMh efgyk fodkl
lfefr dssdMh
Jh dY;k.k lsok laLFkku

dsdMh

dsdMh

v/;{k Jh ';keyky cSjok

928144090

dsdMh

dsdMh

v/;{k pUnª izHkk tSu]
deys’k [k.Msyoky
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Chapter 32
LIST OF VULNERABLE LOCATIONS - AJMER DIVISION
Sr.
No.

Bridge
No

1

Location

Section

Movable/
Stationary

Remarks

304-306

MD-PNU

Movable

Flood in 1975

324/8-325/15

MD-PNU

Movable

Flood in 1979

362/6-7
362/15-363/2
364/4-14

MD-PNU
MD-PNU
MD-PNU

Stationary
Stationary
Stationary

Major bridge
HighCutting
HighCutting

6

366/4

MD-PNU

Stationary

HighCutting

7

366/10-367/5

MD-PNU

Movable

HighCutting

8

367/16-368/6

MD-PNU

Movable

High bank

9

372/6-7

MD-PNU

Stationary

High bank

10

544/0-546/15

MD-PNU

Movable

High bank & cutting

2
3
4
5

396,
397, 398
472

11

490

368/10-11

MD-PNU

Stationary

Major bridge

12

509

376/12-377/2

MD-PNU

Stationary

Major bridge

13

563

411/2-6

MD-PNU

Stationary

Major bridge

14

594

440/9-12

MD-PNU

Stationary

Major bridge

15

609

461/3-7

MD-PNU

Stationary

Major bridge

16

635

485/2-5

MD-PNU

Stationary

Major bridge

17

649

498/6-9

MD-PNU

Stationary

Major bridge

18

676

519/0-4

MD-PNU

Stationary

Major bridge

19

750

564/12-13

MD-PNU

Stationary

Major bridge

20

792

597/1-2

MD-PNU

Stationary

Major bridge

21

803

606/15-607/1

MD-PNU

Stationary

Major bridge

22

804

607/18-608/1

MD-PNU

Stationary

Major bridge
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Sr.
No.

Bridge
No

Location

Section

Movable/
Stationary

Remarks

23

94

66/8-13

AII-COR

Stationary

Major bridge

24

100

75/2-3

AII-COR

Stationary

Major bridge

25

107

82/12-13

AII-COR

Stationary

Major bridge

26

140

122/9-12

AII-COR

Stationary

Major bridge

27

178

146/15147/8

AII-COR

Stationary

Major bridge

28

100

33/12-13

MJ-MVJ

Stationary

Major bridge

29

28/10-29/11

MJ-MVJ

Movable

High cutting

30

30/10-32/1

MJ-MVJ

Movable

High cutting

31

33/15-35/5

MJ-MVJ

Movable

High cutting

32

36/12-37/5

MJ-MVJ

Movable

High cutting

37/5-8

MJ-MVJ

Stationary

34

37/5-38/12

MJ-MVJ

Movable

High cutting

35

41/4-43/6

MJ-MVJ

Movable

High cutting

36

60-62

MJ-MVJ

Movable

High cutting

33

TUNNEL

37

140

81/3-8

MJ-MVJ

Stationary

Major bridge

38

158

125/8-16

MJ-MVJ

Stationary

Major bridge

39

TUNNEL

98/0-7

COR-UDZ

Stationary

122-123

UDZ-HMT

Stationary

40
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Sr.
No.

Bridge
No

41
42
43
44
45

Location

Section

Movable/
Stationary

243
251

126/11-127/1
128/12-13
130/2-5

UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT

Stationary
Stationary
Movable

269

130/13-14
133/12-13

UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT

Movable
Movable

133/13-14
134/2-7
136/8-137/8
138/10-12
138/1314
139/3-4
140/4-8

UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT

Movable
Stationary
Stationary
Stationary
Stationary
Stationary
Stationary

High cutting
RCC Slab Bridge
Major bridge
Cutting (guard on Br.
No. 251 shall watch)
Major bridge
Cutting (guard on Br.
No. 269 shall watch)
High cutting
High cutting
High cutting
Bank & Tunnel
Bank & Tunnel
Bank & Tunnel

140/13-141/1
147/6-149/13
153/5-6
156/2-3
157/3-4
162/0-178/12
178/12-15
187/10-11
190/11-14
192/10-15
198/11-12
199/8-14
200/11-12
201/13-202/5
207/0-209/0
214/10-11
227/2-3
229/6-7
238/0-243/0
243/0-248/0
252/11-252/13
254/1-254/9
260/1-264/0
264/0-268/0
284/13-14
287/10-288/10

UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT
UDZ-HMT

Stationary
Movable
Stationary
Stationary
Stationary
Movable
Stationary
Stationary
Stationary
Stationary
Stationary
Movable
Movable
Movable
Stationary
Stationary
Stationary
Stationary
Movable
Movable
Stationary
Stationary
Movable
Movable
Stationary
Stationary

Bank & Tunnel
High cutting
High cutting
High cutting
High cutting
Dengerouss Bank
Major bridge
Major bridge
High cutting
High cutting
High cutting
High cutting
High cutting
High cutting
High cutting
Major bridge
High cutting
Major bridge
High Bank
High Bank
High Bank
High Bank
High cutting
High Bank
Major bridge
High cutting

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

TUNN
EL

433
457

558
594
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Remarks

